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INTRODUCTION

1. The purpose of this report 1/ is to carry the international discussion,
which the Pearson Report has aroused, a stage further. The intention is to
focus the light that Pearson has cast On the broad area of development aid more
sharply in three directions. One is geographical. Latin America and Asi~

have had their highly articulate spokesmen and have established schemes cover
ing their whole regions, such as the Colombo Plan or the Alliance for. Progress.
The voice of Africa has been comparatively still and there have been no co
operative projects covering the whole continent. Yet, without in any WaY
detracting from the claims of other regions, Africans have special claims of
their own and special reasons to plead for particular forms of more effective
international co-operation. This paper attempts to make a oontribution to
the, articulation of these claims.

2. The seoond focus is upon the concrete objectives that lie behind the
aggregate targets. Much of the post-Pearson discussion has been, rightly,
conducted in terms of large aggregates of gross national products, savings,
investment and their growth rates. Many differences and divergencies can
be concealed qy such aggregations. Of course, these targets are essential
to sketch the outlines of the problem and to harness political will. But
in order to eradicate the roots of poverty and in order to win the support
of those who believe that aid has in the past been wasted, one must point
to actually or potentially successful applications of aid. The approach by
targets should be supplemented by an approach which starts, as it wer-e , at
the other end. lfhat precisely do we wish to achieve? lihat are the main rieeds?
What are our priorities? How can we co-operate in achieving them? lfuat can
developed countries oontribute to this achievement? In this way effective
international cc-operation can be given concrete content and problems can be
tackled at their roots.

3. The principal objectives .under1ying the recommendations of this paper
are (1) effeotive regional and sub-regional co-operation in investment, produc
tion and trade; (2) not only acoelerated growth rates of average income, but
also its more equal distribution and more jobs for the rapidly growing labour
force; and (3) a more effective preparation, execution and management of
projects that fit into these basio development objectives.

4. Third, the discussion of this paper is confined to offioia1 external
assistance. Private foreign investment is excluded. Also excluded are
trade. international migration and international monetary issues, except
where they have a direct bearing on external assistanoe.

1/ I am indebted to Mr. Akbar Noman for considerable help in the prepara
tion of this paper.
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5.. Such exoLus i onc Lnev , ~~~l./ (-~.;.;;.. ~ .... J,:'-~ the pi.... vure , JU.:.t as development
is a complex system of interrelated actions and responses on many fronts,
so numerous polioies of advanoed industrial oountries "ave reperoussions
that af'f'cc s t:,e tlevelopment prospects of the developing courrtr i es , To look
at one set of pol i c i es in i,solation can therefo:-e be highly misleading. It
is possible to undo the good. done through external assistance by measures in
the field of trade or migratio~ or monetary arrangements. Devaluations of
major currenoies, entry into the European Eoonomic Community ',i thout adequate
safeguards, a technological advance in a synthetic product that knocks out
the exports of a developing COUl, try might serve as illustrations.

6. In spite of these difficulties, this paper confines itself to questions
of official external assistance, But the limitation should always be borne
in mind. Tlle basio philosophy ~derlying the paper is the now widely accepted
vie'. that external assistanoe mus t be seen and judged in the oontext of inter
national co-operation fcr development. Development requires a oonoerted effort
over a wide range of polioies of deveioping as well as developed oountries.
In par-tacul.az-, the problem-oriented approach adopted in this paper presupposes
that it is in the oommon interect of all members of the world community to
solve jointly certain pr-o'bl.ems - improved nutrition, more and more efficient
jobs, improved schooling, rural and mduavr-ia.l dcve l opment , etc , - and that
success in this joint operation depe!lds on all partners contributing to the
best of their abili"y. It is in this context that expressions like "aid" or
"offioial external assistance" should be interpreted in the f'oLlowi.ng pages.
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~~.policies

1. Donora' objectives, motives and criteria, in gIvIng aid are mixed and
the particular brand of mixture varies from one donor to another. One of
the main reasons for the dis~ppointment with the aid policies of the Fifties
and Sixties must be sought in this fusion ~nd confusion of sometimes contradic
tory aims and motives. This confusion also explains partly the difficulties
of effective co-ordination of donors' policies. It is therefore useful to
begin with a brief summary of the main donors' contributions. ~ serious diffi
cu l ty in attempting to assess aid policies is the f'ao t that t",o of the three
major European donors \"lere great c ol on i a'l power-a, Much of the a i d of Britain
and Franoe goes to countries whose educated people were brought up in the same
traditions, speak the same language, went to the same universities and have in
their Own countries adopted similar ideas and institutions as the members of
the metropolitan oountry. External assistance in these circumstances is just
one strand in a whole complex of relationships. It is sometimes difficult to
say where the influence of aid ends and where the colonial legacy begins.

French aid

2. French aid to traditionally foreign countries, that is countries whioh
have not been under recent French rule, was only 'about 12.5 per cent of total
French net aid in 1967, though the share has been ,growing over time. Most of
this aid waS in the form of teohnical assistance. The objective is cultural
and economic and has been described in a French publication as the defence of
"oul tural ~J1d economic posi t i ons in a rapidly ohanging world by lToaintainiilg ,
an original form of contact and activities in developing countries". 1/ The
chief means is establishing or strengthening the teaching of French. The
influence therefore of French aid i~ the traditionally foreign countries has
probably been very slight because (~,) it is small; nnd (b) the teaching of
French is likely to have only a delayed and very indirect effect on develop
ment policy. Tables la and lb show the geographical distribution of French
aid.

3. French policy towards her ex-colonies was dominated by the'concept of
interdependence. The Plan for the Economic and Social D~velopment of the
French Union '"as designed to ensure the harmonious development of the whole,
not the self-sufficiency of the parts. Aid consists of a high proportion of
grants, especially for technical assistance. Interdependence waS fortified
by a highly protectionist tr~ding system. Trade between France and her ex
colonies was encouraged by extensive trade preferences, stabilization funds
for agricultural exports of the African territories and guaranteed minimum

1/ Ministere des Affaires etrangeres, Direction generale des affaires
oulturelles et techniques, Rapport d'activites, 1963.
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prices in the French market for certain commodities. ijith the establishment
of the European Econcmic Community, France had to eliminate most price sup
ports and vol~~c guarantees in favour of tariff preferences granted qy the
~lrOpB?n Six. !Jthough these trade advantages are to some extent offset by
the obligation of African countries to import ffimufactured goods at higher
than Horld prices, there has been a net transfer of resources to Africa, which
does not appear in France's aid figures.

4. Pnother objective of the Franc Zone, besides the free flow of goons, was
the free movement of capital. This was helped by having local francs com
pletely convertible into French francs and local currencies guaranteed by the
French TreasllrJ. This guarantee was, in theory at least, an open-ended com
mitment; Franc Zone countries had an unlimited claim on French resources and
only a slightly smaller claim On French foreign exchange reserves since there

, were nO special restriotions on the use in the Paris foreign exchange market
of French francs bought with local currencies. But in fact the French had,
and still have in the States, consider~ble control over the monetary policies
of the Franc Zone countries.

,

•

5. French influence over development and development thinking remains greatest
in the African and Malagasy States, (the States, for short), that is ex-French
Africa south of the Sahara. Having created States highly dependent on French
men and capital, France has been trying to reverse this by oreating self
reliant economies and societies. Even though the states are independent, it
is relatively easy for France to do this since French aid is the biggest source
of investment in the States. French administrators, often paid direct from
France, are still very numerous and powerful in their administrations and
France provides budgetary support for many of the States.

6. The whole emphasis is on greater self-sufficiency in the states. The
French want greater Africaniz~tion. After independence a number of French
personnel were withdra\iTI in agreement with the States, but in many oountries
the Af'ricans later asked for Frenchmen to return. Also the French are helping
to develop eduoational and administr~tive systems which are more appropriate
to local COnditions. In education, for example, research in Franoe and in
Africa has shot~ that the sarno teaching methods have different effects in
the areas; in parti~ular, the French have been trying to reduoe the academio
content in African education and to encourage more practical and vocational
teaching. But in spite of these attempts, the educational system in the
States has so far deviated only in minor respeots from that of Franoe. Frenoh
examinations and French curricula still tend tc impose eduoational uniformity
on ex-French ,~rica. The French have also done many eoonomic and other studies
which they are using as the basis of development plans for the African States.
Aid is given On the basis of these plans. France is also trying to avoid
giving assistance fcr projects of a non-productive kind which impos~ heavy
recurrent expenses beyond the capacity of the States to pay.

•

•

7. In assessing projects, France has tended to favour projects ~hich are effi
cient by ccmmercial criteria. There dces not appear to be C', positive policy of
using local materials and local labour, though the French are encouraging coun
tries to take the problem of unemployment more seriously. These projects are
frequently executed by public or semi-r~blio specialized organizations.
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1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967

From Total From Total From
~~al

From !6tal From Total From otal
France DAC " France DAC " France " France MC % France DAC " France IDAC %
II m Count- 11m Count- ¢ m Count- II m Count- ¢ m Count- ¢ m ~~t-riea ries

~:
ries rie. e.

¢m 11m 11m 11m m

French Franc Area
S. of" Sahara 325.9 359.1 9O.B "7.3 3B6.B 67.2 345.6 405.6 B5.2 321.0 363.0 66.4 327.6 3B2.7 B5.6 3B1.4 435.7 B7.6

of" which.

French overs(;~

37.B 37.B 100.0 43.3 43.3 100.0 6B.6 6B.6 61.3 61.3 99.9 66.3 66.3 100.0 100.0Territories 100.0 9B.2 9B.2

Algeria 357.6 396.3 90.2 239.4 279.4 B5.7 lB2.4 226.4 aJ.6 135.1 144.0 93.B 97.7 121 .1 aJ.7 92.0 107.5 B5.6

Morocco & Tunisia 45.4 146.7 30.5 71.7 175.3 40.9 79.9 167.3 47.B 60.5 191.0 31.7 45.7 145.3 31.5 23.B 161.9 14.7

Total Franc Zone 72B.9 904.1 aJ.6 646.4 641.5 77.1 607.9 799.3 76.1 516.6 696.0 79.6 471.0 649.1 72.7 497.2 705.1 70.5

Cambodia, 1aoe &
Vietnam B.l 196.0 4.1 B.O 244.7 3.3 9.1 245.2 3.7 16.0 3B9.4 4.1 16.3 5B9.2 2.B 19.2 542.0 3.5

Total 737.0 1100.1 67.0 656.4 10B6.2 60.4 617.0 1044.5 59.1 532.6 1067.4 49.0 467.3 123B.3 39.0 516.4 1247.1 41.0
Other(2) 123.B 4252.9 2.9 165.0 4545.1 3.6 193.4 4347.7 4.5 191.9 46Bl.6 4.1 22B.9 472B.l 4.B 270.B 49aJ.2 5.4

Total Of"f"icial
Bilateral B60.B 5353.0 16.1 621.4 5631.3 14.6 Bl0.4 5392.2 15.0 724.5 5769.0 12.5 716.2 5966.4 12.0 767.2 6227.3 12.6

Sourcee: O.E.C.D. Geographical Distribution of" Financial Flowe 1960-64. 1965 and 1966-67

(1)

(2)
Including Reunion,.a French Overseas Dept.

Includes "Flows to Fr9nch Overseas Territories and Departments in Latin America and Oceania.
;?~~
~~~
w;1;"
i;~
<, :IE

~:o...........
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Franc Zone (Africa)(2)

Cambodia, Laos & Vietnam

~rench Overseas Territories and
Departments in Latin America

French Overseas Territories in
Oceania(3)

Total Traditionally French Areas

Other CountriQs(4)

Total Official Bilateral

Aid to Traditionally French Areas
as percentage of the total

Table l(b)

French Aid(l)to Traditionally FrQnQh ~Qas

($ million,)

1962 1963 1964 1965

728.9 648.4 607,9 516.6

8.1 8.0 9.1 16.0

64.5 8'7.2 118.6 94.4

18,9 18.1 24.2 31.0

820.4 761.7 759.8 658.0

40.4 59.7 50.6 66.5

860.8 821.4 810.4 724.5

95.3 92.8 93.7 90.8

'tlOM,,>'
lIji~Q

o-i'
~:<l'"
>~

0'
-<; c
&!:o...,

W
0

1966 1967

471.0 497,2

16.3 19.2

138.5 145.7

30.6 26.7

656.4 688.8

59.8 98.4

--
716.2 787.2

91.6 87.5

(l)Official bilateral flows, net of amortization

(2)French Frano Area, South of the Sahara (African & Malagasy states, and French Overseas Territories and
Departments), Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia.

(3)Data on aid to French Overseas Territories in Oceania are not available separately for the period 1962.64
and are included in "unallocated", flows to Oceania, However the other components of this "unallocated"
flow are unlikely to be significant.

(4)Includes ~allocated flows.

Sources: OECD Geographical Distribution of Finacial Flows to Less Developed Countries 1960~64. 1965 and 1966·67

'.
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German aid

8. The influenoe of German financial aid on the development policies of
those countries reoeiving it has been small. There are several reasons for
this. One reason is quite simply that Germany has been a fully-fledged member

• of the aid giving community for only a decade. France and Britain, on the
other hand, hAve been giving development aid since before the War - Britain
sinoe 1929.' Another reason is that Germany has no traditional sphere of in
fluenoe on whioh it would be natural for her to ooncentrate. As a result, no
single aid recipient is wholly or largely dependent on German aid, as can be
seem from Table 2. About 22 per cent of German aid went to Africa in 1967,
having risen considerably from the insignificant proportion of slightly more
than 1 per oent in 1960.

9. One consequenoe of the fact is that German is not widely spoken in less
developed countries; thus the essential element in the transfer of ideas, a
oommon l~U>ge, is missing. Another consequenoe is that Germany has been
extremely reluctant to get deeply involved with the wider aspects of develop
ment in recipient countries; indeed, non-interferenoe in the domestic affairs
of recipient countries has beoome an article of faith in German aid policy.
Germany therefore has tended to adopt a banking approach to aid, giving almost
exclusively projeot aid, looking at each projeot in isolation and giving the
aid, provided the projeot satisfied certain economic, oommercial and managerial
criteria.

•

•

10. But German aid carries a definite message. Just as early American aid
was dominated by Marshall Plan thinking, so the Germans entered the aid field
elated by the success of their own economic reoovery and oonvinced that free
enterprise and development governed by the principles of a soziale Marktwirtschaft
would produce similar results in less developed oountries. The message is embodied
in the profusion of oriteria whioh a project must satisfy before it qualifies for
German aid. One important prinoiple is that the reoipient oountry must share in
the responsibility, politioal and administrative as well as finanoial, for German
aid projeots. For this reason the Germans usually insist that there be a local
oontribution tc the project. Also the Germans particularly favour projects which
enable them to withdraw after a short period. This is another reason for the
preference for a local stake in projeots. It also explains the German emphasis
on ccunterpart training to replace German technical assistance personnel. The
Germans have in addition been very keen on finanoial discipline and this is the
justification of the high proportion of loans, the terms of which have become
softer. Another principle of German aid, though cne not stricly applied in
practice, is that aid should net be given to help governments in less devP-Ioped
countries to do things that in Germany are done by private enterprise. Besides
these principles related to projeots, the Federal Government has stated that
countries which run well-ordered general eoonomic pclioies, e.g., by ocntrolling
inflaticn, by encouraging capital formation, by reforming their tax systems
and so on, would receive preference in the allocation of German aid.
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11. But in spite of all the very careful thinking that has gone into the
German aid programme, it is doubtful whether the message has got across.
Perhaps conditions in underdeveloped countries made them unreceptive to the
free enterprise creed, although the public sector in countries which declare
themselves "socialist" in fact is often relatively small. Anyhow, the methods ,
chosen to put the message across were not really capable of doing it. It is
very difficult for a donor country to influence general development policy in
the recipient country through project selection because of the fungibility of ..
development funds. In the same way, no doubt, the recipients of German aid have
been able to get German aid without changing their policies simply by submitting
for-German help those projects which in any case satisfy the German criteria.
Projeots ~hich do not, can be financed by other donors_or out of the country's
own funds. The fact that few donors are heavily dependent On German aid ~akes

this all the easier.

12. German technical assistance has probably been more influential than her
capital aid. Also many Af'rican students are attracted to study in Germany
because of the case of entry to German universities, once formal qualifications
have been met, and because of the high reputation of German engineering and
applied sciences teaching. In 1967 23,632 students and trainees were receiving
education in Germany, many of whom were supporting themselves. The emphasis
has, however, shifted towards more local training. German technical assist
ance, like American, has been based on the principle of'help towards self-help'.
About a third of the funds have been spent on pilot projects which are intended
as models which the recipient can copy and multiply for himself. But even the
technical training institutes, which are another impcrtant element in the German
technical assistance programme, are regarded as pilot projects as well as educa
ticnal institutions. The objective of most cf these institutes is to turn out

- middle-grade skilled men who Can apply themselves to a fairly wide range of
taeks. The results have ~Gt always worked out like this. In some casesinsti
tutes have been established with little concern for local conditions. In other
cases the critics claim that the projeots have been over-ambitious. But by
and large, German technical assistance has moved in the right direction.

13. German aid to Africa has increased steadily and remained a fairly constant
proportion at 10 - 15 per cent of total capital aid and 43.5 per cent of tech
nical assistance over 1956-1967, 38.9 per cent in 1967. TJ,e main obstacle is
said to have been the difficulty of identifying suitable projects, although
there is also some fear of providing more technioal assistance to help in
the preparation of projects, lest this >!ould lead to increased pressure for
more capital aid. There is the possibility of a vicious circle: capital aid
not rising as fast as it othe~.ise would beoause of lack of projects, and aid
for the preparation of projects being withheld, because of fears of pressure
to provide the money for the project. A multilateralization of project pre- 
paration qy consultants drawn from an international list of genuinely indepen
dent consulting firms of high repute would help.

..

•
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TABLE 2

Geographical Distribution and Chief
Recipients of German Assistance.

($ millions )

(1\

•

•

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967

A£rica South of Sahara 5.3 13.3 59.2 54.1 41.4 61.2 95.7 74.2
Africa North of Sahara -2.5 -4.6 4.9 12.3 24.5 31.6 18.2 31.3
Total Africa 2.8 8.7 64.1 66.4 65.9 93~4 115.6 106.0

of which:
U.A.R. -2.7 -4.7 3.2 10.9 21.6 9.5 10.2 10.2
Ghana 0.05 0.03 2.20 1,02 2.98 3.38 9.08 15.30
Kenya 0.01 0.03 0.01 3.43 4.44 1.5 2.0 4.2
Liberia 0.84 9.52 44.42 21.98 2.82 8.6 23.0 0.7
Somalia 0.01 0.05 2.05 4.03 7.51 4.1 2.5 2.9
Tanzania Negligible 0.01 0.14 2.79 9.14 4.2 6.2 63.6
Nigeria 0.09 0.01 0.09 0.82 0.64 4.3 10.6 9.5

Asia 147.8 207.2 158.4 193.3 239.9 226.3 223.5 241.5
of which:
Iran 0.35 0.03 8.60 5.76 6.79 5.10 8.2 9.9
Israel 62.6 65.5 59.9 68.2 61.8 74.9 58.9 40.4
Afghanistan 0.65 3.38 2.15 2.81 6.63 15.8 16.4 9.4
Ceylon 0.55 0.47 0.71 2.56 1.32 2.4 6.0 9.9
India 82.8 131,8 54.1 44.5 72.3 44.5 55.4 55.2
Pakistan 0.16 5.3 19.7 42.0 46.0 42.3 35.6 27.5
Indonesia -0.11 -0.25 3.58 7.56 14.17 15.1 4.8 45.4
South Korea Negligible 0.01

I
0.28 3.45 10.68 4.5 6.0 12.8

Thailand 0.07 0.09 0.45 1.16 7.5 8.2 17.6 9.6

Corrr t d ••••
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TABLE 2 cont'd W
0

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967

Latin America 23.2 30.6 37.6 36.4 6.1 45.4 46.0 57.2
I

of which:
Argentina 12.3 14.9 -1,6 1.6 -15.2 -20.2 -2.2 16.5
Brazil 1.26 15.27 4.19 18.70 11.66 47.35 -4.4 -4.2
Chile 7.3 1.0 29.4 7.6 4.6 -8.3 26.8 21.2
Peru 0.04 0.09 0.11 0.26 0.32 18.7 15.5 13.5

Europe 53.9 56.9 27.9 40.4 24.1 39.7 37.0 42.6

of which:
Turkey I 31,3 I 22.3 I 23.1 I. 28.8 I 16.5 I 23.3 I 17.1 1 16.3

TOTAL 241.6 329.1 347.4 398.9 413.3 432.2 449.6

f

480.4

Africa's share as percentage 1.2 2.6 18.5 16.6 15.9 21.6 25.7 I 22.1of the total

(1) Official bilateral flows, net of amortization.

Sources: O.E.C.D. Geographical Distribution of Financial Flows to Less Developed Countries. 1960-64, 1965
and 1966-67.

•

• • ..' ..
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14. In the medium-term public expendituro projections, thc Germ~s propose
an an~ual 1ncrease of 7.2 per cent in official aid, while total pUblic expendi
ture 1S expected to erow only by 5.5 per cent. German Chancellor Brandt
pledged the Federal Government to "endeavour to attain the aim envisaged in
~he Z-Pearso~7 report for a public share in development aid by en annual average
1ncrease rate of 11 per cent". In its memorandum for the DAC annual audit, the
Federal Government says:

"expenditure on development aid, insofar as it is included
1n the allocation of the Federal Ministry for Economic Co
oper~tion, is to be increased from approximately 1,656
m11110n M~rks in 1967 to roughly 2,555 million Marks by
1971. Th1s represents an average annual increase of 11.4
per cent. This increase is almost twice as high as the
growth of the government's total expenditure, which is to
go up at the rate of just 6 per cent annually ... " 1/

~inoe bilateral,capital aid is assumed to remain fairly constant, the growth
1S largel~ at~r1butable to technical assistance and multilateral aid, includ
1ng.c?ntr1but1ons to the,European Development Fund. This reflects the policy
dec1~10n that ~1ghest pr10r1ty chould be given to technical assistance and
~lt11oteral a1d.

British aiel

15. Brit'sh aid to Africa amounted to over ~70 million or about 37 per cent of
the total bilateral (oountry to oountry) aid programme of ~lR9 million in
1967. Most British offic ial economic aid to Africa, is provided in the form of
this direot bilateral assistance to individual countries, but a substantial nro
portion t'Lows through contributions to the Interne,tional Bank for Reconstruotion
and Development, thelnte.:r::n.",ttona,.LDe.veJop~entAssooi~tion and United Nations
funds - the multilateral aid channels.

16. For historioal reasons, the bulk of British aid is directed to Common
wealth countries. For example, at the end of 1967, over 11,000 publicly
financed British personnel were serving the Governments of Commonwealth coun
tries in Africa. In addition, a direct British responsibility continues in
the oase of the remaining British denendenoies in the African region
(Seychelles and St. Helena). Post-i~dependence aid agreements were negoti
ated with Mauritius (in March 1968) and Swaziland (in December 1968) •

Typee of aid

17. British bilateral economic aid is extended
form of grants, loans and teohnical assistance.
nelled through the Scecial Commonwealth African

to African countries in the
Much of this aid is chan

Assistance Plan (SCAAP),

The Deyelopment Aid Policy of the Federal Republic of Germany, Federal
Government Memorandum for DAC 1968 annual audit, published by the Press
and Information Office of the Federal Government, Bonn 196R, p.14.
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formed in 1960 in order to focus attention on the aid being given by the
Commonwealth countries in Africa and to encourage its expansion. Table 3
shows the distribution by types of aid:

Table 3

Grants (1967) (re million)

Technical assistance

Grants to dependencies under Coloni~l Development and
Welfare (CD&w) Acts

other grant aid (including budgetary support)

2

si
47

Aid for pensions and compensation for former expatriate
officials 3

Loans to dependencies under CD&W 1

Investment by Commonwealth Development Corporation (CDC). 5

Loans under Export Guarantees Act 1949 ...5.
23

TOTAL 70

Interest-free loans

18. A major development in British aid policy was the decision in June 1965
that development loans' would be made interest-free to countries whose economic
circumstances justified this concession. Since then (and up to the end of
1967) the following interest~free loans have been made to African oountries:
Ethiopia (=2 million), Kenya (m3 million in 1965, _18 million for 1966-10),
Malawi (re1 million for 1966-68), Sierra Leone (re.061 million in 1966-61, ~.5

million for 1961-68), Uganda (re5.5 million from 1966, re.5 million in 1961),
Botswana (re.2)0 million), Lesotho (re.123 million), Swaziland (=.)25 million
in 1966, 5.4 million in 1961-68), the Gambia (r.3.2 million for 1961-11),
Cameroon (L.350 million in 1967).
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Tying of aid

.'

19. Seventeen per cent of British bilateral aid to African countries in
1967 was wholly tied to British goods ~~d services, compared with 35 per
cent of such aid to all developing countries. If partly tied aid is in
cluded, these percentages rise to 43 per cent and 52 per cent respectively.

Technical assis~

20. Technical assistance, valued at »18.2 million in 1967, accounts for
about a quarter of total British bilateral aid to Africa. Although most of
this aid went to Commonwealth countries, a signifioant increase is now taking
plaoe in disbursements to non-Commonwealth countries.

21. Technical assiutance includes the provision of British staff and experts;
training for Africans in Britain; services of the Directorate of Overseas
Surveys and the Overseas Division of the Institute of Geological Sciences;
equipment for instruotional purposes or for British experts; small capital grants
for buildings at whioh British experts are workir-g; and British consultancies
and assistance in the fields of education and research.

22. B.Y far the most i~ortant item of technical assistance in Africa (~12

million in 1967) is the aid given under OSAS and similar schemes, which by
contributing to the oost of British perscnnel employed qy overseas govern
ments, enables them to retain and recruit expert staff from Britain until
local staff can be trained to take over. There were nearly 10,800 British
officers in post in Afrioa at the end of 1967 under these arrangements.

23. In addition 500 British paid technical assistanoe experts and teachers
(wholly in British serviG0) were serving in posts in Africa at the end of
1967. There were also 944 volunteers subsidized from British Government funds
under the 1967/68 programme, At the same time, there were 1,815 4fricans i~
training in Britain paid for from British public. funds: 1,333 under technioal
assistanc'e regional programmes, 387 under Commonwealth' Education Co-operation
and 95 under British Council programmes. In addition, African students not
financed from public funds (over 18,500) 1<ere enrolled in courses in Britain
in 1966/67. .

Some special aid allocati~~

Budget deficits

24. In some Mrican countries, where increases in bUdgetary expenditure,
in the short run at least, exceed practicable increases in revenue, Britain
has met the need for budgetary assistance. l~ala1<i, for example, has re
ceived aid of this kind since becoming independent in 1964: for the three
years 1968-70 Britain has undertaken to provide a maximum of ~3.3, ~2.8

and ~2.2 million a year, respectively. Other countries in the African
region which have received bUdgetary aid from Britain include the Gambia,
Lesotho, Botswana, Swaziland, st. Helena and the Seychelles.
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Local costs

25. In many African countries, where development programmes are concentrated
largely in the agricultural and educational sectors, a comparatively high
proportion of development expenditure has to go to defray local costs and
hence indirectly imports, rather than to pay directly for imports. Britain
provides some untied aid which can be used for this purpose or, when the aid
is tied, it may be tied to goods and services either from Britain or from the
recipient country. But the proportion of aid devoted to this purpose is too
small to avoid serious distortions in the direction of excessive capital
intensity 2nd excessive direct import content.

Land transfers and settlement

26. A special type of British aid to Africa has been the financing of major
schemes of land transfer and settlement in Kenya, where a large European
farming community previously enjoyed exclusive rights to own land in scheduled
areas. For several schemes (including the Million Acre Scheme) for the transfer
of mixed farming land from European to African ownership, beginning in 1961/62,
the British Government agreed to provide over ~22 million.l/ In addition, loans
of fo3 million were made available during 196J.,-66 for the Kenya Land Bank and
Agricultural Finance Corporation to assist land transactions outside the settle
ment areas. Further disbursements, in the form of an t18 million interest-free
loan for the period 1966-70, follo';ed the report of a mission led by Mr. Maxwell
stamp. It was estimated that just over one-third of this sum will be spent on
financing the annual transfer of 100,000 acres of mixed ~arming land and the
balance will be devoted to generai development, inoluding land consolidation.

Higher education

27. Assistance for higher education in Africa has always been a prominent
feature of British aid. Many of the universities and technioal colleges have
been founded and developed with British capital. For example, by 1967 Britain
had provided about ~3.7 million to Makerere University College, fol.7 million
to University College, Nairobi, ~l million to the University of Zambia, Ll
million to the University of Malawi, fol.5 million to the University of Botswana,
Lesotho and Swaziland, and about fo300,OOO to help establish the new University
of Mauritius. In addition, Britain made a ..5 million capital grant for post
secondary education developments in Nigeria. In non-Commonwelath Africa,
assistanoe with the provision of staff and equipment has been given to the -
Universities at Khartoum, Addis Ababa, Monrovia, Yaounde and Abidjan.
Assistance with regard to reoruitment and general academio advioe are provided
by the Inter-University Council for Higher Education Overseas and the Counoil
for Teohnical Education and Training for Overseas Countries, whose budgets
are provided by the Ministry of Overseas Development.

1/ See Section "What should be counted as aid?" paragraphs 90 - 95
for reasons why this is not counted as aid.
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BIlITISH AID
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1962 1963 1964 1965

Total Total otal Total
From Rec'd From Rec'd From Ilec'd From Rec1d
U.K. DAC % U.K. DAC % U.K. DAC % U.K. DAC %

Countries Countries f:ountries Countries

!Mrica
Basutoland 5.7 5.7 100.0 5.4 5.5 98.1 5.4 5.5 98.1 8.86 9.25 95.8
Bechuanaland 5.2 5.2 100.0 5.3 5.3 100.0 B.B 8.8 100.0 9.41 9.45 99.6
Gambia 2.5 2.5 100.0 5.1 5.1 100.0 2.4 2.5 96.0 3.90 4.16 93.7
Ghana .1 5.5 1.8 3.2 17.2 18.6 6.6 19.1 34.6 1.25 44.63 2.8
Kenya 43.1 48.5 88.9 47.8 54.7 87.4 48.0 55.2 87.0 53.26 69.35 76.8
Malawi 11.6 11.6 100.0 16.4 16.5 99.4 30.2 32.3 93.4 30.43 34.53 88.1
Mauritius 4.1 4.1 100.0 5.5 5.5 100.0 1.9 2.0 95.0 1.67 1.86 90.0
Nigeria 16.9 30.0 99.4 2.0 18.8 10.6 11.6 42.7 27.2 26.55 67.84 39.1
Rhodesia - - 10.8 10.9 99.1 4.2 4.4 95.5 3.23 3.56 90.7
Seychelles .5 .5 100.0 .6 .6 100.0 .9 .9 100.0
Sierre Leone 5.7 7.B 73.1 6.4 9.5 67.4 5.2 8.7 59.8 2.68 17.08 15.7
Swaziland 5.0 5.0 100.0 5.5 5.5 100.0 12.4 12.4 100.0 14.99 15.05 99.6
Tanzania 37.7 47.0 80.2 23.2 30.5 76.1 24.7 41.8 59.1 17.77 34.93 50.9
Uganda 25.0 28.1 90.0 17.6 19.8 88.9 16.8 19.4 86.6 13.32 19.17
Zambia 5.9 5.9 100.0 5.4 5.4 100.0 20.6 20.7 99.5 12.07 13.16 91.7

~5:~
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1962 1963 1964 1965

Total Total Total Total
From Rec'd From Rec'd From Rec'd b-r om Rec'd
U.K. DAC % U.K. DAC $ U.K. DAC % \J .K. DAC %

Countries Countries Countries Countries

S. Asia

Ceylon 2.1 12.8 16.4 2.0 10.7 18.7 1.4 9.4 14.9 0.25 13.62 -1.8
India 62.0 666.7 9.3 57.7 902.9 6.4 94.6 1113.5 8.5 65.36 1083.13 60.3
Nepal .3 8.3 3.6 1.4 15.7 8.9 1.2 18.5 6.5 0.10 16.96 0.6 ,
Pakistan 17.8 377.7 4.7 26.3 483.4 5.4 28.0 493.9 5.7 28.26 453.72 6.2

Far East

Malaysia 9.2 21.5 42.8 3.7 11.3 32.7 9.8 14.2 6.9 11.08 20.62 53.8
Singapore .6 .7 85.7 .1 .4 25.0 .3 .4 75.0 0.91 2.15 42.3

M. East

Bahrein 1.3 1.3 100.0 .6 .6 100.0 .6 .6 100.0 0.88 0.88 100.0
Jordan 7.8 60.9 12.8 6.1 63.0 9.7 8.0 54.7 14.6 8.20 46.87 17.5
Muscat & Oman .4 .4 100.0 .4 .4 100.0 4.0 4.0 100.0 0.10 0.10 100.0
S. Arabia Fed. 11.7 11.7 100.0 12.9 12.9 100.0 16.3 16.3 100.0 26.01 26.03 99.9
Trucial oman .4 .4 100.0 .4 .4 100.0 .3 .3 100.0 1.49 1.49 100.0

.
Source: OECO, Geographical Distribution or Financial Flows to Less Developed Countries, 1960-4. "OOt"

J! ~~





Table 5a

British Government Bilateral Disbursements of

Economic Aid to Africa, 1957/58·- 1965/66

;l'~~
~~~
... ;j;..
C7\>~
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OS

~ millions

195.7/58 1964/65 1965/66

Grants ILoans ~ota1 Grants Loans Technical ITotal Grants [Loans 1 T .A, I Total
Assistance

Africa

I
52.3 10.0 62,3 95.7 83.9 50.2 229.8 76.9 I97,2

I
55.6

1
22 9

•
7

Commonwealth 39,5 10.0 49,5 84.6 79.1 49.4 813.1 76.6 91.5 54.2 223,3

Others I 12.8 - 12.8 11.1 4.8 0.8 16.7 0.3 I 5,7 I 1.4 I 7,4

Source: Ministry of Overseas Development; Overseas Deve10pmentj The Work in Hand, August 1965 and January 1967
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Regional aid

28. Through its contribution to United Nations funds, Britain supports the
work of the United Nations Economio Commission for Afrioa (ECA), which en-

• deavoura to promote a regional and sub-regional approach to.Africanproblems
and to render increasing services to African Governments. Some British tech- .
nical assistance has also been given directly to regional projects sponsored
or undert~cen qy the ECA. British aid also goes to the East African Community
(Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania) and technical assistance is being given to the
Association of West African States. Capital aid and technical assistance has
been given or pledged for the international anti-rinderpest campaign sponsored
qy the Scientific, Technical and Research Commission of the Organization of
African Unity (OAU) , which has also received British technice.l assistance in
other activities. British technical assistance to the Desert Locust Control
Organization for Eastern Africa has recently been increased. In addition,
Britain has indicated its willingness to give help to the African Development
Bank.

29. Tables 4, Sa and 5b shcw the distributicn of British aid to Africa.

Table 5b Bilateral aid progrqmme disbursements
Gross and net of amortization (~million)

1~67 1968

Gross Net Gross Net

Commonwealth Africa 57.67 54.08 63.17 59.09

Non-Commonwealth Africa 1.237 1.227 1.237· 0.804

Bilateral T.A. disbursements

Commonwealth Afriea

Non-Commonwealth Africa

~

20.8

0.87

Source: Ministry of Overseas Development: British Aid Statistics 1964 to 1968.

30. One criticism that can be raised against British aid to Afriea is that tying
~o British procurement and the inadequate provision for local coass (i.e., indirect
foreign exchange costs to which projects ~ive rise when local reaources are. em
pleyed) have encouraged.'excessively capi tal-intensive and import-intensive.. projects
and have thereqy contributed to the grOl"th of unemployment, to unequal income
distribution and tc waste of indigenous resources. The sectoral distribution
has tended to favour infrastructure and industry ~nd even the relatively small
share allocated to agriculture has been too oapital-intensive (e.g., tractors
to Uganda), although the ~ricultural schemes of the Commonwealth Development
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Corporation in Kenya, Uzandn , 'I'anca-ria, SlNaziland'l Ni.geria, Cameroon and
elsewhere have pioneered the way in projeots which have benefited the small
farmer. British aid has also failed to force the pace of regional and sub
regional integration. A reluctan~e to appear neocolonial has led to possibly
excessive susceptibility to economic nationalism.

31. British aid, and especially eiucational aid, might be also criticized
for having reacted too violently to any possible charge of neocolonialism.
The elites in power in British ex-colonies have been deeply imbued with out
dated British values and attitudes and, paradoxically great respect for their
preferences simply leads to a reflection of the values and attitudes of the
British ruling class some decades ago. A legacy of British colonialism is
the imprint of an eduoational system and its values and ideals, which are those
of a small ruling class in a world that has gone by. The emphasis on liberal
arts, the low status of manual and agricultural work, the 8mphasis on elitism,
the high regard for administration and the low status of business management
are all parts of an ethos whioh is not favourable to development in the last
quarter of the twentieth century. African salary structures, African educa
tional systems, Afrioan employment preferences and African aid requests refleot
to some extent this ethos and it could be argued that greater interferenoe and
paternalism might be justified as an antidote to these outdated aystems and
standards. 1/
32. The value of this educational aid has recently undergone a thorough criti
cism. The design of the universities and their function in the development
prooess and the life of the community, the allocation of funds between recurrent
and capital expenditure, the neglect of middle-level vocational training and
education of adult education and of r-ural educat i on, the Low qualityaf an exces
sively rapidly expanding primary system of education, have rightly been criti
cised. The British Ministry of Overseas Development have recently subjected
their educational aid to Atr-ica to a thorough and f'undamen t a'l review. If the
new administration follows along the lines of this review - and it appears
that these policies are bipartisan - there is good reason to believe that
some of the faults will be corrActed. A DAC expert group on aid to education
in Africa has also identified the faults of past policy and made reoommendations
for changes. £./

•

•

1/

£./

For criticism of the treatment of pensions to ex-colonial civil servants,
see below, para«. 90,.)1.

Report of the D.A.C. on .the conclusions and recommendations of· the·
informal meeting of experts on aid to education in Afrioa held on 29
and 30 ~y 1969. DAC (69) 39,
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United St,tes aid

33. ,A belief in the h,rmony between self-interest and ~ltruism domin~tes

muoh of Anglo-Saxon thinking. It is in mor,l philosophy the equivalent of
empiricism in epistemology. One is reminded of Bishop Butler's f~ous-words:

"when we sit down in ~ cool hour, we can neither justify to ourselves this
or any other pursuit, till we are convinced that it will be to our own h~ppi

ness ...... It is puzzling why it appe~rs e~sier to identify, or ,t least
h~rmonize, individu~l h~ppincss with the nation,l interest than with that
of the world oommunity. A moral, disinterested COncern by rich countries
with the development of the poor is hardly ever conceded and, if it were,
would probably be dismissed as hypocrisy. But ,s hypocrisy is the tribute
vice pays to virtue, so professions of national self-interest (political,
strategic or commercial) in the development of poor countries may be the tri
bute that virtue has to pay to vice, possibly the virtue of the administr3tion
to the vice of the legislators, the electorate and wh~t is thought to be public
op-inicn.

34. The Americans declare th,t ,id is an instrument of American foreign policy.
The purpose of aid is to promote development. But development, for them, is not
an end in itself, it is a means to the est,blishment and maintenance of free,
democratic, peaceful societies. Political security ~d economic stability exe
seen as the results of development aid. It is not our task here to ex~ine

the truth of this proposition.

35. Emphasis has shifted, in the course of time, from short-term political
gain to economic and social development. The choice of the countries which
should reoeive aid is influenced by stronger political consider~tions than the
use of the a'd cnCe it has been alloc~ted to a particul,r country.

36. Another fundamental tenet of the Americ,n ,ic philosophy is th,t ~id is
given to end aid., Roe t.ot.....ian terminology of "take-off into self-sustained growth"
provides the intellectual underpinning of this philosophy. It seems, on the
face of it, to conflict ',rith the alleged desire to reduce income gA.pS, for this
would indio~te an allocation of ~id ,by different criteria ,nd would suggest
continuation of aid programmes until the gaps had disappeared.

37. Two additional features distinguish the' American aid pr-ogr-amme from those
of other donors: strong representation in the recipient country and emphasis
on recipients' self,..help. Both lead to ~ careful cons i derrrt i.on of "perform-mce
criteria" of developing countries and a tendency to impose what are conoeived
to be the ,correct policies in order to ensure the effective use of A.id. lfhere
Britain, fOr instance, proclaims the need for recipient countries to chcose
and identify priorities, America has few hesitations in l~ing dcwn appropriate
priorities for them.

3R. At first, self-help A.nd perform'Ulce criteriA. were derived from general
principles .and applied fairly universally. They included the preparation of
development plans, reform of Land tenure and: t~.x struoture, fisc:~l :>nd insti
tutional measures to raise domestic savings, monetary polioies that ~voided
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Table 6a: United States loans and grants to Africa, 1960-1966
(Millions of dollars)

Foreign assistance act period
Programme

AID and predecessor
a~encies - total

Loans
Grants

Food for peace - total
Title I - (Total

Sales Agreements)

Less: (Planned for
US Uses)

'.HUe I - Planned for
loans and grants

1040 - Grants for
common defence

1960

169.7

86.4
83.2

33.4

(-)

(- )

1961

264.0

93.3
110.7

147.9

( 14. 3)

1962

315·0

115.6
199.4

98.7

(40. 1)

1963

239.1

115· 9
123.2

217.1

(58.8)

(8.7)

1964

189.0

90·9
98.1

146.0

(50.1 )

1965

149.7

73.0
76.8

121. 2

(12.6)

1966

169.5

88.9
80.6

141.8

•,

•

2·9

1.4

0.7 2. 1

-,
"..~
'~

, .~
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24·5

38.6

48. 1

44.3

1.0

33. 1

34.5

37.3

31. 5

1.0

8.0

12.8

54.0

52.4

29·9

26.4

20.0

18.2 37.4

47.4127.5

67.5 9.7

11.0

2.8

18.6

Export - Import Bank
Long-term loans 3.5 43.7

Title III - Voluntary
~elief agencies 6.6 16.0

Title IV - Dollar credit
sales

104e - Grants for
economic
development

. -104e - Loans to private
industry

104g - Loans to
Governments

Title I - Assistance
from other country
agreements

TitIe II -, Emergsnoy
re lief and economic
development 26.8 120.5

Other US economic
programmes 4.0 4.0 7.2 15. 0 24. 9 27.2 32. 7

'l'otal economic

Loans
Grant;;

Source----

210.6 459.6 488.4 480.9 372.7 332.6 388.3

89.9 141.3 205.2 151.4 142.3 155.5 202.4
120.6 318.4 283.2 329.5 230.4 177.2 185.9

AID, Statistics and Reports Division, US Overseas Loans and Grauts
and Assistance from International Organizations, Obligations and
Loan Authorizations, July 1, 1945 - June 30, 1966.

,
t
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Table 6(b)

Geographical Distribution and Chief African Recipients of u.s. Assistance,i)

($ million~)

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967

•
Africa, N. of Sahara 2~B.O 316.0 337 ..0 316.0 31'9.0 201.1 161.0 '87.0

Africa, S. of Sahara 39.0 75.0 197.0 159.0 161.0 248.0 276.0 221.0

Total Africa(2) 297.0 392.0 536.0 480.0 489.0 461.2 455.0 329.0

of which:
Algi2ria 1.0 2.0 38.0 39 ..0 43.0 7.4 23.0 11.0
Libya 33.0 24.0 20.0 16.0 6.0 2.6 1.0 -2.0
Morocco 60.0 98.0 49.0 49.0 39.0 51.4 47.0 31.0
Tuni.ia 51.0 77 ..0 53.0 38.0 45.0 54.1 39.0 46.0

U.A.R. (3) 113.0 115.0 177.0 174.0 186.0 85.7 51.0 1.0
Congo (k) Negligible 3.0 64.0 36.0 38.0 44.8 33.0 30.0
Ethiopia 8.0 14~O 23.0 19.0 9.0 11.3 21,0 12.0
French Franc Area,

S. of Sahara Negligible 7.0 l4.0 34.0 3&.0 22.8 30.0 20.0
Ghana 2.0 2.0 2.0 13 ..0 8.0 33.2 62.0 33.0
Liberia 9.0 18.0 34.0 11 ..0 12.0 25.2 23.0 36.0
Nigeria 3.0 5.0 12.0 15.0 25.0 26.5 30.0 35.0
Sudan 16.0 17.0 11.0 .,0 9.0 9.0 2.0 5.0
Tanzania 0.3 5.0 9.0 4.0 6.0 9.2 13.0 9.0

~ 1,722.0 1,591.0 1,755.0 ~,035.0 1,993.0 2,022.9 1,968.0 2,170.0

Latin America 184.0 702.,0 57&.0 560.0 452.0 613.5 723.0 604.0

Europe 294.0 440.0 382.0 344.0 235.0 249.9 250.0 158.0

TOTAL(4} 2,578.0 3,228.0 3,399.0 3,556.0 3,233.0 3,462.6 3,548.0 3,413.0

A£ricals share as percentage
of the total 11.5 12.1 15.8 13.5 15.1 13.3 12.8 9.6

(1 )
Official bilateral flows, net of amortization.

(2)Including unspecified flows

(3)rncludesfor 1960 grants to Syria, not available seperately.

(4)Including assistance to oceania and unallocated flows.

Sources: aECD Geographical Distribution of Financial Flows To Less Developed Countries.
1960-64, 1965 and 1966~67.
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quantitative restrictions, scope for private investment, and sO on. But with
growing experience, the diverse conditions in particular oountries were more
fully taken into account and specific recommendations made, often in '0cord
ance with the recommendations of the IMF and the IBRD.

39. Tables 6a and 6b show the distribution of American aid.

Medium-scale donors

40. While Canada, Netherlands, Belgium and the Scandinavian countries have
each established ch~els of aid to one African country or to a group of
countries, these donors, being small, prefer multilateral channels. Since
they are now more likely to raise their aid efforts than the big donors, African
countries would have to increase their share from UNDP, IBRD, IDA, etc., to
benefit from the growing aid efforts of these countries.

Aid programmes of centrally planned economies

41. Reported commitments of credits to the developing countries from the
centrally planned economies in 1961 were the lcwest for four years and had
dropped to ~5 per cent of the peak figure of 1966. The main reduction was in
credits pledged ~ the USSR which had been at a record level of over $1 billion
in 1966. (Some of these were advance commitments.)

42. Ccmmitments to Africa moved inversely to total oommitments and reached
their lowest level, $46 million in 1966, a considerable drop from the 1964 peak
of $814 million. However this trend was reversed in 1961 and at $428 million
commitments in that year were the highest since 1964. They included two
sizable credits to Algeria of $120 million from East Germany for the purchase
of agricultural ~nd industrial equipment and $50 million from Czechoslovakia.
The latter also offered credits of $19 million each to Morocco and the Sudan,
while East Germany, Poland and Rumania granted credits to the UAR equivalent
to $86 million, $20 million and $14 million respectively. One of the largest
single credits of 1961, the equivalent of $100 million, was pledged to Nigeria
~ Czechoslovakia, Poland, USSR and Yugoslavia.

43. The chief African recipients of aid from the centrally planned economies
have been Algeria and the UAR. Over the period 1963-61, these two countries
accounted for about 19 per cent of commitments to Africa.

44. As can be seen from Table 1, ccmmitments of the centrally planned
economies to Africa show great ye2r-to-year fluctuation except for the UAR.

Multilateral aid

45. The complexity and scope of the development process, as well as the
pressures of particular interest groups, have given rise to several multi
lateral Agencies in the development field. Some speoialized international
Agencies originally established for other purposes have assumed important
developmental functions. The proliferation of these Agencies has caused
a host of new problems.

•

•
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.Tablo 7: Centrally Planned Economies - Commitments of Bilateral Economic
Assistance 1963-1967

(millions of dollarSil)

•

Item & Country

Total commitment

Distribution by source:

Bulgaria
China (Mainland)
Czechoslovakia
Eastern Germany
Hungary
Poland
Romania
USSR

Africa

Algeria
Cent. Af. Republic
Congo (Brazzaville)
Ethiopia
Ghana
Guinea
Kenya
Mali
Morocco
Nigeria
Senegal
Somalia
Sudan
Tunisia
Uganda
UAR
United Republic of

Tanzania

Latin America

West Aisa

Southern & South East
Asia

Total
be, ..~ or~

196:).bJ

4,454

20
365
468
108
151
332
112

2,898

1,302

114
122
119

85
17

74
22
48

701

381

479

2,292

1963

341

6
88
20

14
8

205

242

156

22

64

75

24

1964

1,246

305
118

71
10
54
70

618

874

143
4

33

22

55
27

7

15
517

51

97

275

1965

646

77
43

132
42
22

330

247

29

20

14

15
126

15

33

351

1966

1,313

30
6

192

52

1 j 933

46

3
11

6

26

100

523

644

590

88
231
45
35

77
42E

170

19
100

19

120

107

40

15

Sourc~: UN, The External Financin" of Economic Develo ment, 1963~1967

(New York, 1969
(a) National ourrencies converted into do Ll ars at official rates of exchange.
(b) Cumulative 1954·-1962.
(c) Preliminary.
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46. The establishment of the Uni ted Nations Regional Economic Commissions
and of the Regional Development Banks has resulted from the a;rareness of the
diversity of the developing oountries and regions and the consequent need for
regional and sub-regional differenti~tion and speci~lization SO th~t the best
use c~n be made of local knowledge. The East African Development Bank is an •
illustration of an institution with a sub-regional focus. Another impOrtant
f?ctor in the growth of geographically specialized Agencies has been the desire
of the developing countries for greater influence on the international Agenoies.

47. This is one of the reasons why the Afriean Development Bank is entirely
finanoed by African contributions - the only regional bank which only developing
countries control. However, in the words of the Pearson Report "the history
of the pas t t'TO decades has many examples of the efforts of the developing
oountries to oreate institutions in which they would have a deoisive voice,
but all such efforts have demonstrated the difficulty which such institutions
experience in raising funds for their activities. A case in point is that
of the United Nations Capital Development Fund which came into existence in
1966 after almost two decades of vigorous opposition and has received no
contributions from the industrialized countrie~t. 1/
48. The need for development finance on ocncessional terms has led to the
establishment of the International Development Association (IDA) in 1960 as
an affiliate of the World Bank. Unlike the IERD it makes loans on very soft
terms - 3/~ per cent interest and 50 years m~turity. The IDA along with other
suppliers of concessional multilateral finance such as the United N~tions

Agencies, the Europecn Development Fund ~d the concessional loan windows
of the Regional Development Banks depend very largely on financial assistance
from the high-income countries, Hhereas such multilateral institutions as the
World Bank ~d the European Investment Bank, which lend on harde~ terms, depend
to a g~eater extent on the private c~pital markets.

49. Table 8 shows that Africa's reoeipts of multilateral aid were ~O.70 per
head in 1968, of ,,,rhich rW.31 is:cccounted forty the European Develooment Fund
(EDF) and the European Investment Bank (EIB), most of it coming from the EDF
which is Africa's largest source of multilateral aid. The operations of the
EDF will be .discussed 12ter.

50. It is the relatively better off developing countries of Europe and ~tin

America which show the highest ~eceipts per head of multilateral aid, most
of it on market terms (the IBRD accounts for more than half the receipts in
both cases). However, in the four developing sub-regions with lowest average
aid per head in 1960, multilateral Agencies made major contributions to the
increase in aid per head.

51. The multilateral Agencies greatly expanded their contributions, increasing
their share to about 10 per cent cf the total flow during 1964-67.

1/ Lester B. Pearson et al., Partners in Development, pp. 211, 212.



Table 8

,

Geographic<;tldistributicn of multilateral transfers per head (1968)($)

aw

Latin
Europe Africo.. ,'merica Asia

Total multilateral 1.03 .70 .96 .41

World Bank Group Total .71 .20 .60 .32

IERD .53 .13 .50 .06

IFO .02 .01 .02 .01

IDA .16 .05 .08 .25

IDB .17
African Development Bank

Asian Development Bank

EDF/EIB

United Nations

.25

.07

.31

.20

.03

.17 .09

Source: Pearson et al~ Partners in Development, page 213.

52. Net multilateral flows to Africa, Asia and Latin America averaged t543
million over the period 1960-66. The 2.nnuC1.1werage f'Lou to Africa was n69
million or 31 per cent of the total. 1/ The volume of multilateral assistance
to Jl.frica doubled from $125million in 1961 to $260 million in 1967. However, as the
total net multilateral f'Lou more than quadrupled over this period, Africa's
share declined from about 60 per cent in 1961 to about 26.6 per cent in 1967.
(See Table 9.)

53. Further increases in multilateral aid are expected as the Regional Banks
step up their activities and as the World Bank group doubles its lending in
the course of 1969-73. This would tend towards a hardening of average terms
owing to the high cost of borrowing in private capital markets ~/ on whioh the
World Bank may have to depend inoreasingly.

1/
2./

UNOTAD, External Development Finance: Present and Future, TD/B/O 3/61, p.25.

The cost of borrowing on the c8~ital markets has been increasing steadily
from 4.1 per cent a year in 1963 to 5.6 per cent in 1966 and 5.95 per cent
in the United States in August 1967, 6 per cent in Sweden in 1967 and
6.54 per oent on the New York market in March 1968. As a oonsequence,
the rate of interest on the Bank's loans to developing countries was raised
from 5.5 per oent a year to 6 per cent in February 1966, to 6.25 per cent
in January 1968 and to 6.5 per oent in August 1968. (United Nations,The
External Financing of Economic Development 1963-1967.) In 1969 the World
Bank was charging interest at the rate of 7 per cent a year.
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Table 9 Net flo", of from the multilateral zenc i es to the
.. cievelo in

(millions of dollars)

Reoipient region 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967Y •

Africs 125 146 116 175 208 240 2bO

Latin America£/ -44 70 286 315 Itl2 208 310

Southern and South-eastern
Asia d/ [n 123 158 171 358 290 340

\1fest Asia 44 50 42 43 70 41 4'\

All developing countries£/ 209 398 616 720 789 802 976

Africa's shar-e as percentage
of the total 60 37 19 24 26 30 27

Source: United Nations, The :::xternal Financing of Economic Development,
1963~1967, E/4652, p.34.

~ Grants and loans less subscriptions, contributions, participations and
repayments. In.case of technical assistance under the regular programmes
of United Nations Agencies, contributions arc imputed on the basis of
scales of assessment. .

]I Preliminary; partly estimated.

£/ Including Caribbean countries.

2/ Including net disbursements in developing countries in the Pacific.

2./ Including inter-regional and unallocated f'Lows ,

Table 10

IB.'tD

IDA

Total

Source: OEeD, Geograuhical Distribution of Financial Flol1S 1960-64, 1965 and
1966-67.

~/ Excludes interest payments.
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54. ;~s can be seen from ~'-:ble 10, "'frio" has not gained from the oons Ldor-ahl e
increase in the r'Iorld Bank group's lending oper-et i cne (gross disbursement rose
from D9S million in 1960-61 to ~n62 million in 1968-69). In fact IBRD and
IDA assistance to Africa in 1967 was less than t"o-thirds of the 1960 level,
although the 1967 level w~s greater than th~t of nny other year. If we m~<e

al.Lowancc "or- rising prices and interest ",,,ym<:mts, the decline in terms of real
resource transfers will be seen to be even greater.

55. "~ceptance of the Pearson target for multilateral aid (i.e., ~ minimum
of 20 per cent of total flo" by 1975) would mean a vast increase, possibly
five-fold, of United Nations activities by 1975. We shall return later to
the needed reforms in the organiz,,-tion of the United Nations Agencies and the
Regional Development Banks if these institutions are to disburse effectively
such Q lp.rge increase of funds.

56. The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) has done a l~rge number
of pre-investment studies in Africa. The J""'kson report records depressingly
that 11 pre-investment projects, costing the UND? $10 million have generated
$2,300 million of later investment, one-third of it coming from the World Bank.
On present evidence, the~encies and the banks do not have the c~oaoity to
disburse substantially larger sums, even if they could be raised. The main
issues for the IBRD/IDA are whether they should strengthen their loc~l repre
sentation or delegate increasingly to local development agencies or contribute
funds to development corporations with loc~l staff and local expertise; whether
they should continue to hand over projects when they are completed ~nd precisely
when the important problems of efficient management, arises; and finally whether
they should depart from the philosophy of projeot suppcrt to a more general
form of combined projects and programme support.

The European Devel~pmont FW1d

57. The l"uropean Development Fund dates back to the Rome Treaty th~t established
the ~~ropean Economic Community. Between 1958 and 1963 it made $581 million non
rep~able grents to the 18 sign2tor,y States in Africa and Madagascar. In the
seoond period from 1964 to 1969 (under the Second Fund of the Yaounde Convention)
the sum WQS raised to $730 million (;Iith an additional ~\70 million for other
territories still linked to the European members). The largest part of this
t akes the form of gr1.nts. The sum of $1,000 million is envisaged for the
Third furopean Development Fund, starting in 1970.

58. The investments were initially entirely in social ~nd eoonomio infra
structure (roads, w~ter, harbours and schools, hospit~ls, medic~l services)
but the Second Fund included productive projects, especially in agriculture.
The sectoral distribution in March 1969 'vas as folloHS:

Per cent

Agriculture
ModerniZing economic infr~struoture

Social development
Other

44.6
33·5
21.4
0.5

100.0
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59. During tho ten year-s .in "'hieh the First "nd Seoonil 'mrope8n DeveLopmerrt
Funds have operated they have been empowered to disburse $1,350 million, largely
for Afrioa. The Fund is thus the third l'1rgest ."id disburser for AfrioB., after
Franoe and Britain. The assooiated ~\fro-~~lag'lSY oountries oontain 60 million
people, a little more than one-fifth of the population of Afrioa. !ffinual dis
bursements of the Fund run 'lt the rate of $45 million per year, which is half
the amount of the British aid programme to the whole of Afrio~.

,

60. Both its size ~nd its method of administering aid therefore deserve serious
study. There are a number of lessons for other donors to be learned from the
Fund. Amongst these are: the ~dvantages of long-term fo~,ard oommitments, the
role of overse~s representation, the experience of joint undertakings, the
opportunity to spend funds ~,here in 24 oountries or even beyond, and the
integration of aid into ~ package of eoonomic and teohnioal oo-operation.1!

•

61. Commitments over five years avoid the uncertainties and wastes of ~~nual

wrangles over budgetary appropriations. The European Development Fund seems
to' oombine some of the better features of bilateral aid, suoh as donor's oontrol,
with some of the better features of multilateral aid, like oertainty for the
reoipient and less direot politioal oontrol. Sinoe the Fund is intended to
supplement bilateral and other multilater~l aid, joint ventures with bil'lteral
and multilateral donors and with private oapital are undertaken. In prinoiple,
purchases oan be made ,~here in the EEC or in the 18 Assooiated St~tes,

although in faot traditional, administrative ?nd personal links with Franoe
give her a large share of the orders. The f~ot th'lt 25 per oent of the con
traots go to enterprises in the Assooiated States refutes the often-oited
belief that other Afrioan oountries would not be able to deliver the goods
required for development projeots. g/ Looal projeot managers ensure the effi
oient use of the aid. The men are teohnioians and managers from many nations
and divoroed from the poLi t i.caI t o.Ln t s of diplomats.

62. The manner in whioh the Fund seleots and finanoes projects also has
important lessons. The finance oovers tot'll oosts of a projeot, not just
foreign exohange oontent like muoh bila~ aid, but it oovers only projeots.
The Fund does not provide programme aid. In this way, efficient use of funds
is sought and the possibility of corruption is minimized.

"technioal assistanoe and advioe is given for the preparation
of dossiers for applioation for support ••• Among the criteria
that are used in deoiding whether or not to· give support are
the urgenoy of the needs to be s~tisfied, the likely inoremtnt
of productivity t hat "ill result from the projeot ','hen oompleted,

1/

g!

See Tom Soper "The European Development Fund and its Operations "ith
Afrioe}', Journal of Administration Overseas, October 1968.

See below, pp. 88-89•.
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Table 11: Hee;ivnal annual (j,i6tribu'~:;'on of ,16', offivial assistanoe frt'm DAC
members3.nd multilateral a1encies, 1964-:.1~6l_:~verage i7
(In mill ions of US dollars

Central Sub- South Southeast
America- South North Sahara & 'west s. East 'Total
Caribbean Ame.:tio3. il.frica Africa Asia Asia

0.02 BJ 0·59 19.49 12.70 32.88
1.13 -_z.98 1.44 1.39 9·92 1•11 17.97
0.07 1.,i6 0.83 73.83 0.63 0.09 76.61

10.64 1.07 2.00 12.27 96.86 8.86 131.70
BJ 0.96 0.43 2.15 2.42 0.52 6.48

6.28 8.35 182.85 262.20 4.75 22.75 487.18
1.82 36.45 26.40 68.10 183.34 48.71 364.82
4.68 -16.49 19.96 29.62 8.16 5·49 51.42
1.45 4·90 0.08 0.68 71.61 148.92 227.64
8.16 10·50 0.48 35·01 10.66 4.70 69·51
0.01 0.04 0.10 1.47 1.42 0·51 3;55
BJ 0.01 1.55 6.43 7.70 6.45 22.14

0.10 1.21 0.41 1.53 1.40 0.18 4.83
20.29 2.94 3·59 194.00 155·44 19.21 .395.47

166.28 409.69 192.03 226.11 1,276.16 732.34 3.,002.61

220.93 463.77 432.15 915.38 1,849.96 1,012.62 4,894.81

•

Country

Australia ?J
Austria
Belgium
Canada
Denmark 1/
F~anoe

Germany
Lt aLy
Japan
Netherlands
N0l',ny
Sweden
Switzerland
UK
US

Total
bilateral

TAto,l multi
lateral
agencies

Total

87.17

308.10

168.37

632.14

15.64

447.79

178.52 290.2C:

1,093.902,140.22

44.01

1,056.63

783.97

5,678.78

Sources, OECD, Geogr3.phioal Distribution of Finanoial_ F'll1ws to Less Developed
Countries, 1961-1964, 1965, 1966-1967.

11 Definitions of the six developing regions are as fl1llows,

Central American and Caribbean, Bahamas, Bermuda, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominioan
Republic, El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, H~nduras (Br.), Jamaioa,
Mexico, Netherland Antilles, Nioaragua, P~nama, Trinidad and Tobago, West
Indies (Br.)
South America, ~entin~, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuad~r, Falk
land Islands, Guyana, Paraguay, Peru, Surinam, Uruguay, 'Venezuela
North Afripa, Algeria, Libya, Morooco, Tunisia, United Arab Republic
Sub-Sahara, Botswana, Burundi,' Cameroon, Central African Bepublic,Chj>51" ':'
Congo (B), ,Congo (K), Dahcmey , Ethiopia, Gabon, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Kenya,
Ivory Coast, Lesotho, Liberia, Malagasy, lialawi, Mali, Mauritania, Mauritius,
Niger, Nigeria, Rwanda, Senegal, Seyohelles, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Sudan,
Swaziland, Tanzania, Togo, Upper Volta, Ug1nda, Zambia.
South and West Asia, Afghanistan, Bahrein, Bhut2n, Ceylon, India, Iran, Iraq,
Israel, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Maldive Islands, Muscat and Oman, Ne~al,

Pakistan, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, South Arabia Federation, Syria, Truoial Oman,
Yemen
Southeast and East Asia, Burma, Brunei, Camb~dia, China (Taiwan), Indonesia,
Korea (South), Laos, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, Vietnam(South)

: ,Ur,nllccate<j. Fina::>:,ial_Flclit"") ha:vo::boen exoluded frcm all totals.
£fl~""udea i 1;;64 i~,!"j;ralian donations.
,;Jj9t;'j-'1961 a'f'i'regD.
AlLess than ~5,000.
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the extent to which it ,all c ontzibut.e to dive:::'sifice.tion of the
economy, and how big R role it c~n pl~ in promoting regional co
operation. The committee wishes to satisfy itself that the project
is being promoted in an appropriate context of the overall develo?
ment plan of the country concerned. It is precisely at this point
that over-seas representatives can be so valJl1'tple. "1/ .

63. Amongst its deficiencies ~re the rule that responsibilities end once
a project is completed, so that project management, one of the greatest needs
in Afric~, is excluded; delays between commitments and disbursements are long,
partly because t ender-s from 24 c·ountries have to be' invited. And the joint
operations give rise to complexities of aid co-ordination as. a result of the
different finanoial procedures and different rules about local cost financing.

64~ Table 11 shows the region~l distribution of net official assist~nce from
all DAC member countries.

Voluntary a;id

65. Although a thorough discussion of the size and quality of all forms of
non-official aid lie outside the terms of reference of this paper, ~ few words
on voluntary aid m~y be in order, if only to put its contribution into perspec
tive. The Development Assistance Committee of the DEeD has estimated that
total resources handled annually by non-profit organizations exceed now $1,000
miNion. Of this sum, ·$700 million are raised by private bodies and the re
mainder takes. the form of food, Glothing and other supplies distributed qy

.. volUnt~ry agencies in developing countries. Of the total, Africa receives
about one-third. It is also estimated that about 60,000 persons held salaried
posts in ncn-govemment.al aid activ: ;y, of whom t'No-thirds wor-k in the field.

66. The main problems arising from the voluntary effort are whether more
effective co-ordination could be achieved and whether administrative costs
as a ratio of disbursements can be cut. Attempts are noir being made to
achieve some form of co-ordination but it appe~rs that not much has·Yet been
~chieved.The ,distribution of funds and of t~chnical assistance continues to
be largely haphazard. Each agency relies on its Ot~ overseas contacts and
responds to ad ho~ schemes which conform to its own objectives. There may be
a basic conflict between the ~ppeal to voluntary contributors and efficient co
otdinat:\.oil. The former is often based on harnessing'en·thuSiaSl:ifor·amall....Btmle and
specific objectivl:LB, the b.tter on large-scale admi.ms tr-a.t i on and programme·planning.

67. The question h~s also been raised to what extent time, energy and funds
of these agencies should be dive!'ted from collecting money and sponsoring
projects to political pressure On governments. In spite of the size of the
total vol,untary contribution, in any·particular country a change of gcvernment
policy can often wipe out a multiple of the voluntary contributions.

..

•

1/ T. Soper, loco cit., p. 524.
. ...
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It is for this reason that sOme have advooated greater attention to the
mobilization of public opinion and to the exercise of political pressure.
But this shift in emphasis has, in turn, caused a reaction, emph~sizing the
need of charities to confine themselves to their charitable activities Rnd
threatening ~ith the withdrawal of tax concessions if they were to move into
the area of political pressure groups.

Trends in the VOlume of resource tr~nsfers to Africa

A note on statistics

68. statistics on capital flows are notoriously bad. The data rarely show
private debts and even the statistics for pUblic debt service are incomplete.
The figures for foreign-owned capital are quite inadequate. We therefore do
not know the service bur-den.of' foreign cap i tal. In the nature of things, "Ie
are ignorant about illegal capit:;l flows and about the distortions of trade
flows which should be attributed to these illegal flows. Effective aid
requires reliable statistics. But the statistics of aid require aid for
statistics. A particularly valuable form of technical assistance would be
the provision of more statisticians for ministries. These are often SCarce
in donor countries too and donor governments may be reluotant to release them.
Yet, their value in making the whole planning process more effective is a
multiple of their nominal salaries. This combined note of warning and plea
is put in early in order to avoid throughout the paper, whenever statistics
are used, repeated specific warnings about their unreliability.

69. Africa, in addition to sharing in the broadly adverse trends of total
aid (viz., lower proportion of national income of donors, decline in the real
value as a result of inflation, lower proportion of grants, rising debt burden
~d for some countries deteriorating export prices), suffered from additional
weaknesses, peculiar to the transfer of resources to Africa. Africa's share
in total aid fell from about 35 per cent in 1960 to about 27 per cent in 1965
and to 23 per cent in 1967. The comparative figures are given in Table 12.

Table 12 Net flow of official lo~s and grants to the develonin~

countries and the multil~teral agencies

(~ million)

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 196rJ!;!

Latin America 289 768 856 1,097 992 997 1,199

Africa 1,482 1,655 1,777 1,667 1,766 1,707 1,604

Asia and the Pacific 2,316 - 2,297 2,48R 2,R61 2,981 3,336 3,356

All developing coun-
tries 4,225 4,917 5,372 5,918 5,933 6,224 6,425

Source: Uni ted Nations ; The- External Financing of Economic Development 1962-66,
E/4438, pp. 4~41.

~/ Preliminary.
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70. In addition to the declining share, aid to Africa fluctuated more than
for other regions. Although aid in 1966 was larger than in 1960, in three
out of the seven years, t , e., in 1963, 1965 and 1966, it tras less than in the
preceding year. The volume of aid to Africa reached its pepk in 1962, when
it stood ':It ~;:l, 777 million or 1~6.5 per head. By 1966 0.10_ had cleclined to
$1,604 million or ~5.3 per head. If the 1966 volume is adjusted for ch~ges

in prices of manuf'ac tur-ea enterin:; into international trade, the ~l, 60!! million
at current prices reduce to $1,499 million at 1960 unit value of manufactures.l!

71. Furthermore, it is estimated that bet~een 1960 and 1967 the net flow of
investment income out of Africa more than tripled, from :,187 million to $67fl
million or from 12.6 per cent of net official inflow to about 42 per cent.
Data on other forms of legal and illegal capital outflows are difficult to
collect; but the flow must be substantial.

72. Africa's share of the flow of net direct private investment to LDCs is
estimated to have been 17 per cent in 1965. Assuming (quite arbitrarily) that
Africa's shar-e of total net pr-i.vat-e flow was 17 per cent throughout the deoade ,
Table 13 shows the estimated'total net transfer of resources to Africa from
1960 to 1967.

Table 13 Estimated total flow of rescurces to Africa 1960-1967

C; million)

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967

Total net official
f'Low 1,4,'32 1,655 1,777 1,667 1,760 1,707 1,604 1,610

Net private flow 507 530 396 43'1 535 688 673 683

Total official and
private f'Lovr 1,9fl9 2,185 2,173 2,105 2,295 2,395 2,277 2,293

Less net ou'tf'Lov of
profits, interest
and dividends 137 1;',3 202 323 565 62,1, 750 678

Total official 'l{ld
private f'Lou 0 1,802 2,002 1,971 1,782 1,730 1,771 1,527 1,615

(Net of amortization
and investment incom~

Sources: United Nations External Development Finance 1962-66 and 1963:67.
OEeD 1968 Review.

,

1! United Nations, The External Financing of Economic Development 1962-66,
E!4438.
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It will be seen that official and private flows to Africa from DAC member
countries net of amortization, investment income and interest payments were
smaller in 1966 than in any previous year. They show a slight rise in 1967
over 1966, but.still remain below the level of any other previous year•
Moreover, the net outflow of profits and interest is understated, because
some data are missing. This me~ns, first, that the net flow of resources to
Afrioa is overstated and secondly, if untraced outflows have been growing over
the period 1960-67, the decline in the transfer of resources to Africa is
understated.

73. However, the evidence for a decline in the net transfer of resources to
Africa is not conclusive because we do not have ade~ate data on private flews
and the resulting reverse flows. ~That we Can Salf with some degree of confidence
is that the net real transfer of resources to Africa from the industrialized
countries did n21 increase ever the period 1960-67.

74. For the shorter period 1965-67 and for fifteen African ccuntries, selected
on the basis of availability of data, the evidence for a declining flow is
strong: (see Tables 14 and 15). .

75. Table 14 shows that for fifteen African countries the receipts of official
donations and long-term capital, net of repayments and repatriation, fell sharply
from $1,026 million in 1965 to $613 million in 1967. Excluding oil-rich Libya
and Nigeria, the decline is not quite so sharp but neverthel.'eas. fairly steep.
At $589 million in 1967, the receipts of the other thirteen countries were only
abcut 70 per cent of the 1965 level of $825 million. Ten of the fifteen count
ries show lower receipts in 1967 compared with 1965. Of the remaining five,
Libya shows an increased cutflow and Somalia's receipts in 1967 were the same
as in 1965. Thus for only three countries are the receipts at the end of the
period higher than at the beginning.

76. Over the eame period receipts of 55 developing countries selected on the
basis of availability of data, net of repS¥ments and repatriation, show a rise
like the receipts of the 23 Latin American and the 15 Asian countries included
in the table. Thus the share of the 15 African countries in the total flow
declined from 16.6 per cent in 1965 to 9.7 per cent in 1967.

77. Over the period 1965-67 and for the same group of African countries the
net outflow of interest and profits increased. Hence the decline in the real
net transfer of resources was even steeper. (see Table 15.)

78. An Lnf'Lovr of $444 million in 1965 had. turned into an outf'Lo- of ~41 mil
lion in 1967. HONever, if we exclude Libya and Nigeria, the reamining count
ries, as a group, show a positive net transfer of resources in 1967, although
half that of 1965. The net inflow of this latter group fell from $606 million
in 1965 to ~n03 million in 1967 as a result of declining receipts of offioial
donations and long-term capital, On the one hand, and a larger outflow of
interests and. profits, on the other. The latter is common to all developing
countries the former is peculiar to Africa.
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Table 14

Selected Developing Countries: Net Receipts of

Official Donations and Long-term capital(~)

(S millions)

Central Government Net chanoe in lana-term liabilities(c) Total inflow

Renion & Countru(b) ransfer pevmerrt s (net Private(dJ Official (e) 'net \
(f) (:" (f) (f)

1965 1966 1967 1965 1966 !.221... 1965 1966 1967 1965 1966 1967

Ethiopia 13 12 10 17 19 10 12 15 5 42 46 25
Ghana 2 5 - 38 60 32 103 23 18 143 88 50
Ivory Coast 22 20 15 24 4 16 ,. 7 - 62 31 31
Kenya 20 9 8 2 13 21 25 29 11 47 51 40
Libya 7 - -79 -28 -44 -56 - -1 - -21 -45 -135
Malawi 30 17 18 5 4 2 - 6 8 35 27 28
Morocco 15 11 4 7 12 86 42 47 101 60 63
Nigeria 27 24 15 1-65 < 181 93 30 9 51 222 214 159
Sierra Leone 3 1 - 19 8 9 - 2 5 22 11 14
Somalia 5 10 5 2 2 2 7 9 7 14 21 14
Sudan 11 2 2 7 1 -2 14 29 35 32 32 35
Tunisia 26 16 27 76 53 35 61 40 72 163 109 134
U.A.R. 10 6 57 -6 .~ - 155 133 30 159 134 87
Tanzania 5 - 3 -4 13 8 12 6 22 13 9 33
Z<:unbia _11 - 13 7 3 6 -4 -4 16 -8 -1 35
Africa (15 countries) 185 133 98 324 319 188 517 345 327 1,026 797 613

13 African countries(g) 151 109 162 159 182 151 480 336 276 825 628 589
Latin America (23 coun1X~) 193 165 98 715 1,127 1,062 541 569 453 1,449 1,861 1,613
Asia (17 countries) ,022 1 f179 1,163 674 603 685 2,006 1,278 2,246 3,702 3,060 4,096

Total, 55 Developing
Countries ,400 1,477 1,359 1,713 2,049 1,935 3,064 2,192 3,028 6,1..77 5,718 6,322

Total, 48 Developing(h~
Countries ,295 1,387 1.401 1,241 1,631 1,584 2,999 2,022 2,817 5,535 5,640 5,802

(a)positive figures denote grants received or capital inflows; negative figures denote grants extended or
capital outflows. Figures in parentheses are estimates made by the U.N. Secretariat.

(b) Selected on the basis of availability of balance of payments data for 1967.

(c)Liabilities ar~s1ng from foreign direct investment in developing countries; loans received by these countries, net;
changes in liabilities arising from the sales of U.S. surplUS agricultural commodities; and changes in other
long-term liabilities.

(d) Including loans received (net of repayments) by local governments and by private monetary institutions.

(e) Including loans r~ceived (net of repayments) by central monetary institutions.

(f) Provisional.

(g)Excluding oil-producing Libya and Nigeria.

(h) ather than petroleum exporters.

'tlOtrlIl» ___

li'l c: oR> Z
-i.

¥:~t:0 ___

<, :0:
l\J'tl
\0....

---~

•

Source: U.N. The External Financing of Economic Development 1963-1967. E/4652.
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Table 15 Selected Afric~n countries: re"tl net transfer of reSOurces

po ,nillion)

1965 1966 1)67

15 countries

Net inflow of official donations and long-term
capital

~ net outflow of interests and ~rofits

Net transfer of resources 444

797

724

73

613

65~

-41

13 countries (excluding Libya and Ni~eria)

Net inflow of official donations and long-term
capital

Less net outflow of interesis and profits

Net transfer of resources

Q25 62Q 5'19

219 2R'J 2R6

606 340 303

Source: United Nations, The External Financing of Economic Development 1963-1967,
E/465Z.

79. In addition, for a full assessment of the ~id contribution, allo'"ance must
be made for several other factors:

(i) As a result of the risin~ prices of manufaotured imnorts and the
fall in the prices of some commodity exports, the terms of trade
of many African countries have deteriorated, the import capacity
of the exports earnings has fallen ~nd the real value of a given
money quantum of aid has dropped;

(ii) There is likely to have been a growing capital flow out of Africa,
although this is difficult to prove;

(iii) As a result of inoreased tying and harder terms, the real value
of the aid has fallen;

(iv) Sinoe developed countries have continued to gro'" , the percentage
of their national inoome devoted to "tid to Africa has fallen
considerably;

(v) Pi.nal l.y, as a result of populat Lon gro>-,ih in Africa, the amount of
a i d received per_~ Wis· d~P?tM;-·· -- -'"
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the aid tarl1:et

80. In 1967 total net financing flows of DAC members amo~~ted to ~ll.3 billion,
of >1hich :\fric3- received. $2.29 billion.l! One per cent of Net Na.t i on-il Income
at factor cost would have been ~12.l billion, of which Africa would h~ve re-
ceived $2.46 billion, had there been a proportional allocation of the 'ldditiono.l
fund3. One per cent of Gross National Product ~t market price would hqve been
$15.1 billion, of which Afrio~ would h~ve received $3.1 billion. Net Official
Aid from DAC members and multilater~l agencies r~ between 1964 and 1967 at
~1 annual average of $5,680 million, of which Afric3- received $1,542 millicn.

81. On the assumption that OEeD member countries' combined GNP would rise ~t

an annual rate of 4.3 per cent ('It constant prices) over the decade ending in
1975, the volume of net assistance would have to increase ~.90 per cent between
1967 and 1975, or 8 per cent per year at constant prices, if the oneper-~~nt

target was to be reached in th~t year. The projection for 1975 is $17.0 bil
lion as one per cent of Net National Income, about the same if the target of
Net Official DAC Aid, is 0.7 per cent of Gross National Product, and $21.2
billion as one per cent of GNP. (Development Assistance ~fforts and Policies,
1968 Review•.) . In addition, in order to ,,-chieve this ~ flo", the gross flo,.,
will h"'.ve to increase even more, in order to allow for amortiz"tion<p,,-yments.

82. Assuming Afrioa's share in the 1975 flow to be about the same "s it was
in 1967, the projected net flow (~t present prices) would be about $~. billion.
But the 1967 share in tot"l aid represents a sharp decline from Afric~'s share
in earlier years. Africa's share in the net flow of multilateral p~d officia.l
bil~teral finance frem DAC countries had fallen from "bout 33 per cent in
1960 to about 26 per cent in 1965 and 23 per cent in 1967.?J If the 1960
share were to be restorsd in 1975, Africa's sh~re would then be about ~5.6

billion.

83. Assuming th~t world net official aid is increased by 1975 tc the one per
cent ~f Net National Income target from the present $7 billion to 17 billion
and that Africa's share remains oonstant, so th"t Afrioa would receive between
$4 bHlion and $5 billion, the question arises whether, and how best, such a
large increase could be spent. We have sarious doubts about the· usefulness
of the notion of limited "bsorptive oapaoity 11 and draw attention to the
neod to support capital aid with the right forms of technical assistance, and
in p~rticular project selection, preparation, execution "'.nd man~ement, in
order to make use effectively of rising ~ounts. But the auestion remains
as to what woul.d be the best channels and forms ,.hich such rin Lncr-eaaed aid
flow should take?

1/ Total net official flow plus estimated net pri~te flow.

£! Calculated frOID OECD Geographical Distribution of Fin~al Flows to
Less Developed COUUtrie~, 1960-64. 1965 "nd 1966-67.

'2/ See bc l ow p, 70.
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84. As far as multilateraJ,id. i o concerned, the problem is discussed in
the section on United Nations capacity and attention is drawn to the need for
improved recruitment and training of United Nations personnel and to the need
for reorganizing the lines of responsibility and the division of duties of
the Specialized Agencies and the UNTIl'.

B5. The first priori+'y sho~ld be to feed those already existing institutions
which are starved of funds. Foremost among these is the African Development
Bank. The African Development Bank has the oapacity to disburse additional
capital. It can draw on detailod, Loca.l knowledge, either directly or in
direotly by supporting local or su~regional development oompanies and it can
encourage sub-regional, multinational projects and thus help tc overcomo the
market limitations from '<hich many purely national projects suffer. It can
carry out the co-ordination of different donors' aid and it might even move
into managing, as well as financing, projects. Here lies a rich potential
source of the effective use of extra aid. Although its Charter precludes
the Bank itsslf from receiving funds from non-African oountries, there is a
provision in the Charter for the establishment of special funds which non
African countries can jcin. It is in accordance with this provision that the
Bank has proposed the establishment of the African Development Fund.

86. Africa, even more than other regions, needs a strong Regional Development
Bank with external sources of finance, partly because of the greater need for
regional co-operation and integration and vertly because of the existence of
so many small and poor countries bel ou national incomes of, say, $2 billion.

87. The Pearson Commission matched the 1 per cent aid target for donors with
a 6 per cent annual growth target for recipients. The analysis is usually
conducted in terms of the "gap" between investment requirements and domestic
savings, or be tween foreign exchange r-cquir-ement s and export earnings. "Ie
shall argue later that the gap approach, for a number of reasons, is inadequate
and misleading in identifying the specific contributions that foreign assist
ance can make to accelerated African development. But if, for tactical purposes,
a gap approach to foreign assistCJ.nce was adopted, it could be shown that the
target set by the Pearson Commission of 6 per cent annual growth for the
Seventies, if applied to Africo., could be hit only by a substantial increase in
aid, approximately a doubling by 1975.

B8. In order to nearly double aggregate annual grol<th rates from 3.3 per cent
(1965-1968 annual average) to 6 per oent, and on the assumption of constant
capital/output ratios, development expenditures would have to be nearly doubled.
Assuming the same ratios between domestio and foreign contributions (now t - 1/3)
or betl<ecn imports and foreign assistance (now over t) to continue, aid
contributions on soft terms and at constant prices would also have to be nearly
doubled. If the aim l<ere to reduce the ratio of foreign to domestic contribu
tions, or of foreign assistance to imports, from their present rather high
values (24 per cent and 28 per cent respectively), correspondingly less would
be required. A falling capital/output ratio l<ould also reduce requirements.
To this must be added service on past debt. Even on optimistic assumptions,
a gap approach would suggest foreign assistance requirements of nearly
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$4 billion at constant prices and on concessional terms in 1975. Whether
we consider the 1 per cent aid target or the 6 per cent groHth t'lrget, '.e
reach roughly the same figure of ~~ billion for 1915. There is no doubt th~t,

given the right quality and type of assistance, no difficulties in absorbing
this amount need ~rise.

89. It must, however, be emph~sized that, in addition to tho general defi
ciencies of gap estimates of aid requirements, in the case of Africa quality
and composition are of p'lrticulRr importance. The required ch~ges are dis
cussed at varicus places thrcughout this paner. The institutional changes
required of !1ultilaterC\l agencies, the need for" multinational, sUb-region'l.l
approach, the emphasis on project prep~ration 8~d execution ~nd, above all,
on concessional terms, all point in the direction of the creation of a strong
African Develcpment Fund, administered by the African Development Bank and
drawing on the expertise of the Econcmio Commission for Africa.

What should be counted as aid?

90. Official economic development aid is a payment from one government to
another, on conoessionary terms, to promote eoonomic development or to prevent
economic decline. Three types of payment should be clearly distinguished from
aid, because if they ~re 'lid at all, they can be regarded as aid, not to a
developing country, but only to a group of citizens in the donor country:

(a) Compensation for former colonial civil servants;

(b) Compensation payments for expatriate farmers (e.g., in the
j,'hite highlands of Kenya) or owner-s of mmor-a.l rights (e.g.,
t:le British South Afric,,- '::ompany in Zambia);

(c) Refinance credit to m~ke it possible to repay commercial
export credits.

91. Pre-independence commitments, such as pensions for former colonial civil
servants and for their '"idm,JS and ornhans should be fully tab'll over by the
ex-eolonial power and should nut be counted as aid. The reason is only partly
semantic; the ~ain reason is moral and political. To count such p~ents as
"aid", whatever the declarations made on independence appear-s as an attempt
to disguise clGar responsibilities to donors' o"~ citizens incurred when they
were recruited Qy and answerable to Britain. This impression can spread to
other, genuine forms of aid .~d smudge the image of genuine aid efforts. It
has also poisoned the r-e l ot i ona be tween Great Britain and 'I'anz ani a ,

•

•

92. The suggestion is that the DAC should provide a definition of aid excluding
these and similar transactions (e.g., the re-paration -payments of Germ~y and
Japan). The DAC does not define aid, but at present it is customary for member
countries to claim all "transfers" of resources ('.ith maturities of over 5 years),
including private overseas investment (although this is shown separately). Much
can be gained by a clearer separ~tion of genuine development aid frem funds
paid out for cther re~sons.
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93. It could be argued, on the other side, th~t financial relief from ~
obligaticns vrhich might othe~<ise have constituted a claim On the foreign ex
change earnings and reserves of African countries may, indirectly, contribute
to development. Even ccmmercial debt relief, where othe~iise default would
have occurred, contributes to the credit standing of the debtor and hence to
his ability to raise development finance. On the other hand, countries have
defaulted and nationalized without ade~te compensation, and yet oontiuued
to reoeive aid. The economic case fcr exclusion of the above items from aid
finances, though strong, is not clinching. It would be difficult to get all
DAC members to agree on a definition of aid. A reasonable interim objective
woukd be to get a more detailed classification of "transfers" in DAC statistics,
so as to g~in a clearer picture of the direct development assistance rendered.

94. The British Government made loans to countries achieving indeoendence
so that they could pay pensions to former colonial civil servants and these
countries made solemn declarations to honour these loans. If all payments of
pensions to British ex-colonial officers were taken over by the British Govern
ment, the total sum would be ~12 to Ll4 millicn per year. This obligation
has now, in principle, been taken over by the British Government. It should
be deducted from the aid programme and compensating increases of genuine develop
ment aid should be made. Even if compensating inoreases were ruled out, it
does not follow that the cuts should be in aid to precisely those countries
which now carry the responsibility for the pension payments. (Some of these,
like Hong Kong, do not receive ~ny aid.) Given the existence of an aid ceiling
and given the propriety for Britain to accept financial responsibility for all
pensions, the consequential cuts, if they have to be made, should occur in
the areas of lowest develcpment priorities.

95. A special problem is presented to that group of developing countries which
is at an early stage of development, a group to which m~ African countries
belong, by suppliers' credits, which are used to promote exports of equipment,
ar-e often but not al1<ays guaranteed by a government Agency, and are extended
at high interest rates for short- or medium-terms. When the day of reckoning
comes, they cannot al'.ays be repaid and refinanoing beoomes neceasarv , Such
refinancing involves concerted action amongst all creditors, lest any one
creditor fears that his concession merely goes to service the loans of the
others. The refinancing operations ohannel aid resources not neoessarily to
those who need them most or manage their affairs best, and provide no incentives
for greater caution in the future. It is for these reasons that restrictions
on this type of credit should be imposed jointly qy creditor-exporters and,
if possible, by debtor-importers. The goods bought '4i th these credits often
do not have a high development priority and the exercise of renegotiating
debts that cannot be repaid does not oontribute to fruitful international
co-operation or even to credit-worthiness. This is not to de~v that there
is a plaoe for short- and medium-term .co!1unerciA.l credits, but their amount,
their pro~ortion to other debt and their place in the develoumemt efforts,
not the pressures of the export lobbies of industrial countries, should be
carefully oonsidered. And there is no case at all for calling them "aid".
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Forms of e>id

,

96. Much of the debate on aid has in the past been conducted in terms of
contrasts, such as multilateral versus bilateral aid; project versus programme
aid; commodity aid versus cash aid; cap i tal aid versus technical as s i s t anc e ;
official aid versus private fcreign investment; aid versus trade, etc. Propo
nents of each have mustered arguments to bolster up their case. This kind of
debate has suffered from three fundamental flaws.

97. In the first place, much of the debate has been conducted without a clear
specification of objectives. There is little point in emphasizing one or the
other form of aid, or, indeed, forms of non-aid, IIi thout a clear v'i ei- as to
which aim or ~ims are deemed to be more effectively served by such emphasis.
One result of this confusion cf aims has been a swing between policies, moti
vated qy disappointments attributable to the question.

98. Secondly, most of the policies contr~sted contain more than one dimension
of activity "nd it is not only possible, but often desirable (in the light of
certain speoified objectives) to combine some features of one with other feetures
of the other. Thus the more successful consultative grcupsor the illropeA-rl
Development Fund have succeeded in combining certain features of multilateral ism
Nith others of bilateralism. Projects selected in the context and in support
of a development programme combine the virtues of control peculiar to project
aid with the virtues of backing appropriate policies, characteristic of pro
gramme aid. Limited reciprocal untying combines some of the virtues of untied
aid with some of the advantages to donors of tying.

99. Thirdly, certain features of the forms of aid contrasted are complementary
to one another: physical and social overheads, financed by official aid, make
it possible for private investment to operate mere profitably; soft-term loans
make it possible to service hard loans and high-return investment; only a well
worked-out programme can provide the framework for useful projects; capital
aid can be more effeotively utilized if it is accompanied qy technical assist
ance. TNhet appears at first sight as alternatives, often turn out to be, on
closer inspection, complements.

100. An important area in which~ could be used most effectively to stimulatG
trade is aid for export credits of developing countries. It is not enough to
produce and sell exports if short-term credits cannot be extended to finance
these exports. A scheme by which advanced countries provide finance for the
exports of developing countries could make a contribution towards overcoming
one important obstacle to the promotion of larger exports from developing
African countries.

101. The conclusion is that the starting point should be.aims and objectiveJ3;
pblioies should then be derived from these, rather than be dictated qy
doctrinal priorities in abstracto.

•

•
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102. The 'WP is a joint Ul./FAO multilateral programme which provides largely
food aid to promote economic and social development through pilot projects
and which ~lso provides emergency relief. Its disbursements have grown from
$3 million in 1962 to ~46 million in 1968 and are projeoted to grow to $266
million in 1976.1/ Of 357 development projects in 1969, costing a total of
$650 million, mediterranean Europe, the Near East and Africa acoounted for
216 projects at a total cost of $430 million. Of 89 emergency operations at
a total cost of $65 million the same region accounted for 56 projeots at a
total cost of J33 million. The programme attempts to ensure tha, foon aid
does not have harmful effects on the agriculture of developing courrtr-i ee and
on normal commercial trade. Future scope ~y lie in the opportunities to
buy up food surpluses produced in developing countries with cash contributions
from developed countries and using them, with proper safeguards, for de\Celop
ment and relief.

103. The African Development Fund might support a food programme in conjunction
with the .WP. The aim would be to use surpluses from one region, finance storage,
transport and marketing, and channel the surpluses into areas deficient of food.
Particular care would have to be taken to combine this with encouragements to
local food production.

Aid priorities for Africa

104. While an effective aid package must combine capital ann technical assist
ance of the right kinds and must not be offset by cancelling policies for trade
and private capital flows, One overriding pricrity can be singled out for
African countries: it is technical assistance, particularly technical assist
ance which enables re0ip~cnt3 to mak8 tha fullest and bcst use of whatever
cther forms cf aid are offered and of their own local resources. Technical
assistanoe in 1967 constituted nearly 40 per cent of all aid disbursements to
Africa. A gcod deal of ourrent talk about "the failure of aid", "lack of
absorptive capacity" and "was te" amounts to not much more than saying that
certain forms of technical assistance have been absent or inadequate or im
properly administered or wrongly chosen and have thus prevented recipients
from making better use of a larger volume of capital aid.

105. In partioular, technical assist3.nce is needed to n~gotiate and disburse
loans speedily and effioiently. There is a cu~ious asymmetry in many donors'
assumption that Afrioan recipients are underdeveloped and in need of de7elop
ment aid, while, ~t the same time, thei~ negotiating maohinery is assumed to
be highly developed and efficient.

1/ Food Aid and Related Issues during the Second Development Deoade,
Report of the Intergovernmental Committee on the World Food .
Programme ~WP/IGC 17/5 Rev.l, 15 April 1970.
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106. Another sphere where more technical assistance ',mull be useful is that
of project preparation, feasibility studies and pre-investment surveys. Some
of this would be part of an attempt to strengthen the negotiating machinery,
because aid requests presuppose properly prepared projects. But the assistance
would apply also to non-aid projects and thus enable recipients tc make better •
use of their own resources both in the public and in the private sector.

107. A third area of technioal assistance would be with efficient management •
of projects, after they have been completed. Too many projects, at present,
are handed over at a stage when assistance in ensuring efficient use beoomes
most important. The emphasis on capital aid, as distinct from aid to recurrent
expenditure, has distorted aid efforts away from assistance to the most effi-
cient utilization of machinery and equipment and has led to some waste.

108. The principal need in this area is for enterprise and management to
identify, execute and, initially, run projects, and gradually to hand over
ownership, management and jobs. Such transfers re~uire an exercise of the
institutional imagination, for present forms of enterprise and organization
do not precisely meet these needs. Private foreign enterprise, on the one hand,
is interested in profits and not directly in training Ivcal labour, developing
local ownership and stimulating local entrepreneurship. Official assistance,
on the other hand, tends to confine itself to financing the project and putting
it on the ground, without showing a continuing interest in its efficient manage
ment and success. The Commonwealth Development Corporation, possibly unique
among development institutions, attempts to bridge this gap by combining finance,
know-how, management and"Africanization". It also acts as a catalyst in
mobilizing other agents, be they private or public, domestic or foreign. If
ideologioal objections of various kinds can be overcome, there is a good deal
of scope for evolving new forms of institutions, particularly adapted for
African ccuntries. Their purpose would be to use official funds to start up
enterprises and remedy the initial shortage of entrepreneurial talent, with a
brief to sellout gradually and to use the funds thus liberated to start a
new projeot.

109. A good deal of attention has been paid to improving the quali~J of
financial assistance; much less to making teohnical assistance more effeotive.
It is nct enough to provide "experts" to carry out certain assignments. -The
expert's ccntribution has to be integrated into the whcle complex development
effort and must activate the latent indigenous resources. Far too much tech
nioal assistance never "takes root" and simply reinforces the enclave nature
of so much foreign investment and even foreign aid. A more careful planning
of the aims of technical assistance, the recruitment and training of experts
and evaluation of their contribution and of their impact on the economy and
society are necessary. Neither counting sums of money nor counting numbers
of experts is a very relevant exercise in such a review of the (~ality of
technical assistance.
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110. Another priority area is the need to encoura~e agriculture for domestic
consumption. Aid tc agriculture suffers from the following difficulties:

(i) The technical kno-rLedge available from advanced industrial
~cuntries is often inappropriate. Local knowled~e and research
are needed as ·the ne- seeds have demcnstrated;

(ii) The returns, unlike those on industrial projects, are widely
dispersed and the aid loans should therefore be on considerably
softer terms;

(iii) The channelling of aid should make much greater use of those
who know local conditions "here direct inter-~overnmental lending
is inappropriate. Thought should be given to the most appropriate
channels. One way m~y be contributions to local agricultural
finance or development corporations.

Another way would be to relieve Loca.L: bndge t s of·certe.in
obligations '·'hich could just as well be financed by a.id, such as
the maintenance of roads, and thereby to set free local budgetary
resources to finance agricultural schemes;

(iv) Agricultural schemes, to be suocessful, require a number of ccm
plementary and supporting activities: irrigation, credit, trans
port, extension services, storage, etc. In addition, since the
masses of the poorest people live and work on the land, social
objectives must be borne in mind when agricultur"l reform is
carried out. The nucleus estate, providing extension services
and marketing facilities an..i all the virtues rlf the most up-to-date
modern enterprise, "ou.'1~. -rhi ch cluster a ",TOUP of smallholders,
prOVides one pattern of agricultural development worth extending.

The problem of debt

Afrioa's debt

111. The experience of the World B~nk in 1967 illustrates th~kind of
situation which could develop over time if multilateral hard-term lending
by the Regional Development Banks and others increases without a simulte~eous

rise in soft loans and grants. Although gross disbursements of the IBRD to
Africa, Asia and Latin America rose in 1967 to $510 million, a 22 per cent
increase over the average level of the previous three years, disbursements
net of amortization fell by $10 million. To maintain disbursements net of
repayments constant, an increase of 25 per cent in gross disbursements ,"'ould
have been necessary.' To attain an expansion' of, say,' 15 per cent, an increase
in gross disbursements of over 35 per cent '"ould have been r-e-rui r-ed in 1967. 1/

UNCTAD: ~ternal Development Finance: Present and Future
TD/B/C.3/61.
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112. It eboukd be noted tInt .,ayMents of i nter-es t on nul t i La'ter-al Lendi.n.:
have not been taken into account. If they «er-e, the actual trAnsfer of re
sources to LDCs froT. the multilateral agencies would of course oe seen to
be much less. For example, gross disbursements by the '.,rorld Bank group
amounted to about $870 million in 1967, "Ihereas disbursements net of amorti- -
zation, subscriptions and contributions, and of ohanges in holdings in
developing countries of the funded debt of the IBRDamounted to $545 million.
I-terest received by the World Bank group amounted to over ~200 million in
1~67 (23 per cent of gross disbursements). Thus the real net transfer of
resources amounted only to $345 million or about 40 per Oent of gross dis-
bursements. 1/ .

113. The tendency to focus attention on gross flows of capital or on flows
that are net only Of amortization and oanital repatriation is thus liable to
obsoure the important question: ho-r much do foreign resources contribute to
the oapacity of the developing countries to impcrt? It has been estimated
that approximately half of the gross flo~ to developing countries is offset
by amortization, interest and dividend payments and that the gross flow will
continue to be offset by .these paymentis at an accelerating rate if present
terms continue. 1/
114. The outstanding external public debt of 97 less developed oountries
rose from $10 billion in 1956 to over $39 billion in 1965. The estimated
service payments on external public debt rose from less than $0.8 billion to
$3.5 billion, nearly half of ,.hich '·'as attributable to export credits. 1/
115. For 79 developing countries external public debt outstanding increased
b.Y 114 per cent over the period 1961-1967, from $21.6 billion to"$46.2 billion
and roee b.Y another $1.3 billion during the first half of 1968 to a total cf
$47.5 billion. During the same period estimated payments ot interest and
amortization increased by about 74 percent to slightly more than $4 billion
in 1968. Of these 79 countries, 37 are I<frican and their external indebtedness
more than doub18d from $3.31 billion in 1961 to $r,.04 billion at the end of
1967, deolining somewhat in the first half of 1968 to ~7.95 billion. T~ble.

16 also shows that their service payments more than tripledfrom"$O~i7billion
in 1961 to $0.53 billion in 1967 and amounted to $0.44 billion in 1968,'

1/ UNCTAD: External Development Finance: Present and Future
TD/E/C.3/61

?./ President of the World Bank, Address to the Board of Governors of the
World Bank group and the IMF, 27 September 1965.

'l/ UNCTAD: The Terms Quall t and Effectiveness of Financi.il.l Flows and
Problems of Debt Service TD E C. 3 35.
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Table 16 Extern~l public debt outstandin; a~d debt service payments

Total.!!:!

(billions of US dollars)

Debt outstanding Africa

December 31, 1961 21.59 3.31
1962 25·94 4.04
1963 29.71 4.97
1964 33.17 5.52
1965 37.06 6.62
1966 41.05 7.311
1967 46.20 '3.04

June 30
1968

Total 47.54 7.95
Disbursed 36.01 6.64
Undisbursed 11.53 1.31

Service payments
1961 2.31 0.17
1962 2.58 0.22
1963 2.75 0.49
1964 3.18 0.43
1965 3.28 0.44
1966 3.78 0.46
1967 3.97 0.53
196'3 :&/ 4·.02 0.44

Source: World Bank/IDA Ann'lal Report.J:2§.2. •

.!!:/. Includes 79 countries.

'E.! Projected.'

116. The WcrlaBank data do not include figures for unguaranteed export
credits, debt repayable at the option of the borrower in local currencies,
Or commercial arrears. "If "e further take into account the possibility that
even the data on public and publicly g'lUranteed debt may be understated to
some extent, the total outstanding debt of the developing countries could
>1911 have exceeded ~'45 billion at the end of the year 1966 and debt service
could have amounted to more than '\5 billion." 1/ The 'Iorld Bank estimates
outstanding public debt of developing countries to the ~41 billion in 1966.

117. Consequently the debt service ratio (amortization and interest as a
proportion of commodity export earnings) of developing countries rose from
less than 4 per cent in the mid-1950's. to '? per cent in 1965. 'l/ The value

1/ UNCT AD, Terms .of Financial F'l ows and the Problems of Debt Service,
TD/7/SuPp. 3.

2/ (]NCTAD, Terms of Financial F'l ows and the Problems of Debt Service
TD/7/Supp. 3.
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of the merchandise exports of all LDCs at about $39 billion in 1965 1/ almost
equalled their external outstanding public debt Ln that year, as es t ina'ted by
the \forld Bank.

118. The 1965 regional breakdown of external debt is estimated to be as follows.
Total outstanding unguaranteed suppliers' credits at 1b1.6 billion divided as
follows: :?oj

r
t

•

Latin America
Asia and the Middle East
Africa
Southern Europe

$0.6 billion
$0.4 billion
~O.4 billion
$0.2 billion

Total reported_debt of $39.2 billion is divided as follows:

Latin America
Asia and the Middle East
Africa
Southern Europe

$11.7 billion
$16.5 billion
$6.9 billion
1';4.1 billion

119. Total reported.debt !ftiabursed/ WaS estimated.at $28.2 billion which was
divided asJDllcws:

Latin America
Asia and the lliddle East
Africa
Southern Europe

$9.9 billion
$10.7 billion
~4. 7 billion
$2.9 billion

120. The total of reported debt and, outstahding unguaranteed suppliers' credits
of Africa. thus. amounted to t7. 3 billion in 1965. This works out at approximately
$26 per head. The World Bandk estimates that Africa's service payments amounted
to $0.535 billion in 1967. This represents a debt service ratio of 6.4 per cent.
The debt service per head was about $1.7. However, since heavy borrowing is a
relatively recent phenomenon for Africa, growth of debt service is expected to be
faster for Africa than for any other region. The rate of growth of Africa's
debt service payments between 1960 and 1967 was faster than for any other region.
Over the same period the debt service ratio increased from somewhat more than
2 per cent in 1960 to over 6 per oent in 1967. l! The debt servioe ratio

1/

1/
3./

UNCTAD, The Outlook for Debt Service,TD/7/SuPP 5, page 11 whioh estimates
merohandise exports as $40.6 billion in 1966. Assuming a growth rate of
exports of 4 per oent, the 1965 figure was derived.

UNCTAD, The Outlook for Debt Service, TD/7/Supp 5.

The World Bank estimates for debt servioing as a percentage of the
merchandise exports of Afrioa Class II. (Source: UNCTAD, Handbook of
International Trade and Development Statistics 1969). Sinoe the World Bank
data do not include all the Afrioan Class IL oountries, the debt servicing
ratio is not an exact measurement but a olose approximation.
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of 6 per cent only takes HIW ,""GOWl" ser-vioe payments on reported outstanding
public debt, excluding ou tf'Lo-rs a.ssoc i a't ed Hi th unguaranteed suppliers' credits,
private foreign investment, military assistance loans and unreported debt.

121. The outlook for debt servico is ~larming, unless measures are taken to
soften considerably the terms y,' ne« .end i ns, and to convert (reschedule or
refinance) past loans into grants or loans on soft terms.

Some general considerations

122. While the literature on the burden of the debt service in developing
countries is mounting, it is worth stepping back for a moment in Drder to ask:
wha.t is the "burden of development d8bt"? A hostile critic may say that any
debtor who talks cf a "burden" ':hen it comes to the obligation of repaying
his debt, deserves )J:iJttle sympathy. In what sense, if any, can debt service
then be regarded as a burden? If the yield of a loan exceeds the interest
rate and amortization, there remains 8, net benefit to the bor-r-over-j if not,
there is no case for bor-r-o-nnz-, 'This is ho« a nrudent debtor would look at
the problem. The analo~J from the individual domestic borrower is, hOHever,
misleading. In international lending, the payment of interest and amortization
must be effected by the generation of a surplus of exports over imports. This
so-called "transfer burden" of the debt service may be, theoretically, positive
or negative, depending, amongst other things, upon the trade policies pursued
by the remitting and receiving countries. To give only one illustration of a
negative burden, if the bor-r-ouor- pays interest and principal by raising the
prices of his export commodities in the face of an inelastic foreign demand,
he will be able to purchase the sa.~e volume of foreign exchange fcr fewer
exports.

123. The "pro ol.em of deb~ cer"""" , aLv"S i.ecause there are three distinct
hurdles to be overcome by ehe borrower and several conditions to be fulfilled
by the lender. ;r/hile it is tr1'e that :1 loan normally supplements investment
and other development resources and contributes to accelerated capital formation
and growth, this growth mav , in some conditions, be less than the effective cost
of the loan, if full allow~nce ,s made for tying, for repayment in convertible
currency and for the secondary e"':lec-La of s6rvicir"3' the loan on the terms of
trade. Even if the total domestic returns exceed the ccst of the loan, the
service payments have to be collected in taxes and the inadequate administrative
machinery of African developing countries is not ah,ays able to cope "i th this
fisoal requirement. Even if domestic returns, properly calculated, are adecruate
and even if the fiscal conditions are fulfilled, the service payments have to be
remitted through the balance of payments, by stepping up exports or by saving
on imports.

124. The conditions which have to be met by the lender is readiness, in spite
of existing idebtedness, to con t i nue tc finance development «her-e the fructi
fication period of the investment is long, and to accept p~yment by granting
freer access to domestic markets, when service payments f~ll due. It will be
seen that it is rare that all these conditicns are fulfilled. Hence it is
legitimate to speak of an international de~t ~rcblem, even though we should
have no symp'tthy "'i th a domestic bor-rover- '.Tho complained about a "burden" when
interest and repayment are demanded.
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125. The mounting external debt burden of the developing countries brings
out the need for soft loan terms. Furthermore, if development loans are made
on soft terms rather than hard, the job of development will be finished sooner
and donors will have to furnish less total aid in order to achieve firm
development objeotives.

126. This follows from the fact that, as loan terms harden, the net flow of
resources deoreases. And a deorease in the net flo'< of resouroes has t',ro
effeots: it lengthens the time neoessary to do a given job of development,
and it increases the amount of aid required to do that job.

127. This is illustrated by Charts A, Band C, t~ken from an A.I.D. Study
whioh brings out olearly the relationships between loan terms and aid require
ments. The oharts oompare the effeot of making loans on the following terms:

(1) IDA1/: 3/4 per oent interest, 50 years maturity inoluding a 10
year grace period;

(2) A.LD. Minimum: 2 per oent interest, ~O years maturity inoluding
a 10-year graoe period '"i th 1 per cent interest;

(3) A.I.D. Medium: 3~ per oent, 20 years including" 3-year grace
period;

(4) HARD.21s~ per cent, 13 years including a 3-year grace period.

128. Chart A assumes a steady level of lending at the rate of $100 per year.
It shows that the net f'Lovr '<ill vary substantially denending upon the loan terms
that are uaed, The harder the tern " the less the ne ; f'Lot«, After the eighth
year there is no net flow on loans made on hard terms - annuai debt s:3rvice
oharges exceed the $100 aid level.

129. Chart B oompares the gross oost of maintaining a continued net flow of
~100 on various loan terms. As loan terms harden, debt service oharges mount
and more aid must be provided eaoh year to maintain the same net flow. For
example, to produoe $100 of net flow in the tenth year, $270 of gross aid is
required on hard terms, $195 on AID medium terms, $115 on AID minimum terms,
and $109 on IDA terms.

130. ChartC aSsumes that the development objeotive of a given country can
be achieved with an annual net flow of $100 over a lQ-year period and that
the country's repayment capacity will improve fairly rapidly thereafter.
The Chart shops that in order to achieve this objective on IDA terms,

1/

gj

The International Development Assoo1"ticn, the affiliate of the
\;orld Bank (IBRD) vh i.ch makes loans on soft terms.

These terms are generally in line 1·,ith those extended by the World
Bank, the illxport-Import Bank and 0thers. International lending now
takes plaoe on even r.arder terms, but the study was oonducted some
time ago.
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Chari A

Harder Terms Mean Less Real Impact
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Chart B

Harder Terms Mean That More Aid
is Needed to Do The Same Job
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Y.
Harder Terms Mean Substantially
Longer and Larger A ssistance Programs

GROSS AID REQUIRED
TO FINANCE $100 OF NET FLOW
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Chart D

DEBT SERVICE AS PER CENT OF EXPORTS UNDER
ALTERNATIVE ASSUMPTIONS

Assumption A: Exports Grow 5% p.a.
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Explanation of terms: Tnterest Maturity Grace Period
IBRD 7% 25 years 5 years
DAC 3% 25 5
IDA 0.75% 50 IO
Recommended Terms 2% 40 10

Note: The net flow of external lending is assumed to he 40% of exports in year
zero, increasing by about 2""" per annum up to year 15, and then remaining
unchanged.

Source Pearson e t a l.; Partners in
Development, P. 161.
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gross aid of $1,040 will have to be provided over a period of 11 years. On
AID minimum terms a total of $4,475 will be required over 45 years. The
additional amounts over $1,000 are the extra assistance needed to cover debt
servicing until the country's repayment canacity can do the job. Finally,
the Chart shows that the cost of trying to achieve development on hard terms
is clearly excessive - if indeed, it can be achieved at all.

131. Charts D and E show debt service as a per cent of exports on various
assumptions.

132. Various debt service projections for the period 1966-75 have been ~ade

b,y the UNCTAD secretariat. 1/ The interest and amortization payment falling
due from 1966 to 1975 have two oomponents: (i) payments on the initial debt
outstanding on 1 January 1966; (ii) service payment on ne'. loans contracted
during the projection period itself. The time profile of service payments
on new gross Lnf'Lowe of grants and loans for the years 1966-75 would depend
on the volume of such rnf'Lowa, as '.ell as theircomposi tion and terms.

133. ~ 1975, debt servicing is expected to pre-empt 23 per cent of the
export earnings (excluding petroleum exoorts) of all LDCs on the following
assumptions: (1) terms and com~osition of ne'T gross inflows would be the
same as in 1965; (ii) net Lnf'Lon of grants and loans were maintained at the
1965 level; (iii) export credits grow at 5 per cent per annum and (iv) exports
grO"1 at an average of ,1 per cent per annum.

134. It can be seen from Table 17 that, for each region, debt service as a
percentage of gross inflow is projected to rise considerably from 1966 to
1975. The largest increase occurs for the countries of Africa, where the
figure doubles from 26 per cent in 1966 to 53 per cent in 1975. (This should
be seen ill the context of our e3timate in the earlier part of the paper that
the net transfer of resources to Africa declined during the period 1960-66.)

135. Debt service as a nercentage of exports is also seen to rise most sharply
for Africa from 11 per cent in 1966 to 25 per cent in 1975, at a 4 per cent
per annum growth rate of exports. (Including petroleum exporters, the in
crease is from 10 per cent in 1966 to 22 per cent in 1975.) In volume terms
this means that the debt service payments of Africa will more than triple
from $0.8 billion in 1966 to $2.6 billion in 1965. (See Table 17.)

1/ The Outlook for Debt Service,TD/7/SuPP 5.

The 'rerms of Finanoial Flows and Problems of Debt Sert-icing-, TD/7/SuPI' 3.

The Terms of Financial Flo"s ,TD/B/C.3/55.

The Terms.;;;,qali t:;: and~ffectli.veness of Fin'tncial Fl01,rs tmd an" Problems

of Debt Service, TD/B/C.3/35.



Table 18

Annual net inflow corresponding to a given gross inflow of financial resources,

Africa Asia & Middle East Latin America

1966 1970 1975 1966 1970 1975 1966 1970 .1975

(1) Gross in:t;low 2.9 2,9 2.9 4.6 4.6 4~6 2.6 2.6 "2.6

(2)
; (b)

0.8 1.6 1.8 1.4 2.2 2.4 2.3 2.3 2.4Total debt service

(3) Net:inflow(c) 2.1 1,3 1.1 3.2 2.4 2,2 0.4 0.3 0.2

(4 ) Net' 1end~ng(d) 0.7 -0.1 -0.2 1.1 0.2 0.1 ·0.2 -0.3 -0.4

(5) Debt outitandin9 5.8 8.5 9.7 12.2 17.0 21.2 10.2 11.8 13.5

(c) .
, Grants "and grant-like contributions plus net lending.

(a) Includes projection for Southern Europe.

(b)Includes estimates of debt service on old debt as well as new gross lending.

~~~
,~~

VI;!='
0E;~__ :lC

~:o.....
<,

~

1966-75

Total{a)

1966 1970 1975

11.0 11.Q 11.0

5.1 7.0 7.5

5.9 4.0 3.6

1.8 ..0.1 -0.5

31.S 41.8 49,9

,. ..

TD/7/Supp 5.Source: UNCTAD: The' OUtlook for Deb't Service

(d) Net of .interest and amortization.
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Table 17

Developing Regions: Projected estimate-. of gross capital inflow and djbt
service 1966-75, corresponding to a constant net inflow of resources(a •

($ billions)

Africa Asia & Middle East Latin America Total(c)

1966 1970 1975 1966 1970 1975 1966 1970 1975 1966 1970 1975

(1 ) Net capital inflow(b) 2.3 2.3 2.3 3.5 3.5 3.5 0.8 0.8 0.8 7.1 7.1 7.1

(2) Gross capital inflow 3.1 4.1' 4.9 4.9 6.0 6.7 3.0 3.3 4.0 12.2 14.9 17.5

(3) Total debt service 0.8 1.7 2.6 1.4 2.5 3.2 2.3 2.5 3.2 5.1 7.8 10.4

(4 ) Debt service as % of gross
capital inflow 26 43 53 29 41 48 75 77 81 42 52 60

(5) Debt service as % of exports 1d )
assuming exports grow at 4% p. • 11 20 25 12 18 19 23 21 22 16 21 23

(a) The net inflow of resources is held constant at the 1965 level and the composition and terms of net inflow
are assumed to be the same as during 1965 except that supplier's credits are assumed to grow at an annual
rate of 5%.

Source: UNCTAD: Growth. Development Finance & Aid

(b)

(c)

(d)

Grants and lending net of amortization and interest payments.

Including European developing countries.

Excluding petroleum exporters.

TD/7. Page 17.
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136. Table 17 also shovs that Africa registers the sharpest increase in total
debt service payments, as well as in gross inflow required to maintain a con
stant net inflow of $2.3 billion.

137. Another set of projections shows the net inflow of resources and net
lending on the assumption that the gross inflow of grants and loans to each
region were to remain constant at its 1965 level throughout the projection
period.

138. It can be seen from Table 18 that total net lending would decline U,y
more than $2 billion during the period 1966-75, and would beoome negative in
1970. The sharpest decline in net lending would occur for Africa, becoming
negative in 1970 at -$0.1 billion and decreasing qy another $100 million~

ttreen1l9TOand 11975.

139. For some of the less developed countries the debt serv1CLng burden
reached such proportions as to necessitate rescheduling of debt. The projec
tions for debt servicing indicate that an increasing number of rescheduling
operations will have to be launched in the future a8 a matter of necessity;
the number of such operations that would be desirable is even greater. So
far debt has been rescheduled only as a rescue operation in the face of immi
nent disaster, carried out ad hoc.

140. There is a pressing need for institutionalizing rescheduling operations
and particularly for an early warning system, so that the problem can be
tackled before it becomes a crisis. Institutionalization and an early warning
system, would seem necessary in brder·to~avOi4 any adverse. effects on, or
disruption of, the long-term development plans of a developing country as a
result of debt servicing problems.

141. While this is not the place to discuss changes in borrowers' policies,
except insofar as they may affect the flow of aid, fuller information and
proper budgeting for debt service with an early warning system is a necessary
condition for a raticnal presentation of the problem to donors and for im
proved relations with donors. Each country should have a clear and up-to-date
picture of its debt situat~on and should attempt to make projections of future
liabilities on various assumptions.

142. There is need for a general overhauling of aid-giving machinery, in
particular for a greater co-ordination between different donors, on the one
hand, and between donors and recipients On the other. A primary aim should
be the aVOidance, in the first place, of situations demanding rescheduling.
Another important objective is to stabilize the flm; of aid and reduce
uncertainty as to amount of aid in the future and for a correct assessment
of needs and priorities. All this can best be done within the perspective
of a country's Long-cterm development plan and potential.

•
,
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143. The mounting debt prohl~m is n0c' recognized to present serious diffi
culties for aid recipients. On the other hand, budgeta~ appropriations for
aid present many donors with difficulties. The following proposal is an
attempt to contribute to the solution of both problems simultaneously.

144. Repayments of p~incipal and interest payments on previous loans should
be oreditGd to a separate aid budge t , instead of returning to the Exchequer.
In this way, the budgeta~ requirements for new aid appropriations would be
reduoed. If donors are not willing to contribute aid, it would be open to
them to reduce new appropriations to the same extent as the separate aid
budget grows, But if they are serious in saying that it is a budgetary,
not areal resource, constraint which prevents from doing more, such an
arrangement would make it possible to give a greater volume of aid without
additional budgetary appropriations.

The impact of advanced countries on Africa
and theiy responsibiliJt[

145. Some writers would base the case for aid on a simple logical extension of
the' principles of the -"elfare State to a '_.elfare world, a straight application
of the notion of human brotherhood. Just as we accept that a national community
has responsibilities towards each of its citizens and that it must provide him
with minimum standards of social security, so our ethical code should apply to
each member of the world community. International solidarity has not yet Teached
the point at which such an argument is generally accepted, or, if accepted
implementable. Indeed, the movement towards greater national solidarity and
stronger national welfare states, has 'Neakened the international links of
solidarity that had existed in the past. National consolidation has led to
international disharmony.

146. But the present case for glvlng aid does not rest on the acceptance of
an international welfare state. It is simply this: rich countries are partly
(though only partly) res onsible for the povbrt in less develo ed countries
and they oan cio sometl,-i'2-~ ~~jt. 'I'he combination of partial responsibi
lity for and (partial) ability to help remove poverty constitutes the hard
core of the present case for aid< It probably will not ~cn~tthose not
already converted but that does not detract from its strength. Even if there
were no responsibility, the needs of other human beings starving or i1:1~neurished

or iJ.lo"Il0W0od,· diseased ana il'N.~i%~"-i6-;.rnpose an' o'bliga'Sicfito help •. just as
we·-."'6tI1d uae o,-,rcJl(}"""~;;n~~t-a"1'~~"'''glrllou,,· shouse.

147. The ~bili ty to.he.l!!. can hardly be doubted. The responsibility for some
of the difficulties faced by developing countries does not rest primarily, as
is sometimes asserted, On colonial exploitation (though neglect has been more
important), but on the obstacles created for developing countries by the
existence and the policies of advanced, industrial nation-states, a set of
obstacles which the nOw advanced countries did not have to overcome, or had
to overcome only to a much smaller degree, in their pre-industrial phase.

w
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148. Siwje" the co -exis"CE:.iL:E; of' a m..ililCl2.r of different societies, each at a
different stage of development, crucially determines the development prospects
of the least-developed ones, a consideration of differentials must form part
of any valid analysis, prognosis and oure. The fact that advanoed industrial •
societies already exist and are organized in strong nation states when other
courrer-ies embark on deve l opment , makes a number of important differences to
the development pr-ospec t s and the deveLopuen t strategies of underdeveloped
aoc i e't i.es , Afrioa has been the latest starter in economic development,
compared not only with the ~cw advanced, industrial countries, but also with
the rest of the developing world, within which inequality is rapidly inoreasing.

149. Some of these differences, and perhaps the most obvious ones, clearly
benefit underdeveloped countries. A g"'o,.ing stock of soientifio, teohnioal
and organizational knowledge has been aooumulated, on which the underdeveloped
oountries can draw. They do not have to go through the laborious prooess of
acquiring this b10wledge for themselves and oan therefore avoid a number of
errors and false starts. The high level of income in advanced industrial
countries and its steady and continuing growth create a demand for the products
of the underdeveloped countries and enable them to benefit from wider inter
national specialization than was pcssible for the pioneers. Private invest
ment, financial aid. and teohnical assistance contribute to the transfer of
resources and skills from the rioh oountries to the poor and thus enable
these to draw on a bigger pool of i-esourcea, These benefits '.ere not available,
or available only to a smaller extent, when the now industrialized oountries
embarked on their development.

150. Some authors derive much hope from the eoonomicforces that tend to
dif~use teohnioal progress from the advanced oountries to the poor. If only
the level of lemand and employment iE kept high and growing, so that the rich
econorrle s arc fo:rce~ ~:'" 20l.~:--:h ou't s Lde their own boundaries for low-cost
sources of raw materIals and minerals and for man11faotured products requiring
much labour, if r-est.rtobi ona on the movement of goods, capital and men are
removed and if technical assIstanoe and aid are provided on an adequate-sdale,
the progress enhieved in the oentre, aocording to this view, will autom~tically

spread to che pe:-iphery and the ben ef'Lts will be widely distl'ibuted. 1./

1/ The existenoe of a powerful economio mechanism of diffusion, frustrated
by wrong-headed polIcies, has been strongly argued by Harry G. Johnson,
Economio Policies towards Less Developed Countries (Washington and
London, 1967), especially pp. 48-52. (See also Donald Keesing,
"Outward-looking Policies and Economic Development", Economio Journal,
June 1967,) But some of the differences between Professor Johnson's
arguments and those put forward below depend upon what one considers
established and what removable features of the current soene and
also on what one deems -00 be economic and "hat political forces.
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151. On the other hand, tho co-exi8tence of rich and poor countries and
the policies pursued by rich countries have a number of drawbacks for the
underdeveloped countries, which affect them more adversely, the later they
start. Some of these result from the relationships between countries at
different stages of development, others from the fact that rich countries
exist. Africa has suffered from both types of drawback.

152. (1) The most important political difference lios in the consolidation
of the nation state. Advance has meant national progress and national COn
solidation in the industrial countries. The benefits of the welfare state
are largely confined to its citizens. National consolidation in rich
countries has encouraged nationalism in underdeveloped countries and the
attempts of the rich to integrate the nation by protectionist and welfare
policies have tended to lead to international disintegration.l/ Attempts
to maintain full employment and to insulate the national economy from out
side influences have strengthened the forces of nationalist protection in
the welfare state and reduced the opportunities for trade, capital flows
and migration. Export of capital and scarce skills, and immigration that
threatens to upset industrial peace or national prejudices are restrioted
by the rich countries which thereby prevent the people in the poor countries
from participating in their fortune.

153. In the early enthusiasm with full employment and welfare policies after
the last war, it was thought that the achievement and maintenance of full
employment would reduoe the need for protectionist policies and would restore
the era of free international trade, free movement of man and international
solidarity. In the event,·full employment has created its own strong moti
vation for restrictions on trade, nayments and immigration. First, full
employment tended to oause inflationa~' pressures and balance of payments
difficulties to those who inf13ted faster than others. These led to restriotions.
Second, full employment tended to be interpreted as applying to particular re
gions and oooupations and the structural unemployment ]·,hich some low-cost imports
from developing countries would have entailed, was considered intolerable.
Third, rull employment brought ,ith it the desire to make the fullest use of
national r~sources. This brought the terms of trade argument for tariffs to
the fore, which had no force in a situation of unemployment. In particular,
it beoame important to keep the prices of imported food and raw materials lOW,
or at any rate to resist measures that might raise them. Fourth, the desire
to maintain and raise wages constituted a powerful argument against immigra-
tion of workers who would weaken the bargaining power of trade unions. Fifth,
the need to mobilize savings for domestic growth and welfare objectives set
a limit to the outflow of aid and private capital. For these and similar
reasons, the national welfare state has turned out to be a not very good
neighbour to other ·countries which depended on trade, migration and capital.
The protectionist nationalism of the depression years has been replaced by
the welfare nationalism of affluence.

1/ Gunnar~, An International Economy, London, 1956.
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154. It is significant, for exampl~, how little provlsl0n for extra aid
there was in the first National Plan of the Labour Government in Britain.
No plea of balance of payments prDblemscan be entered fDr this somewhat
nationalistic programme fDr gre,ter domestic affluence with little regard
for the crying needs of the wDrld beyDnd the natiDnal boundaries. Similarly,
the growing OOncern for the environment and fDr measures against pollutiDn
and domestic poverty have turned the Nixon anministration away from its
international obligations.

155. The moral argument for aid derives partly from the fact that it is our
organization Df sDciety which enables the rich tD remain rich and the pcor
to be kept poor. A complete (though Utopian) acceptance Df the liberal values
underlying the Juda-Christian and humanist civilization would imply world
wide equality of opportunity and therefore perhaps free trade and free move
ment of men. Instead, we witness an extremely uneven world-wide distribution
between ratios of men to resources, according to national boundaries and the
use of the power of the state to confine the wealth tD the wealthy and to
prevent the poor from sharing it. This is not a plea for the implementation
of a world order based on the brDtherhDod of man. It is an argument for
mitigating the harm done by the division of the world into rich and poor
nations, a divisiDn which is essentially arbitrary from any ethical point
of view.

156. (2) In quite a different sphere, the most important difference is that
the advanced state of medical knowledge makes it now possible to reduoe deaths
oheaply and rapidly, without having, at least until recently, contributed to
an equally cheap and readily aCceptable reduction in births. This has upset
the population equilibrium and has caused the large and accelerating rates of
population growth, which present the underdeveloped countries with much more
difficul t obstacles than those wh i c.; the now advanced countries faced in their
pre-industrial phase, when the rate of populatiDn grDwth was oonsiderably less,
was partly the result Df successful development and rising levels of living
and when large-scale emigration was still pDssible.

157. It is Dften argued that rapid and accelerating population growth does
not present a prDblem tD Africa with its vast reserves Df land and natural
·resources and its low density of population. ~lt the problems posed b,y
population growth are not problems of land or food or density. They spring
from the need to divert scarce resources from the provisiDn of p~duotive

equipment to the provision of houses, schools and other overhead facilities;
they relate to the changing age structure of the population, tD the growing
proportion of non-productive young (42 per cent of all AfrH,ans are less
than 15 years old) and, above all, tD growing unemployment and underemployment.
Additions to the labour force do not, in present conditions, oontribute to
production.' These difficulties are just as serious in Africa as in Asia and
the need for limiting population growth is no less urgent.

•
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158. (3) Although a stook of scientific and technical knowledge is available
on which African countries oan draw, the modern technology is ill-adapted to
the conditions and the factor endowments of these countries. Modern technology
was evolved in conditions of labour scarcity and its purpose is therefore to
save labour in relation to oapital. The transfer of these sometimes inappro
priate methods, which is encouraged qy attitudes towards modernization and qy
the prestige of Western technology, tends to aggravate the gross under
utilization of labour from which Africancountries are suffering. vrhen
inappropriate technology is transferred and when the labour force grows rapidly,
obstacles are oreated which are fundamentally different from those which the
now industrial societies had to overcome in their pre-industrial phase.

159. (4) Not only most available techniques of produotion but also existing
models of organizations and institutions are ill-adapted to the needs of the
underdeveloped world. Modern trade union structure and attitudes, like tech
nclogy, have evolved in different social oonditions and can therefore be
damaging if transferred to oonditions in which labour is not fully utilized.
The demand for the adoption of sooial welfare s8rvioes which have no or
negative impact on development and which were introduoed in advanoed industrial
welfare states at a late stage, has often proved an impediment to development,
and, far from oontributing to greater social justice, has strengthened vested
interests and pockets of priVilege. Large publio expenditure on curative
medicine, on higher education and on subsidies to indiscriminate consumption
has absorbed scarce resources and reinforced attitudes and practices hostile
to development.

160. Even politioal institutions, such as parliamentary demooracy and the
Westminster mOdel, are not always adapted to the needs of developing oountries
and, under the guise of oonstitution21 demooracy, reinf0roe the reluotanoe to
touoh vested interests and to pursue development by tough and hard measures.

161. (5) For a number of reasons, capital and skilled men, including those
of the underdeveloped oountries, are attracted to the richest industrial
societies. Capital flight is substantial, attracted by higher rates of
return and greater political security. Skilled men and professionals, on
whose education and training large publio funds have been spent, have greater
opportunities for emigration, are better and more rapidly informed about them
and have stronger incentives to seize them. As a result, some of the scaroest,
most valuable and most eXpensive factors of produotion are drained away from
the poor periphery to the rich centre.

162. So far, Afrioa has not suffered from the brain drain as muoh as other
regionB. But this is a symptom of its relatively low stage of development.
As soon as the number of educated and professional men increases, the
temptations of international salary soales will either lure them away or
will distort the domestic income distribution in attempts to produce counter
lures, or, most prcbably, both.
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163. (6) But t.he mobili ty c f factors is partial and biased. ','heree,s in the
pre-industrial phase of now-industrialized societies (with the exception of
Japan) areas rich in natural resources were still unsettled and were able to
receive illJIDigrants, the world has now been parcelled up and immigration of
unskilled men and women, partic'ularly if they are coloured, is severely res
tricted. This, together with population groi~th, growing under-utilization
of labour and the loss of the scarcest and most expensi~ r13sourCes, greatly
increases the obstacles to development.

164. (1) High levels of remuneration for professional skills in advanced.
countries raise obstacles to development in underdeveloped countries which
go beyond the direct losses through emigration. Elf the creation of an inter
national market in these skills, not only are internal inequalities without
functional justification increased in underdeveloped countries, but obstacles
are put into the path of development. International inequality has an impact
on internal income distribution'in underdeveloped countries which, like the.
impact of modern technology and modern institutions, impedes development.

165. (8) Systematio scientific research and institutionally built-in innovation,
whioh are reflected in the annual growth of productivity characteristiO of
growing ec?nomies, has not only been heavily biased towards activities which
are not sui ted for production in underdeveloped countries, it has in some
cases actually led to a reduction in the demand for the traditional primary
exports of African countries. Technical progress has reduced the need for
the imports of the staple products of developing countries (a) because synthetics
have been substituted for natural products, (b) because there has' been increas
ing economy in the use of raw materials, and (c) because demand has shifted.
t01~ards services and products wi th Low primary import content. .

166. Tc these r-easons must be added 'she protection! st policies pursued by the
developed countries in agriculture and through cascading tariffs which rise
with the stage of processing and penalize attempts to Lndus tr-La'l i.ae; The
trade oppurtm1ities of underdeveloped countries have been reduced and their
abHity to diversify and industrialize have been hampered, though their in
aentive to do so has been increased. These obstacles go beyond the of~en

bewailed, but not fully confirmed, unfavourable trend in the commodity te~s

of trade.

167. They are systematically related to the speed of scientific and technical
progress in the advanced industrial countries. One of the serious oosts of
progress, which we all too readily accept as not only sacrosanct but as inevitacle,
is the rapidity and frequency with which the skills, processes and products
of the poorest members of the m ternat.fonal, community are permitted to become
obsolete. The gains of those enjoying the fruits of progress and the losses
of those suffering the damage of obsolescence are distributed in a highly
biased way: it is those who have, who gain, and those who have not, who
lose~ The stories of sisal, rubber and the possibility of synthetic cocoa;
coffee and tea are illustrations which show how parts of Africa have been '
partioularly hard hit by rapid industrial progress in the rich North. They are
themselves the expression of a desire to insulate rich and comfortable sooieties

•
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against the disturbances of ohange, even at the cost of "ome reduction in the
benefits derived from international specialization. (See also abcve, point 1).
Recent technical progress in methods of birth control, of producing staple
food crops and cheap protein, of transport, desalination and even, on a small
scale, of more appropriate industrial technology, have begun to compensate for
the earlier biased research, but it is as yet early to say how effective these
compensations will prove. Research and development expenditure on the solution
of the problems of the poor is still infinitesimal •

168. (9) "lliile it is true that foreign private enterprise can help to transfer
material resources and human skills and know-how from rich to poor countries,
it also creates greater difficulties than those which were presented by bor
rowing from abroad to industrialized societies in their pre-industrial phase.
Then money was borrowed at fixed interest rates of between 5 ani 6 per cent
and default was not uncommon. Now almost all long-term private capital takes
the form of direct equity at 15 per cent to 25 per cent pre~local tax, and 10
per cent to 15 per cent post-local tax, and default on loans, whether private
or official, is hardly ever allowed to occur.1/ Remitting profits, interest
and dividends creates or aggravates the balance of payments problems of
African countries, partly because of their height and partly because of in
adequate re-investment.

169. (10) We have suggested that technical and organizational knowledge are
ill-adapted and that their transfer can be harmful to the African countries.
In addition, Western economic concepts and theories, and policies based on
these, are often inappropriate and misleading when applied to current develop
ment problems. Economic analysis and policy have tended to focus on ivest
ment (whether in fixed capital assets or in an aggregate called 'education'),
to the neglect of essential reforms of human attitudes and social institutions;
and they have tended tv f'o rmu.La.t e categories of aggregc.-ces whi ch obscure the
relevant distinctions and neglect the actual behaviour en which the concepts,
models and pclicies are based.g/

170. (11) Some people have argued that even the form which some government aid
has taken has obstructed progress towards development, by supporting and up
holding feudal or conservative or corrupt regimes which are unWilling to
carry out the social and political reforms necessary for progress, Or by re
inforcing the dual and uneven structure in many countries. Aid policies
directed at investments and neglecting social reforms (of land tenure, tax
ation or education) are encouraged, intellectually, by the escape mechanism
provided by Hestern economic theorizing and, politically, by powerful vested

1/ For a discussion of the virtues and defects of direct private overseas
investment, see my UNCTAD paper "New Approaches to Private Investment".

?J Paul Streeten, "The Use and Abuse of l~odels in Development Planning" ,
in Kurt Martin and John Knapp, The Teaching of Development Economi~,

London, 1967.

-
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interests on both the donors I and the recipients I side. The experience with
the Alliance for Pl~gress in Latin America is not encouraging to the possib
ilities of combining aid with the implementation of radical social reforms.

171. (12) Hhile for these r-easons the opportunities to develop have been
reduced, the sense of urgency among the still small middle classes and the
ruling elites has greatly increased. Seeing opulenoe and rapid growth abroad
means feeling the pain of their absenoe all the more aoutely at home. It is
true not only that what you don't know doesn't hurt you, whioh must have made
things easier for the now industrialized societies in their pre-industrial
stage, but also that what you do ~~ow does hurt. This olearly reduces the
patience with which the development process is viewed by the ruling elites
in the underdeveloped world.

172. It is this co-existence of rich and poor nation states briefly discussed
under the above twelve headings, rather than the intentional or unintentional
colonial or neo-eolonial exploitation (though oolonial neglect also played a
part), which can have detrimental effects on the development efforts in Africa.
And it is this co-existence whioh sets limits to the ready transfer of the
lessons of one historical setting to an entirely different one. No analysis
Can be valid which does not allow for this change in the world setting in
which development occurs.

173. The considerations also bear on the frequently deplored widening gap
between the liVing standards of the rich and poor countries. On the face of
it, it might seem that much more important than the gap is the rate at "'hich
the lot of the mass of the people in the poor countries is improving. Should
we not all prefer a growth rate of 6 per oent per year in the poor countries,
combined with one of 8 per cent in the rioh, to one of 3 per cent in the poor
combined with 2 per cent i:Cl thE:- rich, even although the former combination
would widen, while the latter would narrow the gap? Maybe so. Butthe
rate of progress in the rich countries affects the development prospects and
strategies of the poor and it is not obvious that, on balance, faster growth
of the rich world is always beneficial to or neutral for the poor. Many of
the difficulties raised for developing countries under the above headings
(1) - (12) are aggravated if international income differentials increase and
it may therefore be sensible and not Just the result of a philosophy of envy,
to aim at reducing growing income differentials, even if this means some
slowing down of average world income growth. In particular, we have seen
how rapid progress can damage the development prospects of those whose exports
it renders obsolete, those on whose trained and skilled manpower the fast
growing countries draw, and those who find that less capital is left over
for them when the capital hunger of rapid growth must be satisfied.

174. Finally, it follows that development strategies must differ not only,
as is now generally recognized, in space, from country to country and region
to region, but also in time, from stage to stage, each stage related to the
stages reached by other countries. The need to take full account, not only
of the position in space but also of the relative position in time, in

•
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forging a d.evelopmen-c SlJJ. C;<.ltegy} gl·vd~.LY compLi.cates tht: pr-ocess of planning
and reduces the value of lessons from the past and of univers~l prescriptions.
A country, particularly if it is small, must pay attention not only to its own
peculiar history, resource endowment ~ld institutions, but also to the events
and aotivities in the cOillltries ~lead of it and must weigh the benefits and
drawbacks of outward-looking stpateg~~s against those 01 shieldiLG its frontiers
and insulating i t6el1' against th'_' impulses from the outside,

175. Africa is doubly handicapped in this spatial and temporal perspective•
Lying for a large part under the tropical sun - where practically all under
developed regions are to be found - and being the late~ G starter 0" the climb
to development, she suffers the combined drawbac~s of Glimate, of being fer
a large part land-locked and cf being the latest comer on thu development
scene.

176. The conclusion of this brief survey is that the rich, as members both
of nation-States and of an interdependent world community, C~Gt escape
accepting responsibility for aiding the poor, and that attempts to contract
out of this responsibility are morally and politi0ally impermissible. It also
constitutes an argument for a special responsibility towards the least developed
countries, the majority of which are in Africa, for theGe are lIorst hit by many
of the factors discussed above.)) They were particularly open ~nd therefore
vulnerable to the impact of the rich, industrial countries because of _heir
colonial status. There exists, therefore, a special r-es pons i bi Lity, as well
as a special opportunity, to compensate for the harmful consequences of the
co-existence of rich and poor states anQ for some of the policies that would
otherwise condemn the poor to remain poor.

Relations between poor alJ.u. puor ab.1.J.. ....ne r..E:ed. [,.jE-£eg;u::'ial 00- uEcra:l;i.2!1

177. Although we often speak of the Third Norld as if it were a homogeneous
group and of the interes ts of each of its members as if ti.ey wer-e in harmcny
with those of the othel~, the co-existence of very poor and" not quite so poor
countries arso creates spec ic..l problems :"-'01' d cveLopoerrb , Onc e ag1.in, theJr
both impair and improve one dno_her's prospects- On -the one hand, it is
possible for those more suocessful than others to render tecrcnical assist~ce

which is more relevant than that of countries far removed from these problems.
India is in a good position to advise on family planning, povular education
and land consolidation; Israel (at least ill1til recently an lU1derdeveloped
oountry) oan teach how to integrate immigrants of traditional background
from Africa and Asia into modern agriculture; Iran has va.luahle experience
in popular education. If developed oOill1tries reduce their demand for imports
because of technical progress or protectionist policies, ill1derdeveloped
countries can get together and create demand for one ~othar's- products, while
exploiting the economies of scale of larger markets. Regional integration

11 See below, p. 900
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makes it possible to (;omL~"" "h" ~";"'cll1tages of protection for infant industries
with those of a wider division of labour. Industrial plants can be erected
Which, though not fully competitive internationally, can exploit a degree of
specialization among themselves. Developing countries have the land, the raw
materials, the fuel and the ability to acquire the skills and raise the savings
and finance to dispense very largely with dependence on the industrial countries •

118. Against these advantages must be set the dangers of competing against each
other for the limited market and capital of the rich. Beggar--my-neighbour tax •
holidays and other tax concessions to forei~l capital reduce its benefits without
succeeding in attracting much more. While the prices of manufactured products
and some minerals are held up by concerted action of their already rich pro-
ducers, the prices of many African primary agricultural products are victims of
fierce competition. Benefits from any rise in productivity and production tend
to be passed on in lower prices to rich buyers. In addition, there is political
rivalry. Hostility forces countries to devote SCarce resources to expenditure
on armaments. Nationalism creates obstacles to devising methods by which poor
countries at different stages of development can co-operate with one another.
The least developed tend to be afraid lest integration will hurt their pro-
spects of industrialization and will drain away their few valuable resources,
while the less underdeveloped fe~ le~ their tax revenue or skills will be
uaed to subsidi'ze. the most backward areas. Prohibitions imposed by one under
developed country on the movement of men, money, goods and services of others,
in the name of national consolidation and integration, reduce the benefits to
be derived from the international division of labour or even from regional
oommunities and have inflicted harm on other underdeveloped countries.

119. It is therefore a mistake to lump the whole of Africa together in discuss
ing aid policies. A non-discrimin~ting approach can aggravate differentials
wi thin the developing KO::c~::lj jU.3t as a. La i se ez- ..faire appr-oach improves the
chances of the strong at the expense of the weak.

180. The above consi&erations raise the problems of regional and sub-regional
co-operation and integration. Amongst the obstacles to fuller co-operation
lie the differentials in income and wealth between potential members of a
community and the need to co"~ensat8 those who suffer from such co-operation.

181. A primary objective of aid to Africa must be to encourage the formation
of wider markets, a rational investment policy based on sub-regional,
regional and inter-continental co-operation and greater mobility of skills
and private investment. Economic integration can achieve these ends and
contribute to overcoming the obstacles created by the fragmentation of the
numerous and often economically irrational post-eolonial States. National
boundaries created at independence cut across ethnic, topographic, linguistic
and economic lines. The division of human and physical resources bears no
relation to the needs of growth and development.
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182. The two chief problems here are (i) how to adjust a network of communica
~ions, transport, banking and trade, based on exports to Europe, to one of
growing intra-regional trade; and (2) how to ensure that the least developed
member countries of a region attract their share of industries, services and
revenues and receive adequate compensation for having to buy higher-cost in
dustrial imports frcm the more highly industrialized members of a union than
they would be able to buy from outside the union•

183. Aid can contribute to the removal of both these obstacles to integration.
Aid can be used to develop lines cf communication and transport now exceeding
ly rudi~entary, which would encourage the flow of inter-regional trade and aid
can be used to compensate least-developed countries for the damage suffered by
joining with mcre industrialized neighbcurs.

184. Technical assistance in particular can contribute tc facilitating the
institutional arrangements required for regional co-operation.

185. In additicn, however, it may be necessary to modify some of the rules in
the code of international trade and payments to adapt them to the needs of
regional co-operaticn between developing countries at different stages of
development.

186. This is not the place to discuss these issues in great detail, except to
the extent to which they affect the quantity and quality of aid. Limited un
tYing,1/ which permits tied loans to be spent either in the donor country or
in a member country of the region or sub-region would help. The use of aid
to encourage joint indicative planning is ancther possibility. Development
plans are still too often purely national, withcut much regard to the plans
of neighbouring countries. Indicative planning would help to avoid self
defeating agricultural diversification in ecologically and olimatically similar
regions and would assist the exploitation of economies of scale in manufaoturing
industry and economies in transpcrt costs.

187. Another method tc assist regional co-operation in trade is to prOVide funds
to support the creation of regional payments unions. Such unions are designed
to facilitate trade liberalization between developing countries, while reducing
the fears that such liberalization may aggravate balance of payments difficult
ies and loss of reserves. Members of the union grant one another credits.
Outside funds are used to contribute to the sources of financing such credits.

Concentration-versus dispersal

188. In many instances, though not always, a flourishing export trade has been
built upon a large and assured home market. The reasons for this are partly
lower risks and partly economies of scale. It would follow that the creation

1/ See below Pp. 88-89.
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of successful export industries often ·presupposes the creation of an in
dustrial complex larger than a minimum critical size. It provides an argument
for concentration, to reap to the fullest the benefits of complementarities,
scale economies and specialization. This is particularly important in many
African countries where industrialization is hampered by absence or limitation
of markets.

189. Against this principle there runs another: the principle of spreading
industries in order to diffuse benefits and share them out as Widely as possible.
It may be thought desirable to sacrifice efficiency and hence growth for the
sake of greater equality or for the sake of greater politioal consensus, or
for fair shares between regions, which often coincide with tribal areas. But
the two objectives can be combined through an efficient fiscal system which
collects revenue in the industrial centres and disburses revenue for social
services, training and education and transport for the benefit of the peri
phery.

190. A particularly valuable function of aid consists in strengthening the
fiscal efforts of a country or a sub-region to enable it to combine efficiency,
growth, equity and political integration in this manner and to prevent, on the
one hand, polarisation of benefits and, en the other har~, inefficient location
of industries. .

191. Within a country this can be achieved by backing a development plan which
pays heed to the efficient location of industry. Between states the problem
is more difficult because political obstacles have to be overcome and national
development plans have to be co-ordinated. Yet, the effectiveness of a given
quantum of aid can be increased by backing the most efficient development and
compensating, where necessary or desirable, those interests which are liable
to lose from it. Such ,rocesses co~ld be interpreted as paternalistic and
neo-colonial, but those interested in effective development in the Afric~

countries are likely to welcome them.

192. In efforts to integrate the numerous small economies of Africa the pro
posed African Development Fund and the Economic Commission for Africa would
make valuable contributions.

Differences in initial conditions

193. The discussion of the impact of international transfers of resources on
development suffers from what might be described as an intellectual time lag.
We use frequently concepts, categories and models derived from experiences
before the last war or even before 1913, and apply them directly to our oWn
world today. This is not the place to analyse the nineteenth century ex
perience of resource transfers to developing countries, but suffice it to
say that there was then a strong tendency for long-term capital movements to
correct payments imbalances. It is precisely this mechanism (rather than the
movement of labour) which maintains balance between regions within a country,
where exchange rate adjustments are ruled out.

•
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194. The English-speaking world and the Atlantic community formed then a fairly
uni.f i ed region within which capital moved freely and restricticns on the .move->
ment of labour were much smaller. Fixed exchange rates were widespread, though
nct universal. Surpluses and deficits between the periphery and the centre
were acoommodated by balancing capital movements. New borrowing in the form
of capital issues quickly led to transfer of real resources to finance defio't0

of borrowers, and the deficits of borrowers quickly led to balancing capital
issues and long-term loans. Beth defioits and loans reflected increased in
vestment oppcrtunities in the periphery. The large and free oapital market In
London, in which money could be borrowed at rates only slightly above thcse
prevailing on domestic securities, enabled equilibrium to be restored pain
lessly and quickly.

195. It would be an understatement to say that the situation with respeot to
the international transfer of resouroes today is different from that in the
19th century. \\'hile the reqUired adjustments were then smaller, the ~d. to
make them and the soope for making them Was much larger. There are a number
of features whioh distinguish modern international capital flows and the
modern adjustment mechanism from those in the last century.l!

196. First, countries no longer use the automatic adjustment meohanisms 0f
the balance of payments which existed in the 19th century. They are now able
and determined to maintain high levels of employment, so that variations in
employment oannot take the brunt of adjustments. Price deflation in ?~.'ran06~

manufacturing countries is now ruled out. Exchange rates are kept fixed for
long periods, without adherence to the prinoiples of the gold standard. For
these reasons, a greatly increased weight would have to be borns by oapital
movements as almost the only remaining equilibrating foroe. As f'ai- as short·
term capital movements are oonoernci, they could, in ]rinoiple, play an
equilibrating part, wer-e it not for disequili brating specu'La t i.on, But ·:.Ciey
would not be a substitute for adjustments. Some writers see in long-term
oapital movements a possible equilibrating meohanism. No doubt I j.n cer-t.a.i,n
situat10ns they can fulfil this funotion. The struotural balanoe of payments
d i.s equ'iLa br-i.a of some developing countries can be eased by capital Lnf'Low on
appropriate terms. Europe's post-war balance of payments disequiJ corium W8C

remedied by American cap i, tal inflow, although the terms of Amerioa I s cap i, tal
to Europe under the Harshall Plan were, it oan be judged in the light of
hindsight, exoessively soft - more than 90 per cent in the form of grants 
and today's aid to Afrioan oOWltries has been too hard; in 1966 only 60
per oent of total oommitments took the form of grants. But there are other
forms of disequilibria to whose oure long-term oapital flows make no oon-
tribution;they may even be aggravated by them, because fundamental ad
justments are postponed.

!I See P.N. Rosenstein-Rodan "Philosophy of Foreign Investment in the
Seoond Half of the Twentieth Century" Chapter 4, and George Borts , p. 65
in Capital Movements and Eoonomio Development.
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197. Se .ond , the world economy, Ln ,pite of the remarkable buoyancy of total
world t,C'ad.:1:; a?.L~ ,~~~ b.lgL ,,::uIl·elc;.:':~(t. bc::rAc ':'XP0:·,t y:wt.h rates and income
gro\,nh rates is no longer the ~a~:i,.~~, cf "engine of grow"h".> which it was
in tr.e last century. Britain, which had a high propensity to import primary
products w1,hout restricticns, anQ "hiGh provided the capital and th~ men for
the expans i on of the production 0" primary ccmmcdities abroad, had been re
placed as a cr.rrt r-o :W the USA ;,ith a coris i.der-abky lower import pr-opens i ty ,
The USA is a QMch mOre self-sufficient economy, generates technical progress
which ~s biased against imports, protects heavily its domestic market, part
icularly of labour-intensive and of processed products, and absorbs a much
higher propo t-t i on of its savi.r.gs at home; G•.i.rcpe , though more dependent on
trade, is even more p ro't e c't i.on.i s t , Political uncertainties have further
reduced the flow of international investment. As a result, the transfer
problem created by servicing debt ani investment is much more cerious than
it was in the last century,

198. Africa is heaVily dependent on the exports of primary commodities.
Africa produces 82 per cent of the non-CommUllist world's cobalt, 72 per cent
of its cocoa, 62 per cent of its chromite, 49 per cent of its manganese,
36 per cent of its groundnu.s, and nearly 30 per cent of its phosphate rock,
copper and coffee, 80 per oent of i"s exports a.re primary commodit i ea and,
if very s l i.ghtLy processed minerals are added, the proportion rises to almost
95 per cent,;.! Although growth rates of Afrioan exports have risen from 4.9
per cent ;.n 1:>IG··J.959 to 5.4 per cen t in 1960-1968, the threat of synthetic
substitutGS and of f'Luc tua't i cns in world demand arising from other causes is
ever pr-es cn t , Ave,rt from the oil and copper' exporters, the foreign exchange
constraint is likely to become increasingly sovere as countries step up their
developme~t expenditure.

199. Third, the international monc',ry system, from having been the oil which
lubricat(-.;C. L~j;"': r'(.,.J.gL1'''; ~f gr:J\':-!;~:'! ~: fi':"C~i=-"t~~+'ing -';re:iing and LsndLng, has
become grit in the engine and a rr.a.joc' oba'bacLe to the expansion of inter
national t.-ade and investment. Rec8nt reforms have alleviated the situation
but we are stil~ l'ar from an in ,e, .•6;i;;011al monetary system 'Thich faoili tates
growth, trwie and. the fullect use of -the Norldls resources.

200. Fourth, much international lending is no longer guided by profi tabili ty.
Inter-governmental Lend i.ng in the f'oz-m of aid occupies now an important place.
l'!hatever th" merits and defects of' international aid, there is Li,ttle to be
learned from the nineteenth century pattern, exce~t that successful develop
ment often requires soft Loanc . whether .~;X ante, as today, or ex post, (as
a result of depressions and wars), as in the 19th century.

y Partne!] in_~:!:2.£~, pp. 267-268.'
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201. Fifth, the movement of capital is no longer accompanied by the emigration
of people who propose to settle overseas. In spite of the growth of technical
assistance, migration of skilled, highly motivated people, representing a
large transfer of human capital, is rare and their integration into the develop
ing sccieties is much more difficult.

202. Sixth, default on foreign debt, which was common in the nineteenth century,
is hardly ever allowed to occur today. While default on private debts made the
effective terms of lending much softer than the anticipated or nominal terms, it
also had a healthy effect on the distribution of new loans. Today's ccmplex
machinery of rescheduling and refinancing debt, often incurred by rash traders
regardless of borrowers' ability to repay or of development priorities, both
diminishes the amount of aid which can be given to those who need and deserve
it most and removes the incentive of private traders and lenders for caution.
Even if exchange control, devaluation and nationalization are oonsid€red as
modern equivalents to default, there are fewer defaults today.

203. Turning now to private capital movements, seventh, whereas in the 19th
century 70 per cent of world foreign investment took the form of bonds and
only 30 per cent that of equity, today bond investment is very small (although
middle-income countries like Mexico, Argentina and Israel have floated large
bond issues in recent years and a revival of the bond market·may be possible)
and, disregarding trade credits, the majority is in direct equity. This has
changed not only the rates of return and the services rendered by private
foreign investment, but also the nature of the relationship between investor
and host country. In the nineteenth century a handful of countries confronted
numerous businesses and an even larger number of anonymous lenders; today,
numerous countries, the majority of them quite small, inexperienced and weak,
confront a handful of powerful trans-n~tional companies. Compared with the
speed at 'tThich thes8 Gia.tl-~S g:COV'i iewer in number and larger in size, the paoe
of progress of international co-operation and integration between sovereign
countries is slow. The value of the output of the overseas subsidiaries of
American companies is probably greater than the gross national product of any
country other than the USA and the USSR. The overEeas subsidiaries of Japanese
and European companies are probably ~alf the size cf the American corporations.
~ 1968 there were mOre companies than countries with incomes greater than
$2,500 million. Thi8 is probably the most important change, affecting not
only private investment and its returns, but a'lro trade relations, the trans
fer of technology and even government policies and international relations
in a number of other spheres.

204. Eighth, eqaity investment in the 19th century carried the risk of
cyclical fluctuations. In bad years no dividends would be paid out. Such
fluctuations aro less important today and there is, therefore, less justifi
cation for a reward for this kind of risk-bearing. Fixed interest torrowing
is therefore often a cheaper way of achi ev i ng the same purpose.. Ninth, as
a result cf the more rapid spread of \moV/ledge, certain, although by no
means all, types of technological \mowledge are nowadays much more lvidespread
and standardized than they were in the 19th century. It is sometimes cheaper
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to hire foreign engineers and to borrow capital at fixe~ interest rates than
to encourage direct equity investment. In those areas where hired skills
plus fixed interest borrowing can achieve the same results more cheaply than
foreign equity investment, the latter puts an excessive burden on the host
country. But some forms of modern technology are ill-adapted to the con
ditions of developinti countries and technical progress continues even in the
area of public utilities and transport, e.g., desalination, nuolear power
plants, hovercraft. It is not easy to lay down rules about the most appropriate
combinations of know-how, capital and management, but new thinking is needed
and historical experience is of only limited value. The main lesson is that
terms of transfers intended to acceleratp. development must be soft, that
soft aid and private overseas investment are often oomplementary, ~~d that
thought must be given to devising new forms for the cheapest and most effective
combination of capital, know-how and management.

Capital requirements, gap analysis and absorptive capacity

205. The conventional approach to the aid requirements of developing countries
attempts to calculate a gap, either between required investment and domestic
saVings, or between required foreign exchange and earnings from exports. In
the calculation of the investment - savings gap, also called the resource
gap, the required investment is normally derived from a target rate of growth
of national income and a constant or systematically varying capital/output
ratio. Given a target rate of gro>Tth and a capital/output ratio, the invest
ment/income ratio can be derived. Domestic private and public savings are
then deducted from the required investment and the difference emerges as the
resource gap, to be filled by foreign capital. Similarly, in calculating the
foreign exchange (or the trade) gap, import requirements are geared to growth
of national income, likely export 1 eoeipts are deuuc t ed, and the difference
appears as the foreign exchange gap. Both mo~els are based on a Harrod-Domar
model with structural constraints added in the model of the foreign exchange
gap. The limit on growth is set by whichever gap is larger. Ex-ante, the
resource gap is said to precede, historically, the trade gap as the "dominant
gap" in a country's development. The gap between the gaps can be inferred only
from projeoted requirements. Ex-post, it always disappears and the two gaps
are identical, since the accounting identity: excess of imports .over ex-
ports = excess of domestic investment over domestic savings, must hold.

206. This highly aggregated analysis can be dis aggregated. The model can
specify a set of consistent relations between production, consumption and
trade for any number of commodities and services into which the l~tional pro~

duct is divided. Such an intersectoral analysis of the structure of pro
duction, consumption and trade can be used to determine the level of gross
national product, gross investment, exports and imports and aid corresponding
to each solution. But this model is static and refers only to one point in
time, usually the last year of the Plan. It also omits effects of price
changes.

..

•
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207. The dynamic medel, which analyses growth patterns and gaps over time,
relates growth of GNP to savings, investment, imports and exports. It can
be made more flexible by the introduction of assumptions about (a) the cost
of aid relative to the value of increased consumption and (b) absorptive
capacity and other limitations on -aheeconomJ"s ability to invest and shift
resources into import substitution.

• 208. The investment
weaknesses:

cavines gaE or the resource gaE has the following

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

The growth rate of national income does not depend primarily on
the investment/income ratio, i.e., on the extent to which the
people are prepared to sacrifice present consumption in favour
of greater future consumption. Growth depends as much on
factors other than capital in the narrow sense, particularly
administrative, technical and managerial skills. At times this
point is made in an extreme manner by postulating limited
"absorptive capacity" (see below), but the general point is
simply the law of diminishing returns in a growth setting.

The capital/output ratio cannot be assumed constant or a stable
function of income, or of the rate of growth of income. It
depends on a large number of variables, including climate,
human attitudes and social institutions, as well as conventional
economic variables such as the degree of capacity utiliZation
and the construction period. In particular, it depends on the
policies pursued by the Government.

The distinction between co. .sumpt Lon and investment is false.
Much developm8ut ~xpenditure is directed at health, education
and even feeding, Certain types of consumption in many less
developed countries have a positive marginal productivity. On
the other hand, much investment makes no contribution to develop
ment, or is wasted (unused irrigation, under-utilized industrial
capacity, some luxury housing).

The attempt to ca.LcuLat e a single gap is pre-economic. ;"ven on
·theassumptions,cfthe model, domestic growth rates cannot be
expressed in a single figure, but are the function of domestic
savings and other variables. Domestic savings will also depend
on the trade-aid mix.

In addition, both types of gap calculations use quite unreliable
data to arrive at misleading aggregates. Projection of past
trends neglects policy changes, while the attempt to incorporate
such changes endows personal judgment with an air of raathematical
certainty and feeds false confidence,
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209. Men of gocd-wiLl. face a d i Lernn.a in the present African aid crisis. On
the one hand, it is evident that there is no correlation between the amount
of aid per head received and economic growth of the recipient. All sorts of
reasons or excuses can be advanced to explain or to explain away this (to
the aid lobby) unpalatable fact, but it remains an awkward fact.1/ On the
other hand, it is surely a ba~ic creed, not only of economics but of common
sense, that if aid, defin8u as the provi.sion of additional resources, is
used effectively, it must make it possible to produce more than would have
been possible without ito And if economic growth is desired, greater pro
duotion can be allocated to yield more growth.

210. The conflict between the (non-conclusive) evidence of absence of a
relationship between aid and development (as measured by growth rates) and
the logical force of the proposition that more means more, can be used as
a challenge to developem to ensure the effective use of aid.

211. In the conventi.onal gap analys~s domestic saving is added to foreign
saving to give the total resources available for investment, which, in turn,
determine the addition to national income and therefore the growth rate.
In fig. 1 the line CCI shows alternative combinations of foreign and domestic
savings rates required for a growth rate of, say, 6 per cent, on the assumption
that they are, dollar fo~ dolla~, perfectly substitutable. The line will have
a slope of minus one, cutting the two axes at angles of 45 degrees. If foreign
funds show a tendency to flow into projects with higher capital/output ratios
than domestic funds, the line ,Iill be flatter, like 002' If ,on the other hand,
recipients are fonier of capital-intensi.ve projects than donors (like moving
capital cities or constructing large steel plants) the line will be steeper.
If we start from a point E, a crude gap analyst might say that foreign savings
must rise by FFI in order to achieve 6 per cent growth, i.e., the vertical
line EF, showing the v,muili;; of "id suppl i ed , must shift to the right to point
Fl' But domestic saving~ are not independent of foreign savings, though the
precise nature of the dependence is not altogether clear. The relationship
may be as pictured in th~ three SD functions:g/ the domestic savings rate might
rise with a higher foreign savings rate if the country generates higher savings

1/ Some explanations are given in the Pearson Report, Partners in Develop-
~, pp. 49. One might add to these that food. aid should be deducted
before correlations aid and growth.

gj Alternatively, the absolute amount of savings could be traoed on the two
axes. It is the savings rate which is relevant to the growth rate, but
it must be remembered that:Lncome and savings can go up as a result of an
inflow of foreign aid, while the savings rate remains the same or even
declines. Whether we trace savings or a fortiori the savings rate, aid
can contribute to an increase in consumption. If the terms of aid are
SUfficiently soft, this must' be reckoned a benefit even if neither the
savings rate nor even savin~ are increased.

•

•
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rates out of the higher rncomes ma.a.e possible by aid or if it responds to
"performance criteria"; or it may fall, but Leas ste.eply than the gro11th
line, as in line 2, or it may fall more steeply, as in line 3. If the
domestic savings rate rises as the foreign savings rate rises, the gap will
be smaller, viz. cnly FF2. This could be the result of greater private and
public efforts, or simply of the higher incomes generated by foreign savings •
A fall in the domestic savings rate may r~sult from increased foreign capital
either because domestic inflation leads to higher consumption and, in real
terms, reduoed real investment; or because investment opportunities are
thought to be limited, so that foreign finance simply replaces domestic
finance; or because fiscal efforts to raise pub1io savings are relaxed. The
analysis could be carried into the politioal sphere. The argument would then
be that foreign support enables a government to remain in power which is
unwilling to or incapable of, carrying out the structural reforms to raise
the savings rate.

If the domestic savings rate f~ls as in line 2, a sufficient increase
in foreign savings to F3 will still achieve 6 per cent, but it will be more
than is suggested by the crude gap, because the domestic reduction in savings
efforts has to be offset. This is the situation that is sometimes described
as "drowning" a ccuntry in aid. But if the situation is as in line 3, add-
i tional foreign savings can make the growth prospect only worse and the way
to achieve 6 per cent may be to reduce foreign <funds.--
212. The supply of foreign savings may in turn be a function of domestic
savings (e.g., when performance criter~a ar~ ~)plied seriously). In this
case the EF line will be positively sloped and the equilibri~~ point of inter
section E can be shifted to the target rate of growth only through bargaining
and agreed changes determining the behaviour- of the carves.

213. This formal presentation may clarify one aspect of the dispute between the
aid and the anti-aid lobby, even although it is grossly oversimplified and
exceedingly crude.]) Foreign savings must be scrutarused for t-'le terms on
which they are supplied. Domestic savings should bean expression which is
intended to cover all, and only,developmental expenditure, which includes a
good deal of what is normally classified as consUInption (health, nutrition,
education) and excludes resources saved and invested. in projects which make no

Perhaps the diagram raises mere questions than it anS>Ters. Implicit
in the presentation is the argument that, while·theremay be no positive
correlation between aid ~ld growth, growth is positively correlated to the
investment/income ratio. But the evidence shows only very weak corre
lation. It might therefore be the absence of a relation between invest
ment and growth which accounts for the absence of a relation between
aid and growth. FUrther, the data of the critics are taken mostly from
cross country·studies, Time series for particular countries might show
stronger correlations.
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contribution to development. Growth rates are imperfect and misleading
indexes of development. Capital/output ratios have limited value. And so
on. But the laok of a relationship between aid and development remains
even if we count aid net of repayments or in terms of the grant clement and
if we use any other development indicator, such as greater equality, more
employment, proportion of the labour force in industry, etc.

214. The point which the diagram makes is that special attention must be
paid to the ~ contribution of aid to development, allcwing for increases
or relaxations of domestic efforts, both private and pUblic, including changes
in attitudes and institutions. In calculating the resource gap, all forms
of capital inflow are aggregated and added to domestic savings. But just ~s

in trade gap calculations export receipts have a different significance from
loans and grants, so in resource gap calculations, private capital differs
from official capital granted or lent cn concessional terms. The two are
often complementary, even at the margin, for a nwnber of reasons: feasibility,
design and pre-investment studies make private investment possible and pro
fitable. Social overheads such as roads, harbours, utilities, housing, educ
ation, provide the basis for profitable private enterprise. Soft public loans
make it possible to service private debt and private equity investment. Aid
may be necessary to help host governments to buyout foreign capital, to
prevent foreign ownership exercising depressing effects on local entrepreneur
ship. Hence fillinci a given aggregate gap has a very different significance
according to the composition of finance between private and public capita~.

215. h~ile the relation between aid and growth is tenuous, the Pearscn Report
says· that tllere is "a close link between growth and import capacity ••• all
the fast growers in the developing world received substantial amounts of
foreign fina-.cing of all kinds ••• " (p, 50). The Pearson Report does not make
it clear what items are intended to be covered by "importing capacity". A
link between import capao i ty and aid does not reveal which is cause and which
effect, or whether there is mutual causation or whether both are effeots of
a third factor. Fast growth could lead to high rates of growth of exports
and could attract foreign capital, thereby raising import capacity; or
import capacity may prcvide the fcreign exchange which is used to promote
growth; or both causal links may be at work; cr entrepreneurial ability or
high investment may cause both. Unless we know the direction of the causal
link, no conclusions Can be drawn for aid policy. Many of the criticisms
which we have made of the resource gap apply, mutatis mutandis, to the
trade gap.

216. The trade (or foreign exchange) gap assumes, misleadingly, that aid,
trade and private foreign investment are substitutes in the provision of
finance for development. But this is not so. First, aid on concessionary
terms provides additional resources, trade and private finance do not in
themselves do so. Aid and private finance provide additional resources ~'
trade does not. Trade converts domestic into foreign resources and may
thereby raise national income. It is remunerative if the alternative
domestic employment of the resources absorbed in exports shows lower pro
ductivity. The second difference is tha+- trade raises incomes and domestic

•
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savings, and therefore reduces foreign exchange requirements below what they
would havebee~had the same amount been received through aid. An increase
in trade therefore removes the baais on which the gap is calculated. Third,
the effects of trade, aid and' private foreign investment on skills and
technical knowledge are different. Only if imports are required in fixed
proportions in the production of national output and cannot be supplied
from domestio resources can a situation arise as pictured in figure 2, where
E shows the amount of foreign exohange available and the distance from GG
shows the dominant trade gap.

217. It can be seen that a reduction in domestic savings in response to an
inflow of foreign savings now maY not affect the trade gap or again it may,
depending on the location of point E and the slope of the function.l!

218. It may be said that all the above discussion is beside the point. The
function of gap projeotions is not to analyse but to pressurize. Any self
respecting country must draft its national plan so that a gap appears which
it can then ask to be filled with foreign capital. The World Bank, members
of aid consortia, partners of consultative groups and bilateral donors ask
to have "needs" and "r-equir-emerrte " served up in a pseudo-soientific form •.
If a first draft of a plan does not yield a gap, the growth rate can always
be raised until the co-efficients of the Harrod-Domar meohanics produce a
plausible gap. This gap should be large enough to exploit fully all possible
capital provisions, but small enough not to look utopian.

219. In spite of the above criticisms, the gap approach has a certain merit,
if its limitations are borne in mind. Underdevelopment is tantamount to
inflexibility, immobility and inability to co-ordinate the numerous aotivities
which have to be planned simult aneous lv, For these reasons, progress in
development is therefore oft~n held up by specific bottlenecks, though these

. are not always measurable in terms of financial or even physical resources.
But in so far as external resources can break these bottlenecks, whether they
take the form of raw materials and spare parts, of fuel and power, or of
certain skills, they can contribute a multiple of their nominal value to
economic growth. In so far as gap analysis identifies these structural im
balances and bottlenecks, it serves a useful purpose, though the essence of
the exercise is to get away from macroeoonomic aggregates and to identify
specific needs. It is also in those circumstances that the foundations for
ability to service debts are laid. Contrariwise, projects whicl\ inflict

II It might, of course, be argued that extra aid merely replaces other
forms of foreign exohange receipts and, in particular, exports. This
would be one way of accounting for the absence of a relation between
import capacity and growth. The impact of aid on import capacity
would always be negligible, because cancelled out by offsetting move
ments of other credit items.

•
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high recurrent costs, deprive thE. rest of the economy of scarce
discourage the growth of indigenous factors, are to be avoided,
aggravate the structural imbalances which impede progress.

::Absorotive capacity"

factors or
for they

..
220, In the African context the gap approach is often replaced by an approach
which emphasizes the limited absorptive capacity of African countries for
cap i, tal assistance and occasionally even for technical assistance. "Absorptive
capaci ty" is a concept which appeals to the instincts of donors. It Saves
money and thought. But it is an exceedingly nebulous concept. It is hardly
more useful than the concept of the "gap".

221. Sometimes it is used as if it implied a zero marginal productivity of
capital, so that additional foreign assistance would yield no returns. Some
times this is rationalized by assuming not a maximum level of investment, 'but
a maximum investment/income ratio. Even if the marginal productivity of
investment were zero, it would not constitute a case against additional
assistance, which could be used to subsidize consumption. In a vaguer sense,
lack of "absorptive capacity" may refer to delays or absence of suitable
projects. But such delays in loan applications or loan disbursements or
absence of suitable projects or inefficiencies in the execution of projects
may be the fault of donors' terms and conditions, or it may be the result
of inadequate technical assistance in proJect preparation and loan negotiation,
or it may be due to inadequate administration and management.

222, In an even more general sense, "absorptive capacity" refers to a wide
range of presuppositions of effective planning and polioy-making. It oovers
surveys and knowledge of ~Jailable physical and human r~sources; an identific
ation of specific bottlenecks of finance, manpower, skills and foreign exchange;
identification of priorlties and the design of a balanced, properly phased,
deveLopmerrt programme, with oonsistent programmes for sectors. l~oving down
to the project level, it implies not only sound project selection, preparation
~~ presentation, but also effioient execution and assessment, so that faults
can be identified and avoided in future. It also suggests a careful weighing
of the costs of particular strategies and a planning framework. Interpreted
in this wider sense, "absorptive capacity" means much more than careful pro ject
identification, selection and preparation. It implies that the projects
themselves are part of a well-designed development strategy, that they are
properly phased, fit well into sectoral advance and mutually support one another
and that errors are identified and corrected.

223. It is clear that many African countries lack "absorptive capacity" in
this sense; but so do many highly developed and sophisticated countriec with
considerably greater reserves of skilled manpower, administrative talent and
experience.

•
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224. For the purposes of a narrower working definition 0f "absorptive capacity"
'it is important to note that absorptive capacity is a function of the form of
aid. CBrtain forms of technical and capital assistance can raise absorptive
capacity. ,fuile there are, of course, also limits to absorbing knowledge and
skills, these limits depend upon the composition and quality of technical
assistance. "Absorptive capacity" also depends On the composition of aid as
between project and programme aid.

•
225. Concretely, "absorptive capacity" depends on the rate at which the requireil
number cf entrepreneurs, production engineers, managers, foremen, designers,
accountants, agronomists, health workers, teachers, etc. can be made to grow.
"Absorptive capacity" is therefore oontinually changing.

226. The use of the misleading concept "absorptive capaci ty" has served as a
convenient rationalization for limiting aid to Africa and even more for limiting
thinking about the required types of aid. Instead of asking: by "hat extra
technical assistance and improved preparation, selection and management of
proJects can we raise the productivity of investment and other development
projects, donors have rested content in telling themselves and one anotner that
the "absorptive capacity" of African countries was strictly limited and that
therefore more aid was not needed.

227. If the intention is to design an effective policy for international co
operation, it is necessary to identify jointly shortages, bottlenecks and
needs and to see how these can be overcome, broken and met. A blanket term
like "absorptive capacity" conceals rather than reveals the strategic problems.

The need to plan development planning!!

228. There are two sets of constraints on the expansion of aid beyond a certain
point, even if the political will and the resources are present: constraints
on the capacity of donor organizations to expand; and constraints on the side
of the recipient to absorb additional aid. Both sets of constraints are some
times used as a convenient excuse for not raising the volume aid. But however
strong the political will to give more aid, organizational limitations ~~d

limited absorptive capacity no doubt can constitute obstacles to the growth
of aid in the short run. A discussion of the nature of these barriers and
the best methods of breaking them down is therefore in order.

Capacity limitations

229. One sometimes hears the expression of a desire to increase the contributicns
to multilateral aid agencies, if only they were capable of administering addi
tional aid effectively. Is it possible to identify the forces that limit, in
the short run, multilateral capacity to use extra aid effectively?

!J I owe many ideas in this section to Lord Balogh. The paper was written
before the publication of the Jackson Report, A Study of the Capaci~
~_United Nations Development System.
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Organizations need competent staff. It would be pointless to cry out fcr
more geniuses, for these are inevitably scarce. It is the test of a good or
ganization that it gets the best out of the competent man, not that it has to
rely on geniuses. The brilliant can overcome the fetters of bad organizations.
But a good organization will be able to attract its share of the top quality
people and, once these are attracted, the organization will improve and will
continue to attract good people, and so on.

230. Problems of staffing can be subdivided into recruiting, training, keeping
and using staff.

Recruitment

231. The eventual aim of international crganizaticns here must be to get rid
of the nationality quotas, which militate against both efficiency and inter
national loyalty, and to move towards an open, competitive international civil
service in which merit alone counts. It is those organizations Hhich have COme
nearest to this principle, whioh have proved themselves most effective in the
aid field.

Training

232. Training is a form of investment which absorbs some of the scarcest re
sources, both in terms of time and physical resources spent on training the
trainers, and in terms of the time forgone in actual wcrk of the trainees.
It is therefore essential to make it as effective and render its returns as
high as possible.

233. The main fault of the present system of experts is that while many of
them are technically competent, some of them have blinkers which prevent them
from seeing the technical problems in the social, political and cultural set
ting to which they have to be adapted. Highly expert in their own subjects,
they sometimes know little about the specific problems of the societies to
which they are sent. This has been one cf the main reasons why technioal
assistance has in the past often failed to take roots, why reports and recom
mendations have been shelved and why foreign experts have not always been
held in the highest esteem. In order to remedy this situation, experts must
be trained in social sensitivity end in the particular problems and their
interrelations in the countries to which they are sent. The separation
into Specialized Agencies has tended to strengthen the technocratic bias
and has prevented the treatment of development as an integrated process.

234. Training programmes of the kind run by UNITAR for Resident Represent
atives, SUb-regional Officers and experts would involve a very special blend
of training in techniques, sensitivity and communication, and would draw
both on academic research and practical experience. Here is a field in which
there is scope for co-operation between academic scholars and exper1enced UN

•
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and IBRD officials. it is important to combine at these institutes research
with training, for the courses must be absolutely up-to-date and draw on
current scientific, economic and social research. But they must also have a
clear practical orientation. My own view would be that the need, in solving
most specific development problems, to draw on a large number of diverse
disciplines, makes it advisable to locate the institutes or courses at large
centres of academic research, eo that faculties of engineering, agriculture,
medicine, forestry and biology can be drawn upon as required. But there may
be political reasons for preferring a number of smaller institutes at small
centres or entirely independent of Universities. On the other hand, it may
be most economical to reorganize and strengthen existing institutions anQ
courses.

Planning co-operation

235. Present political and institutional arrangements militate doubly against
international co-operation: donor agencies are divided by functions and
compete for allocations of central funds without regard to maximum effectiveness
of the total; and recipient countries are fragmented by national boundaries
which cut across and prevent rational sub-regional development pl~llling. Bi
lateral donors have achieved a measure of co-operation among themselves, but
are still in many respects competing with one another, rather than co-operating
in achieving maximum development. The multilateral agencies might be thought
to have as their objective the aim of overcoming the obstacles created by bi
lateral competition, but they were designed for entirely different purposes at
San Francisco, The division by functions - education, agriculture, health, and
recently industry - and the links with the respective national Ministries again
cut across lines which ought to be sewn together in the process of development
planning. Deliberately plalllled development had not be~~ a main objective of
most of the Ulf Agencies when they were founded and the imposition of this
growing task upon an organizational structure unintended for and unsuited to it
has given rise to stresses and strains. The rational solution would be a single
unified development agency which would approach developing societies as social
systems: agricultural d;.versification would lead to industrialization; indus
trialization to urbanisation, transport and location of industry; the con
struction of infrastructure would be dependent on the total plan; there would
be no division between agriculture, health, nutrition and education, for only
an integrated approach to these problems can prevent suoh counter-developmental
reactions as the depopulation of the countryside, which followed the growth
of primary education; health measures would be accompanied by population
policy, rural education, rural reform and rural public works would be combined,
and so on. Development would be treated as a complex of interconnected prob-
leme and policies would take the form of a concerted and appropriately phased
attack on several fronts.

236. Instead of such an integrated, co-ordinated approach, our organizations,
in spite of some progress, still encourage fra@nentation, separation and
autonomy, with each agency stressing the technical aspects of its oontribution,
without too much regard to the social, cultural, political and economic setting
in which these measures are to take roots.
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237. A number of co-oper-aci.ve programmes be tween the Ageucies and between the
UNOP and the World Bank and some of the Agencies have tried to remedy these
faults; much more can be dDne in this directiDn.

238. There is a cDrresponding fragmentation on the recipients' side. CDuntries'
boundaries are defined by historical, pDlitical and administrative needs, not
by ecological, ethnological, linguistic or econDmic principles. In West Africa,
planning which would follow geographical and ecological criteria would run
East-West, along the coastal regions, the forests and the savannahs, while the
national boundaries run frDm North tD South, cutting acrDSS the lines of ratiDnal
ecological co-operation.

239. National separatism is encouraged by the ~Drld Bank's requirement of national
develDpment plans, which do not always take into account the plans of other
countries. As individual laissez-faire in the nineteenth century, so unco
ominated national planning in the twentieth century leads to waste. The UN
Economic Commission for Africa and the African Development Bank have tried he
roically to reduce this waste and tD encourage regional and sub-regional inte
gration, but the political forces supporting these attempts are week or absent.

240. The remedy consists in decentralizing the planning process frDm the head
quarters of the Specialized Agencies to the regions and sub-regions, where it
would be approached as a total process, in which education, agriculture, health,
nutritiDn, labour and industry are not separated as pressure groups, backed by
Ministries. Development planning should be decentralized into sub-regional
offices, cDrrespDnding to thDse Drganized by the Regional CcmmissiDns of the
United NatiDns. This would represent an economy of staffing and the offices
would be able to attract gDcd people. These offices should be respDnsible
either to the UNDP and the IBRD directly Dr to the UN Economic Commission for
Africa. The sub-regional plarn:ing agencies would be st~ffed by trained experts,
tightly controlled by the UND? and Bank sub-regional Resident Representatives.
These would maintain contact with the Ministries of Finance and Planning
Agencies of the governments in the sub-region, with the UNDP and the Bank and
with the Specialized .~encies as the sources of expert advice.

241. While plans and proJects wDuld be elaborated at the sub-regional level,
reports would go hack to a central allDcating cDmmittee at the Bank and the
UNOP. Allocations of funds and experts should then be made centrally, but
drawing on the knowledge of the sUb-regional and national resident r~present

ative of the UNDP and of the headquarters of the UN Specialized Agencies.
The Specialized Agencies would participate in but not control the planning of
"their" sectors. But they would remain respDnsible for executing and super
vising the projects in the field.

242. Once a prDject has been approved as part Df a natiDnal or sub-regional
plan, it is for the Specialized Agencies tD recruit the staff required to
implement it. The selection of experts should rest with the headquarters of
the Specialized Agencies. In selecting and training experts what was said
above l! should be borne in mind.

g See poge 76.
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243. Finally, the superns~on of operations in this field should once again
be administered by the sub-regional offices, headed by Resident Representatives
trained to view deVelopment as a sooial process and able to communicate this
knowledge. This would relieve the present pressure on the headquarters of the
Specialized Agencie~•

244. If such a set of reforms were oarried out, many of the objections to
channelling more aid through multilateral organizations would fall to the
ground. Small donor countries, eager tc increase their aid through multi
lateral channels, would no longer have reasons to hesitate and large donor
countries would no longer have an excuse to starve these organizations of
funds.

245. '~ile such reforms would remove obstacles, they could not in themselves
generate the motive power for more assistance being Channelled through the
multilateral agencies. Powerful attractions for continuing bilateral aid
will remain. But the multilateral attractions could be further increased by
the establishment of an African Development Fund with soft loans for multi
national, sub-regional projects.

International Liquidity and the Link between SDRs and Aid

246. Less developed countries are now assured of additional reserves in the
form of SDRs. The amount for Africa is very small· and determined by an ir
relevant criterion, viz. quotas in the IMP. In arguing for a more ample pro
vision of international reserves, two points arise: do African LOes. need such
reserves; and are they able and willing to hold them?

241. As regards the question of need,' the argument that can be made in favour
of African LDCs is simple and st~. They suffer at least as much as the
advanced countries from fluctuations in their balances of payments and they
therefore have an equal or greater need of additional reserves in relation to
trade. This is parti.cularly true of the African countries "hose exports are
concentrated on a few primary products which are liable to violent. prioe
fluctuations originating on the side of demand, and which form a large pro
portion of their total production. Afrioan developing countries are also,
by most relevant measures,typically smaller than advan.ced countries or other
LDCs. Since there are economies of scale in holding reserves, reserve neede ,
expressed as a proportion of importn, are greater. The adjustment process
is likely to work.more slowly and, if speeded up, more painfully•. The costs
of adjustment are likely to be higher, because they are more specialized in
produotion, because they are less flexible, because factors are less.mobile,
because they do not normally export capital. Finally, African LDCs have le~s

access to credit facilities and for this reason, too, need to hold larger
reserves than countries with better access to credit. The reserves of many
African LDCs are clearly inadequate to satisfy these needs. The social
benefits of reserves will also tend to be higher than in rich countries.
These benefits reflect the damage countries can avoid by holding reserves.
Under-utilization of industrial capao i ty or stagnation caused by import
restrictions or deflation disrupt eccnomic development and can inflict con
siderabledamage.
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248. h'hen we come to the "cHit.z a..d. ,:illin"ness of the LDCs to hold additional
reserves for periods of need, there is more room for argwnent. There is little
evidence that actu,,1 reserves refleot needs. Professor Machlup has investig
ated 11 the relationship be'tween official reserves and (i) imports, (ii) Va
riations in foreign ',rade, (iii) imports and oap~tal flows, (iv) past deficits,
(v ) domestic money suppJ.;r and (Vi') cur-rent liabilities - all of which may be
thought to reflect '1cec.s. He fOUnd, pBrha.ps not altogether surprisingly, that
no systematic relatiollsl,jp ex i si.ed , Eut this is true for both poor and rich
countries. It is often said that if the LDCs Nere given additional reserves
they would increase thei.r overse-as expenditure correspondingly 60 that their
reserve levels would rapidly revert to what they were before the reform. The
conclusion is dra~~ that Nhatever may be the need of the LDCs for greater
reserves, it would be futile to gi'"e them rnore '"han a small increase. However,
the account of the behaviour of the LDCs en Nhich this argument rests is not
confirmed by the facts, If it Nere correct, the total reserves of the LDCs
would be continually tending to a minimal level, and even if at certain periods
(e.g., commodity prices boom) they reached a higher Jevel, they would very
rapidly fall again. In fact, the LDCs as a group keep substantial reserves,
even if oil producers are excluded. In total, their holdings in 1968 represented
35.6 per cent of their imports for the year, ccmpared with 32.2 per cent for the
Ten excluding USA and 34.2 per cent ~or the USA. The ratios of most African
countries are above the WC and the dcveLoped country average.

249. The changes in liqUidity of 19 African states betNeen 1960 and 1968 are
set out in Table 19, 9 of these countries registered an increase in reserves
and 10 a reduction. 14 of the 19 coun t r.i.es registered a fall in the ratio of
their reserves to annual imports, al tr,ve gr. some of it may be attributed to
excess reserve hold.ings in 1960. If 1'18 acgregate the reserves of the whole
group the losses of US$93L 6 millj.on outweigh cons i.der-ab.Ly the gains of
$800.5 million (57 ]'l8r 0",,°, of '-he .:::,;.ns ac crued to oil-producing Libya).
The evidence does not hownver, show that courrt.r i eo are incapable of holding
or reconstituting reserves, even if we i~~ore oil producers.

250. It is true that there are so~e ~DCs which have low reserves and whose
propensity to spend money fcr dcve'iopmeut purposes is so grcat that they would
be unlikely to retain in thei! reser'!es 8. large proportion of any increase in
liquidity that they received. But there is no Narrant in the reoorded facts
for regarding this in any Se!lS8 as a typical or average African LDC behaviour.
All that can reasonably be said is that if an addition is made to LDC reserves,
the ultimate effect on their reS8r<fe levels will be somewhat less than the
initial increment. On the basis of nant experience, however, this could
equally be said. of many advanced c~un'cries" It can also be arGUed that it is
in the nature of unconditional liquidity that its owner may either spend or
hold it. It is i nhe r-euf it) the natur-e of :i'es8rves that they can be run down
"lld so finance a higher le7el uf expenditure than would otherwise have been
possible. In those WCs where ",he rat i c of reserves to imports has fallen,
this has often been the :result cf the combination of an initially adequate
level of ruserves Nith a growing volume of imports. The growth of imports

•
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248. h~en we come to the ~Jil~ty. ,~.: .illingness of the LDCs to hold additional
reserves for periods of need, there. is more room for argument. There is little
evidence that actu~l reserves reflect needs. Professor .schlup has investig
ated 11 the relationship between o"ficial reserves and (i) imports, (ii) va
riations in foreign ',re.de; (i!i) imports and capital flows, (iv) past deficits,
(v) domestic money 8'.lPP).Y and (vi) cur-r-errt liabilities - all of which may be
thought to reflect ~8eds. He fO'urn, perhaps not altogether surprisingly, that
no systematic relationship existed, But this is true for both poor and rich
countries. It is often said that if the LOGs were given additional reserves
they would increase their oversaas expenditure correspondingly so that their
reserve levels would rapidly revert to what they were before the reform. The
conclusion is d rawn that wha'tevor- may be the need of the LDCs for greater
reserves, it would be futile to give them mere than a small increase. However.
the account of the behaviour of the LDCs on which this argument rests is not
confirmed by the facts. If it were ccrrect, the total reserves of the LDCs
would be continually tending to a minimal level, and even if at certain periods
(e.g., commodity prices boom) they reached a higher level, they would very
rapidly fall again. In fad, the LDCs as a group keep substantial reserves,
eVen if oil producers are excluded. In total, their holdings in 1968 represented
35.6 per cent of their imports for the year, compa~ed with 32.2 per cent for the
Ten excluding USA and 34.2 per G""t for the USA. The ratios of most African
countries are above the LDC ~1d t2e developed country average.

249. The changes in liqui.dity of 19 A:"'rican States between 1960 and 1968 are
set out in Table 19, 9 of these countries registered an increase in reserves
and 10 a reduction. 14 of the 19 cOUl1tries regist8red a fall in the ratio of
their reserves to annual j.mp~rts, al'lDngr. some of it may be attributed to
excess reserve hold.ings in 1960. If we ac;regate the reserves of the whole
group the losses of US$93L6 m~Jlion outw.:igh considerably the gains of
$800.5 million (57 p,>:,:, co,.··· '·r' t"., :>'ns C.·J2""~CcI to oil-producing Libya).
The evidence does not he ,"ever , shOll tha.t ccunor-i e.: ar-e incapable of holding
or reconstituting reserves, even if we ignore oil producers.

250. It is true that there are SO~8 Ln~s whioh have low reserves and whose
propensity to spend money for d evcLopmen't purposes is s o great that they would
be unlikely to retain in their reserves 0. large pr-opor-t i.on of any increase in
liquidity that they receiveQ. Put there is no warrant in the recorded facts
for regarding this in any sense as a typical or average African LDC behaviour.
All that can reasonably be said is that if an addition is made to LDC reserves,
the ultimate effect on their reserve levels will be somewhat less than the
initial increment. On the basis of past experience, however, this could
equally be said of many advanced cOlli1tries, It can also be argued that it is
in the nature of unconditional. liquidity that its owner may either spend or
hold it. It is inherent in the nature of reserves that they can be run down
~d so finance a higher level of expenditure than would otherwise have been
possible. In those LDCs where the ratio of reserves to imports has fallen,
this has often been the r9sult o~ the combination of an initially adequate
level of reserves with a growing 70llli~e of imports. The growth of imports

11 Banca Nazionale del,}~r£L-!~~~'te;l~It~,No. 78, September 1966.
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Table 12 'International Liquidity Position ~ of Selected-Afri~an Countries

1960 and 1968

(in million US$ and percentages)

Country

Congo (Kinshasa)
Dahomey ()
East Africa e
JGthiopia
Ghana
Ivory Coast
Libya
Mali
Mauritania
Morocco
~Tiger

Nigeria
Senegal
Somalia
Sudan
Togo
Tunisia
UAR
Upper Volta

Liquidity Pos1tion Change in Ratio of reaeTVreB :to
res-erses annual imports

1960 1968 (2-1) 1960 1968

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

63.0 ::J 138.0 75.0 35.2 bl28.8,y
8.9 c, 10.0 1.1 28.7 16.7 '

132.4 242.8 110.4 35.3 37.5
52.7 66.4 13.7 62.0 37.2

278.0 !21 113.0 -165.0 76.6 37.2
34.0 c 141.6 107.6 28.3 45.0
82.4 2/ 538.8 456.4 48.8 83.52:J.
11.0'0.' 1 -10.0 68.8 1.9 '

_ 6.1 8.3 . 2.2 61.0 24SY
206.0,:j 85.0 -121. 0 50.0 15.4'~

7.6 . 2.7 4.9 54.3 4.6' ,
434.0 EJ 126.0 -308.0 71.7 23.3
76.0 0.' 16.0 -60.0 44.1 8.8 jJ
9.3 6.7 -2.6 31.0 29.5 '

167.0 d 48.0 -119.0 91.2 24.6
7.3 c 25.5 18.2 28.1 54.3

85.0 35.0 -50.0 44.5 16.0
264.0 21 168.0 -96.0 39.5 26.0 .EJ
l2.0: c 22.0 10.0 42.8 50.0 '

Source: UN Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, Deoember 1967 and September 1969.

~ Gold + IMF reserve pcsition + FOT0ign £xchange.

• y 1967 ratio of reserves to annual imports •

21 1962.

§} 1966 ratio of reserves to annual imports.

y Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda.
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has not it~elf been especially large; it has in fact been considerablj smaller,
in general, than.. .thagrowth ot: .ilJlP()r~s in advanced countries. Such a situation
does not suggest a shortage of reserves due to profligacy, but rather an in
ability to raise reserves in the faoe of growing impart requirements.

The. "Link"

251. Tl:e main advantage of the "link" between Special Drawing Rights (SD:ts)
~qd additional aid is that it makes it possible for donors to increase aid,
without the anxiety about their reserves which existed before the creation of
SDRs. This fear has been a pcwer-f'uI force restricting the gro>lth cf aid and
worsening its terms. In particular, it has led to tying and thus reduced the
value of aid. The link might also meet the points of those countries which
feel unable to make budgetary appropriations for more aid, because it would
make it possible to give more aid without this appearing in the btrlget. 'fuile
this might overcome bUdgetary constraints of a political nature, it woulu
clearly not affect the need to take fiscal measures to ccmbat inflation, if
the impact were inflationary. Furthermore, it would meet the wide-spreaU
desire of many developed countriBs to generate export surpluses in exch~lge

for reserves and would therefore improve the general international monetary
situation.

252. The creation of additional liquidity should therefore be linked with th~

provision of additional capital aid to Africa.

253. The BoarU of Governors of the IMF in Rio de Janeiro in 1961 agreed on a
scheme of Special Drawing Rights which was activated in 1910. A recent Group
of experts endorsed the recommendation of the first UNCTAD expert Group and
showed the technical feasilJili ty of linkin<; SDRs with development aid. 'I'he i r
report appeared under the title International Moneta Reform and Co-o eration
for Development (United Nations Publication Sales number E.10 II. D.2, 1969 •
The group oontained among its members distinguished German, Franch and Belgian
representatives, as well as members from Britain, USA, the USSR, Hungar-y ,J1d
the developingoountries.

254. The report argues the desirability and feasibility of the link betwpen
SDR creation and IDA replenishment. The arguments can be briefly summar~zed

by asking: 'Ihat are the benefits and drawbacks of the proposal from the
point of view of African LDCs and of advanced countries ?

255. Prima facie the adoption of such a proposal would be of considerable
adv~ltage to the developing countries. They would, initially at least,
obtain a substantial accretion in the flow of development aid on easy terms.
(It could be On easy terms since there would be no.necessity for the IMF
to charge the IDA mor-e than a "moderate rate of interest", perhaps 1. 5 per
cent p.a., on the SDBs or equivalent currencies transferred). International
monetary reserves are now about ,,70,000 million. An increase in international
liqUidity of $3,500 million in the first year and, $3,000 million in the owo

,.
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subsequent years is envisaged. This is about 5 per cent of total reserves per
year. Part I members of IDA receive $2,300 million p. a , over the next three
years. If the 70 per cent, of which there is no obligation to reconstitute,
were distributed to IDA, this would yield $1,600 million p.a., a four fold
increase in IDA resources and a substantial amount in relation to the current
world flow of aid. At the same time, it would be little more than one half
per million of the demand for output in OECD countries, which amounted to
$1,700 billion in 1968•

256. Taking a wider point of view, the case for the link is that it would enable
a generally agreed objective - the increase in the flow of aid to the LDCs - to
be achieved while safeguarding the donor countries against the danger, which
most of them fear, that increased aid will damage their international liquidity
posi t i on, That there is Widespread fear of the effect of aid on the baLa.rco of
payments is shown by the prevalence of tying. Even countries with strong re
serves and persistent surpluses tie their aid (thereby increasing the inflationa~!

pressures whose effects on their economies they continually bemoan). Any aid
given via the link mechanism will CarFJ with it a built-in guarantee, for the
donor countries as a Whole, against a loss of reserves. Further, the greater
the extent to which one advanced country makes real resources available to the
LDCs through the link, the greater the extent to which it will share in·the
ultimate distribution of reserves.

257. These considerations are of particular importance to any country which has
emphasized that the volume of its aid is restricted by balance of payments con
siderations substantially below the level which it should otherwise like to see
it attain. That they are relevant to such a large part of the whole field of
aid has a bearing on one argument which is often used in criticism of the link
proposal, namely the assertion that monetary reform and increasing aid are
logically separate objectives which can and should be s epaz-a'te Iy pursued. The
fact is that concern about national balances of payments, which is a symptom of
a world econo~y suffering from liquidity shortage, is also a powerful constraint
upon and inhibitor of aid policy. And from a practical point of view, tho~gh it
is true that any international monetary reform which brings about a general in
crease in liquidity will tend to cause a liberalization of aid policies, it is
exceedingly doubtful whether this process would in a longtime, or indeed ever,
have the same effect on the flow of aid as would a scheme which linked the two
things together right from the start. To put the same point another way round,
it may be true that if a link proposal were adopted, some donors would say that
the existence of this new aid channel made it unnecessary for them to go on
giving so much directly and would reduce the scale of their bilateral aid. But
it seems not ~~likely, for practical reasons and because of the changed aspect
of the balance of payments problem, that this could produce more than a fairly
small offset to the direct effect of the proposal on the volume of capital aid.

258. There is another reason for expecting that the link proposal would lead
to an increase in the total flow of aid. This is that it provides an automatic
and unquestioned method of sharing the burden of the additional aid. It thus
avoids the disputes about burden sharinG which have tended to occur in inter
national aid operations (especially in the discussions of replenishing IDA)
and which tend to make any such operations small-scale &nd slow-moving.
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259. The adoption of the link would not only increase the total flow of aids
it would also lead to a higher proportion of the flow being channelled through
IDA if this method were adopted. This must be reckoned as a considerable ad
vantage, implying better administration of the aid on average and better value
in relation to the aid given - probably quite a lot better. But it would be
possible to attach the link to any other scheme. Thus monetary reform oould
be linl{ed with Supplementary Financial Measures, the scheme which proposes to
insure LDCs against unexpected shortfalls in export earnings, or with debt
relief or with commodity schemes or buffer stock financing or with Regional
Development Banks.

260. From the point of view of Africa, there would be merit in pressing for
contributions of SDRs or the equivalent currencies to the African Development
Fund, if it were to be a soft-loan window of the African Development Bank. A
portion of SDRs might also be used to contribute to the reserves of sub
regional or regional payments unions if these were considered helpful to
promote regional integration.

It seems clear, therefore, that the adoption of the link would bring sub
stantial economic advantages to the LDCs. He have next to consider whether,
and to .,hat exterrt , this gain to the LDCs would be matched by a "loss" or cost
to the advanced countries. It is conceivable that an advanced deficit country
might find itself in the position of not earning extra SDRs Or having to buy
back its O"lIl currency from an advanced surplus country, on whose exports the
SDRs or currency had been spent, and so of failing to share in the liquidity
gain. At worst, the country concerned might be no better off in terms of
total liquidity than it was before the creation of SDRs.

261. Deficit countries with balance of payments problems might thus increase
their reserves by raising their development orders, and surplus countries with
budgetary problems might increase their aid, Without budgetary appropriations.
In both cases, of course, additional real resources 'would have to be made
available, although these would be small in relation to total national product.

262. Some of the advanced countries might not find the effect of the proposal
so much to their taste as others. They would see it as facing them with the
prospect of increased pressure of demand On their economies, already over
employed and suffering from inflation. They could avoid this only by not
taking any share in the new development orders, and if they did this they
would not gain any of the additional liquidity created through the link. It
is clear that it would not be reasonable for a country to support the pro
posal unless it Was prepared to make an additional transfer of real resources
in favour of the LDCs. If it is so prepared, however, it should also be
Willing to take action to reduce domestic demand to the extent necessary to
prevent an overloading of the economy. Clearly, the proposal has no chanoe
of being adopted unless there is a sufficient number of countries, who are
willing to make a greater real transfer to the LDCs so long as their balances
of payments and reserve positions are safeguarded. If this is the case, then
the difficulty about inflationary pressure, which in any case is likely to be

•
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ver~y small, (see p.83, para.25b) is not insuperable. And the need to~
reserves, in exchange for real resources, should provide a safeguard against
excessive expansion of reserve assets and should appeal to those concerned
by the inflationaIY dangers of the link.

263. An objection which has been made to the li~~ proposal is related to the
time pattern of the two operations which it is desired to link. This point is
stated as follows by the Ossola Report:

"From the point of view of international monetary management, full
flexibility of decision is called for as to whether assets should
be created or not. From the point of view of development, on the
other hand, planning both by donors and by recipients requires firm
commitments over considerable periods. This would introduce an
inflexibility into the monetary aspects of the scheme and thus
impair the monetary quality of the asset".l!

264. As was stated above, this criticism may apply to the Stamp proposal, but
has little substance as applied to the experts I proposal. Under their scheme
the volume, timing and distribution of SDRs would be determined by the estim
ated needs of the world economy, not by development needs. A proportion of
these newly created SDRs would be put at the disposal of IDA and the size and
timing of this prevision would be designed to meet the needs of development
policy. It should be possible to achieve quite a satisfactory degree of ccn
tinuity from the point of view of IBRD/IDA planning; indeed, the situation
with "link" finance mig-ht well be an improvement on the types of finance
available to the IBRD for financing IDA at the moment.

265. It is a common objection to the link that liquidity and aid are entirely
separate problems which cannot and should not be packaged together. If a
group of countries - the argument runs - wish to give each other credit, or
create additional liquidity for one another, there is no reason why they
should not be entitled to create the necessary instruments for themselves
without linking this scheme with the provision of real resources to LDCs.
The reply to this argument (given by Professor Machlup) is that the creation
of new liquidity presents a saving compared with the acquisition of gold. 'ilien
new gold deposits were discovered, those who wished to acquire gold had to give
up real resources. The introduction of international "paper"money amounts to
a technical invention which saves resources. It is sensible and it is just
that this saving should accrue to those most in need, the LDCs, and that
richer countries should have to earn at least part of it.

266. There· remains the question as to the most suitable form of ~le link.
Ultimately, when the stock of international liquidity has been adequately
augmented, (if it continues at the present rate it will double in 20 years)

11 Group of Ten, Report of the Study Group on the Creation of Reserve
Assets, 1965, p. 70.
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the IMF might issue the SDRs directly to the LDes according to an agreed
formula. The industrial countries would have to earn them in precisely the
same manner in which they had to earn gold until recently, by additional
exports. The only difference wculd be that the earnings would accrue to
those engaged on development rather than those in whose mountains a metal
happened to be buried. But until confidence in SDRs has been established
and reserves have grown to an adequate level, the channelling will have to
be done through international organizations ani careful attention will have
to be paid that the aims of liquidity creation and development aid are kept
strictly separate.

267. For the present there are two possibilities: an "organic" and a "non
organic" link. In an "organic" link SDRs are themselves allocated to the
IDA, which in turn uses them or national currencies to extend development
lCMS. In a "non-organic" link, international liquidity creation would be
accompanied by voluntary pledging, either once-for-all or repeatedly, of
all Part 1 member countries of IDA of a uniform proportion of their newly
acquired SDRs to the IDA. The difficulty about an organic link is that the
Articles of Agreement of the IMF as now amended rule out the holdings of
SDRs by multilateral institutions engaged in development assistance. A
renegotiation of these Articles is arduous at this stage. It way however,
still be preferable to the alternatives. The difficulty about the non
organic link is that it may run into ~roblems of national appropriation pro
cedure or of national legislation of other kinds. Either course runs into
difficulties and the expert group recommended that that course should be
chosen which seems politically feasible.

268. It may be finally argued that the attempt to forge a lillie between SDRs
and aid may weaken the confidence that needs to be built up for SDRs and the
success of internatio01al monetary reform is of much greater importance to the
LDCs than the link. It is also said that the link may reduce the chances of
increasing bilateral and multilateral aid in more conventional ways. These
objecticns raise problems of strategy and tactics. Even if the link were to
reduce other flows of aid, the total is likely to be larger and of better
quality. Nurturing confidence in SDRs is more important than the link. But
favouring the link need not reduce the chances of success of the SDR scheme
or of an increase in conventional forms of aid.

269. From this diecussion of the probable consequences of adopting the "link"
proposal the following conclusions emerge:

(1) The adoption of the proposal would in practice probably result in:

(a) a large total volume of aid;

(b) a higher proportion of aid channelled through the IDA and
therefore to Africa, or to the African Development Fund,
with consequential gain .~n ~litYj
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(c) an oppOr1.UI1... "J! lOT" uvHors to earn reserves by meeting
export orders, at some cost in diversion of resOurces to
aid from do~estic use where such resources are already
fully employed.

(2) It is not true that there is any necessary conflict between,the
timing of the monetary operation and that of the provision cf develop
ment finance.

(3) The fear or inflation has not much justification. If in a particular
oountry. expor'Gs'l~ere to create inflationary pr-esaur-ee , the country, if
Willing to give more aid, would take the necessary measures to set the
resources free.

270. The proposal thus offers an o~portunity of giving a sUbstantial encourage
ment to thc development of the LDCs while safeguarding the donor countries
against any ill effects on their balance of payments or bUdgetary positions~

It also offers advanced deficit countries an opportuulity to strengthen their
reserve positions by making a special effort to fill the development orders
which the scheme would generate.

Variations on the link

271. There are a number of variations on the link proposal discussed above.
The proposal of the Hon. .axwell Stamp has already been mentioned. The Stamp
plan consists in issuing SDRc to LDCs, whioh can spend these for development
purposes in countries that express their Willingness to accept them. The
objection to this solution is that le creation of international reserves ~~d

its timing should be guide':: Ly 0'•••,,-, cons rd erat i.ons than the need for aid.
The merit of the plan of the UNCTAD experts is that the volume, timing and
distribution of SDRs can be guided entirely by the requirements of international
liquidity and if SDRs are immediately exchanged for national currencies, no
conflict arises. On the other hand, one may anticipate a future in which inter
national reserves will be so ample that the delay between issue of SnRs to
LDCs and acquisition of them by developed countries will not be regarded as a
serious objection. The Scitovsky proposal 11 meets this objeotion by shifting
the initiative of reserve creation to deficit countries in need of additional
reserves and ready to surrender real resources for aid. A deficit country
in need of reserves makes a budgetary appropriation for grants-in-aid to LDCs
and hands over this grant to the IMF in the form of its national currency or
government debt, or alternatively, tied contribution to IDA. The IMF issues
SDRs ag~inst the security of this country's currency or debt and m~(es it
available to IDA. IDA gives it to an LDC for the purpose of financing
development imports. The LDC reoeiving the money .c~.spend it only in the

y Requirements of an International Reserve System,. Sssays in International
Finance No. 4~ International Finance Section, Princeton University, 1965,
pp. 10-13 and "P. New Approach to International Liquidity", American
Economic Review, vol. LVI, pp. 1212-20.
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country against whose currency or debt it was issued; but once in this
country's hands, it becomes unrestricted international liquidity, spendable
and acceptable anywhere. In other words, the LDC receives a tied grant (to
which not the same objections apply as to a tied loan): the deficit country
receives additional external reserves, but only in exchange for real resources.
This proviso prevents reserves from being too easily acquired. "'1'0 link the
creation of international money to the financing of development would follow
a respectable tradition: on the national level deposit money was created
against bank credit that helped to finance industrial development. This pro
posal would not be open to the objection that surplus countries would be ex
posed to additional inflationary pressure.

The problem of tying

Towards limited untying

272. The costs of tied aid to recipient countries are now generally recognized
and attempts have been made to quantify them.l! An UNCTAD Secretariat paper
estimates these costs as at least 10-20 per cent. It would be utopian to ask
for complete untying of all aid, while donor countries are concerned with their
balance of payments and reserve positions. At the same time, there are steps
that should and could be taken, which combine substantial benefits to reci
pients with low balance of payments costs to donors.

273. One such step is to permit tied aid to be spent on goods and services of
other less developed countries in the region. Such limited untying would en
courage regional trade between developing countries and investment in them.
There might be some increase in switching because the range of products on which
switching could be exercised would have been enlarged, (i.e., purchase pre
viously made out of earned foreign exchange would be replaced by products
bought out of tied aid and the foreign exchange thus saved converted) so that
some donors might lose more than under a system of strictly bilateral tying.
But the amount would be small. In add.i, tion to encouraging regional and sub
regional trade and investment, such a measure would reduce somewhat the
distortions introduced by biases in favour of highly capital-intensive and
import-intensive projects.

•

iJ Mahbub ul Haq "Tied Credits - A Quantitative Analysis" in Capital .
Movements and Economic Development ed , by John Adler (MacMillan, 1967),
D. Lal, "Cost of Aid-Tying - A Case Study of India's Chemical Industry",
UNCTAD secretariat (New York),l~, "The Tying of Aid", UNCTAD
secretariat (New York), TD/7/Supp. 4, 1967 and R.M. Honavar, "Aid-Tying
by Source and Industrial Efficiency", Economic Development Institute
(IBRD) mimeographed, 1967.
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274. An objection raised to this proposal is that African courrtr-iea are no t :
in a position to fulfil the orders for engineering goods and other types of aid
financed prcducts. There are two replies to this. In the first place, the
evidence shows that the proportion of orders from the European Development
Fund which go to the other Associated states is one quarter of the total. This
does not suggest severe supply limitations. But, second, even where supplies
are not yet available, the opportunity to meet orders provides the growing
market and the stimulus to industrial development that is otherwise lacking.

Reciprocal untying

275. In addition to steps towards limited Wltying for purchases from othe~

LDCs, donors should explore the possibility of reciprocal untying between two
or more donor countries, willing to accommodate each cther for possible foreign
exchange losses. It seems that the existence of a few countries with a chronic
tendency towards balance of payments surpluses should not prevent deficit
countries from adopting meausres of reciprocal untying among themselves.

276. These limited, step-by-step advances towards more effective aid policies
could be negotiated in consultative groups or bilaterally between donors and
groups of recipients.

Taxes and subsidies

277. There is another alternative to tying, which combines the merits of the
price mechanism with insurance against reserve losses. This alternative would
permit deficit countries, where exports would otherwise not be competitive, to
earn reserves, and wculd permit surplus countries to avoid the impact of in
flaticnarJ pressures. The solution is to impose indirect taxes on the aid
financed exports of surplUS countries and to give subsidies to the aid-financed
exports of deficit countries. These would olearly apply only to loans, for
there·is less objection to tying grants. Such a system would permit otherwise
non-eompetitive deficit countries to earn reserves in exchange for real re
souroes, while ihsulating surplus countries with adequate reserves, unWilling
to suffer inflationary pressures, against aid-generated demand. It would be
possible to finance the subsidies nationally and keep the receipts of the
export taxes, or a multinational agency might be used as a financing organ
ization. Here again, a certain amount of switching would occur, recipients
buying subsidized exports out of aid~loans which they would otherwise have
bought out of earned foreign exchange. But there is bound to be some in
crease in purchases from deficit donors ~~d a reduction in those from surplus
donors.
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The special claims of Africa

278. \f.hile growth of total product and income per head has been quite impressive
between 1960 and 1967 in many developing countries, Africa has lagged behind.
Growth in all developing countries in this period Was 5 per cent and growth per
head 2.4 per cent. The least underdeveloped countries, i.e., those of Europe,
registered the highest growth rates (7.1 total, 5.6 per head) while Afrioa,
which contains many of the least developed countries, registered the lowest
growth rates (3.1 total and 0.9 per head). According to the Survey of Economic
Conditions in Africa, 1969, total GDG grew annually by 3.3 per cent between
1965 and 1968, and GDP per head by only 0.5 per cent. Income per head in some
African oountries actually declined over this period. Only two Afrioan
countries, Libya and Liberia, figured amongst those with growth reoords of 6
per cent or more per annum.

279. The fact of this disparity of growth rates within the third world implies
that gaps in income per head are widening not only between rich and poor
countries, but also between very poor and not quite so poor countries. For
it is largely those countries in which income levels are relatively high, which
register higher growth rates, while the least developed countries have been con
demned to the lowest growth rates. Africa oontains 21 of the 27 countries with
lowest gross domestic product per head. Of 40 developing countries on the con
tinent, 21 are among those with the loweBt~national income per head in the
world. 30 countries, comprising 86 per cent of the population, enjoy a gross
domestic product of less than $160 and 17 of these, with 55 per cent of the
population, less than j~80 per head. lA'hat insignificant growth there was, was
largely confined to mining and services, while food production per head, on
which the bulk of the population depends, grew hardly at all, or fell~

Flows per head

280. The flow per head of net official and multilateral resources is one measure
of the potential contribution of these external flows to the development of a
recipient country. There were substantial disparities in average per capita
aid inflows from developed market eCunomies and multilateral agencies to various
developing sub-regions in 1960-1965. The average ranged from $2.34 (South Asia)
to $12.21 (North Africa). However, there has been a considerable narrowing ~f

the range of annual averages of seven sub-regions (i.e., North Africa, Africa
south of the Sahara, South America, North and Central America, South Asia,
Middle East and Far East). The decline of average annual aid per head to North
Africa from the very high leve~s of over $14.00 in 1960/1961 to about $8.00 in
1965 was particularly marked.lI(Aid per head to Africa south of the Sahara
averaged under $5 per head.y). "In four sub-regions with the lowest averages
in 1960 - South America, South Asia, North and Central America, Africa south of
the Sahara - per capita aid increased over the period 1960-1965".J! The net

11 UNCTAD:

y UNCTAD:

J! UNCTAD:

Growth and External Development Finance,TD/7/Supp.l.

External Development Finance: Present and Future,TD/B/C 3/61.

Growth and External Develcpment Finance,TD/7/Supp.l.
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inflow of cap i, '!;al per h",,:l var-i es ccr.s i.der-ab'Ly between recipient countries.
In 1967 nearly twenty African countries received less than $3 per head, while
eighteen received "","'e than $10.. The evidence "suggests that income per head
is not an importalJ't xnf'Luence on the distribution of external development
finance".l.1 However .. it is often the lowest income countries tha-~ have the
greatest difficulty in diversifying and expanding their exports, and these
ccuntries are also frequently unable to provide strong attractions to private
foreign capital. Their dependence on external assistance is particularly
gres_t •

281. Tables 20 and 21 show aid receipts per head.

282. The 10\1 LeveL of income and de-,elopment in many African countries has
important irr.plio"t"~ns for aid policy. One is the need for a relatively large
shar-e of tecm:iroal assistance. But technical assistance requires much more
careful planning and co-ozdi.na't i on than capital aid. Hence the imperative
need for the reform of the UN agencies and for the effective organization of
consultative groups d iacusaed later.

283. The geogTaphical distribution of technical assistance in general shows
two special features: levels of reoeipts per head are not as widely spread
as those for the distribution of total aid.y The major exception is that
eight countrieo at the low end of the scale received more than ~50 worth of
technical assistance per head per .ear in 1965-1966, whereas the average for
a.l L countrtes WZ.s $0.82 •.2/ There also seelnS to be a tendenoy for the distrib
ution of ~echnical assistance - and especially educational assistance - to
oonform to a reasonable judgment of the urgency of needs, e.g., the average
receipts of over ~2 per head in Africa, as compared with $0.29 in Southern
Europe 41 is ~onsistent ,;ith the urgent African needs for operational help
and the enormous effo-rto heing made TO develop the educational system in that
continent.

284. Another implication of low income levels, accompanied by small size of
countries, is the need. for strong regional co-ordination. If the African
De"elopmen~ Bank HeX'a arle tc draw en more substantial sums of money both from
outside and fro~ within Afric~, there would be scope for projects that would
overcome the severe limits of small and fragmented markets resulting from low
incomes and small size of courrt ra.es 0

Y UlICTAD: Gro\'Tth a:nd Exter-nal Development Finan~ TD/7!SUPp.l.

y OEeD }.968 Re',ie~.

Y 2E.! cit.

41~ cit,
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Table 20: per ca ita recei ts cf net official assistance b selected
developin countries from OECD DAC countries and mul!ilateral agencies,
1964-1966 annual average

(us Dollars)

Recipie:rt
Area/Countries

AFIUCA

of which

Bilateral

5.4

Multilateral

0.7 6.1

"

.sOUl'c~, OECD Development Assistance 1968 Heview, page 271, Table 14.

Algaria
Libya
~·lorooco

Tunisia
DAR (Egypt)
Burundi
Congo (Kinshasa)
Ethiopia
Ghana
Guinea
Kenya
Liberia
Malawi
Nigeria
Rwanda
Sierra Leone
Somalia.
'I'anaana.a
Uganda
Zambia
African & Malagasy StatesU

14.0 0.2 14.3
5.3 .. 0.6 4.7
7.1 0.6 7.7

16.7 1.2 17.9
4.6 0.1 4.7
1.7 0.5 2.3
7.1 0.6 7.7
0.9 0.4 1.2
6.0 1.6 7.6
3.7 1.1 4.9
6.4 0.4 6.8

30.4 1.2 31.6
8.3 * 8.3
1.5 0.5 2.0
2.4 0.6 3.0
5.3 0.6 5.9
7.4 1.5 8.8
3.3 0.3 3.6
2.8 0.3 3.1
6.1 -.-0.7 5.4
5.6 2.2 7.8

African and Malaga3Y States; Cameroon, Central African Republic,
Chad, Congo (Brazzaville), Dahomey, Gabon, Ivory Coast, Madagascar,
Mali, Mauritania, Nigeria, Senegal, Togo, Upper Volta.

, ',~

1

'1
1
l

I
.'



1965-1967 AVERAGE ANNUAL
DISBURSEMENTS

OFFICIAL FINANCIAL FLOWS
OF AID AFR I<::,I\N
TO COUNTRIES.
(Net o~ Amortizetion).
FROM OECD/DAC COUNTRIES
AND llULTILATERAL AGENCIES

TABLE 21

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION

• •

£ sterling per capita (of recipient oountry).

RECIPIENT TOTAL 1/ DON 0 R S
r-anked by Aid AID
per ca.pita PRINCIPAL 2/ U.K. U.S. FRANCE GERIolANY E.E.C. JAPAN OTHER 3/ OTHER

D.A.C. llULn

ST. HELENA 90.48 U.K. 100% 90.26 0.22

2 LIBERIA 13.53 U. s. 68%, GERllANY 26% 0.08 9.20 - 3.53 - - 0.14 0.58

-
3 SEYCHELLES 11.58 U.K. 98% 11.35 0.10 - - - - 0.05 0.08

4 SWAZILAND 11,43 U.K. 94% 10.79 0.01 - 0.03 - - 0.08 0.52

5 GABON 9.90 0.05 0.82 3.92 0.92 2.00 - 0.03 2.22

6 BOTSWANA 9.51 U.K. 82% 7.76 0.83 - - - - 0.11 0.81

FRANCE 16% 1 .167 TUNISIA 7.12 U.S. 52%. ITALY 12% - 3.71 0.50 - - 1.31 0.410-
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RECIPIENT TOTAL 1/ DON 0 R S '5
ranked by Aid AID
per capita PRINCIPAL 2/ U.K. U.S. FRANCE GERI!ANY E.E.C. JAPAN OTHER 3/ OTHER

D.A.C. , MULTI

8 fONGO 6.37 FRANCE 49%. E.E.C.27% 0.01 0.28 3.15 0.40 1.70 - 0.03 0.79
BRAzZAVILLE) I. B.R.D: at.

9 LESOTHO 4.92 U.K. 86% 4.24 0.14 - 0.03 - - 0.11 0.40

10 SAO TOME 3.85 PORTUGAL 100% - - - - - - 3.85
AND PRINCIPE (Port)

11 SENECAL 3.75 FRANCE 51,%. E.E.C. 31% - 0.22 2.03 0.08 1.15 - 0.06 0.21

12 ALGERIA 3.51 FRANCe: 91% - 0.41 3.18 0.02 0.07 - 0.03 (-)0.20

13 CENTRAL 3,38 FRANCE Sat.. E.E.C. 2at. 0.01 0.18 1.95 0.11 0.96 - 0.04 0.14
AFRICAN REP.

14 ZAMBIA 3.38 U.K. 73%, ITALY 17:l' 2.46 0.49 - 0.02 - - 0.62 (-)0.21

-
15 CAMBIA 3.37 U.K. 91% 3.07 0.04 - 0.19 - - 0.04 0.02

16 CAPE VERDE (Port) 3.21 PORTUGAL 100% - - - - - - 3.21

17 CHANA 3.12 U.S. 62%, ~ERIIANY 13% 0.05 1.92 0.04 0.42 - 0.01 0.39 0.30
I,B.R.D.10%
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RECIPIENT TOTAL II DONORS
ranked by Aid AID
per capita PRINCIPAL 21 U.K. U.S. FRANCE GERMANY E.E.C. JAPAN OTHER 31 OTHER

D.A.C. MULTI

18 IVORY COAST 2.89 FRANCE ~, E. E. Co 29% - 0.35 1.38 0.1"- 0.85 - 0.18 (-)0.01
U.S. 12%

19 IlALAWI 2.80 U.K. 83% 2.31 0.28 - 0.13 - - 0.07 0.02

20 SOMALIA 2.77 U.S. 33%, ITALY 32% - 0.92 - 0."" 0.23 - 0.89 0.29
GERMANY 16%

21 TOGO 2.52 - 0.31 0.'-2 1.01 0.53 - 0.05 0.20

22 CONGO 2 ."-5 BELGIUM 56%, U.S. 33% 0.01 0.80 0.01 0.0l0 0.09 - 1.47 0.03
(KINSHASA)

23 MOROCCO 2.'-0 U.S. "-7%, FRANCE 31% - 1.12 0.75 0.2"- - - 0.03 0.25
GERMANY 10%

24 KENYA 2.32 U.K. 56%. U.S. 16% 1.30 0.38 - 0.09 - 0.01 0.15 0.39
I.B.R.D. 11%

-
25 DABOMEY 2.17 FRANCE 48%, E.E.C.29% - 0.15 1.03 0.06 0.63 - 0.22 0.08

ITALY 8%
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R.l!CIPIEllT TOTAL 1/ DONORI 0

ranked by Aid AID
per oapita PRINCIPAL 2/ U.K. U.S. :FRANCR ~ERIIANY E.E.C. JAPAN OTHER 3/ OTHER

D.A.C. IIlJLTI

26 JI.A!lRITIUS 2.15 U.K. 7J%. I.B.R.D. 16% 1.56 0.01 - - - - 0.06 0.52

27 lWlA~A8CAR 2.08 mAllCE ~%. E.E.C. ~ - 0.07 1.05 0.23 0.62 - 0.01 0.10

28 CAMEROON 2.06 E.E.C. ~1%. u.s. 15% 0.02 0.30 0.59 0.16 0.84- - 0.07 0.06
FRANCE 29%

-
29 SIERRA LEONE 1.9~ U.S. 61%. U.K. 21% O.~O 1.19 - 0.13 - - 0.04 0.18

30 NI~ER 1.83 !RANCE 5<:$!, R.E.C.30% - 0.21 0.91 0.08 0.5~ - 0.01 0.07
U.S. 11%

31 CHAO 1.68 MlANCE 52%. E.E. C. 27% - 0.15 0.87 0.11 0.46 - 0.02 0.06
u, s, 9%

32 OOINEA 1.60 U.S. 86% - 1.37 (-)0.1~ 0.17 - - 0.08 0.12

33 JI.A!lRITANIA 1.53 FRANCE 76%. E.J;;.C. 58% - 0.01 1.16 0.02 0.89 - - (-)0.55

~ IlALI 1.36 E.B. c. 49%. FRANCE 25%
U.S. 11$ - 0.19 0.3~ O.O~ 0.66 - 0.01 0.12

• 11;
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RECIPIENT TOTAL 11 DONORS
r&nk8d by Aid AID
per oapita PRINCIPAL 2/ U.K. U.S. FRANCE GERMANY E.E.C. JAPAN OTHER 31 OTHER

D.A.C. YllLTI

35 RWANDA 1.27 - 0.17 0.01 0.06 0.16 - 0.82 0.04-

-
36 TANZANIA 1.13 0.32 0.31 - 0.1l,. - - 0.25 0.10

37 UGANDA 1.04- U.K. 5~, U.S. 2Q% 0.60 0.21 - 0.11 - - 0.06 0.06
GERIIANY 11%

38 UPPER VOLTA 0.98 FRANCE l,.~, E.E.C. 35% - 0.11 O.l,.l,. 0.02 0.3l,. - 0.01 0.06
U.S. 11%

--
39 llIJRUNDI 0.89 BELGIU\I 62%, E.E. C. 15% - 0.08 0.02 0.0l,. 0.13 - 0.56 0.06

U.S. 9%
-

l,.O U.A.R. 0.83 u.s, 65%. GERIIANY 14% - 0.51,. 0.05 0.12 - - 0.11 0.01
ITALY 12%

l,.1 ANGOLA 0.65 PORTUGAL 97% - - - - - - 0.65

l,.2 LIBYA 0.63 ITALY 33%, U.K. 25% 0.16 0.11 - 0.15 - - 0.23 (-)0.03
GERMANY 24%
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0.4-9 0.01 0.23 - 0.05 - - 0.07

0.4-8 PORTUGAL 94% 0.02 - - - - - 0.4-6

(-)0.11
(positive flow = 0.12

0.10 - - - - - 0.02£ per cep ,
U.K. 83% of this)

DONORS

~.

RECIPIENT
ranked by Aid
per oapita

4-3 NIGERIA

4.4- SUDAN

4-5 PORT\lGUESE
GUINEA

4-6 ETHIOPIA

4-7 1I0ZAMBIQUE

4-8 RHODESIA

TOTAL 1/
AID

PRINCIPAL 2'/

0.60

0.56

0.50 PORT\lGAI. 100%

U.K.

0.11

0.09

U.S.

0.18

0.14-

FRANCE GERllANY

0.05

0.13

E.E.C.

;l's:~
,§~Q

"l'\0:<>>co>..,..
0 ............ ..;
~;o

>
<,

~

JAPAN OTHER 3/ OTHER
D.A.C. MULTI

-
0.08 0.18

0.04- 0.16

-
0.50

0.14-

(-)0.22

l'OOTNOTES 1/ 001•• 4--11 do not
nooe••ari~ Add to
001. 2 due to
oonversion rounding••

,

2/ 3 or leB8 donora
adding to more than
80J' of 001. 2.

~. Percentages rerer to
T= AID, i.e. po.itive
flow los. debt. re~
menta.

converaion rate
of

a.a U.S•• = £
uaed throughout

- nil or negligible
.... Dot available

• <[

3/ includes
Australia
Switzerland
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1. FRENCH OVERSEAS TERRITORIES AND DEPASTMENTS. oata on French as.i.tance to the.e i. not available individual~.

The following estimates are, however, shown for the regions to
whioh the individual territories and departments belong.

EEe Japan Other Other
DAC Multilateral

Ger_FranceusUKRegionsTotal
i---- ..,........

41.52 AFRICA 1. COMORO IS. - 0.01 40.33 - 1.13 - - 0.05
2. SOMALlLAND
3. RFlJNION

•• AMERICA 1. ST. m:RRE ET •• •• 68.87 .. .. • • • • ..
MIQUELON

2. GUADELOUPE
3. MARTlliIQUE 4 GUIPNA

56.10 OCEANIA 1. FRENCH POLYNESIA 0.01 - 53.45 - 2.59 - - 0.05
2. NEW CALEDONIA
3. WALLIS AND FUTlJNA

2. I.B.R.D.
I.D.A.
I.D.B.

International Bank for Reoonstruction and Development.
International Development Association.
Inter-American Development Bank.
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285. Most African COtUltl'l"" g<iilleu. llldependence between 1955 and 1963. The
transition to independence imposed political strains and the need for larger
investment outlays in physical and social lnfrastructure. Such expenditures
lay the foundations for development, but do not contribute to rapid increases
in measured income.

286. One of the declared ltUlctions of aid is to reduce growing international
inequalities. But this principle is usually applied only to the income gap
between the developed and the developing cotUltries. If the principle is
applied to the third world, aid should be increasingly directed to those with
the lowest incomes and lowest development prospects, Ln order to avoid growing
inequalities within the group of less developed cotUltries. Even quite apart
from income differentials, an important purpose of aid is to help those who
are poorest and most in need of assistance. On both these grcunds, the claims
of many African ccurrt r-ies for more aid are very strong.

287. There is a school of thought which holds that the aid is used most ef
fectively when performance criteria are applied. Then self-help measures are
rewarded and success is backed by outside support. "~ile -this doctrine has
considerable attractions, it is important that the criteria applied to per
formance are correctly chosen. Growth rates of income or of income per head
can be quite misleading criteria for this purpose.

288. The task in many African cotUltries today is to lay the human, institutional
and technical foundations for a progressing economy. This means creating an
educational system adapted to economic growth, an efficient and honest admin
istrative serVice, a literate and motivated class of farmers, a disciplined,
skilled and adaptable agri cul,tural and industrial labour force. It means
creating fil-ancial institutions, buldine up markets and establishing com
ffitU1ications: roads, ral1WajS, nar~ours. All .hese ar" essential conditions,
but they do not result immediately in rapid or accelerated growth rates.
After a time,however, they tend to show rapidly increasing returns. If we
aocept, for the purpose of this argument, Rostowian terminology, the required
measures amount to preparing the runway, without which "take-off" is impossible,
but do not immediately lead to so',ring flights. Any proper application of per
formance criteria must pay a.tentlon to these i~stitution-buildingand found
ation-laying activities, much more than to the behaviour of aggregates like
national income, savings, investment or growth rates.

289. The emphasis on helping those "nearest to take-off", those most capable
of helping themselves, is also in blatant co~tradiction with the argument
that it is the purpose of aid to reduce income inequalities - for such a
policy would increase inequalities.

290. Even if the objective of aid is to mlnlmlze the difference in the present
value of the expected income stream resulting from aid and what it would be
without aid, the utility derived from income diminishes with its size. A
given difference expressed in dollars should therefore be weighted more heavily
if it accrues to a low-income country than if it accrues to a high income
COtUltry. Such differential weighting is entirely consistent with "maximizing
the development impact" of aid.

•
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291. hfe conclude that Lowar income courrtr-i es have a stronger claim on scarce
aid funds than higher income countries for three quite distinct reasons.

~ir~t. ther3 io the humanitari~1 claim to help those most in need. There
is greater value in helping a lame dog ever a stile than in patting an express
train as it rushes by and claiming credit for its speed•

292. Second, if the objective is to reduce international income differentials,
the slowest growers, who are also often the pOurest, have a stronger claim
than faster growers among the developing cotllltries.

293. Third, even if the aim is pure maximization of the developmsnt impact
of aid, an interpretation in terms of human satisfaction indicates heavier
weighting for the poorest than for less poor countries.

294. Table 22 shows some of the African least developed countries and some
social and economic indicators. Our argument leads to the ccnclusion that,
within the aid total, there is a special case for allocating aid funds,
according to a separate target, to the support of public servioes, like health
and eduoation, and to institution building. The case is analogous to that for
cen't r-a'l government griJots to local authorities for the conduct of public serv
~ces. The case can be based upon the indivisibility of the need for certain
minimum standards of health and eduoation, sO that inadequacies in one part of
the world oan poison and infect others. Or it can be based on humanitarian
oonsiderations of human rights. It can also be based on contributing to growth
potential, for appropriate measures of health and education are not only de
sirable in their own right, Duo are also forms of human investment and con
ducive to speedier development. It would therefore be proper to ensure that
within the general aid strate~J the nreds of the least developed countries be
given spleoial 8,tten",;ion, e~ th"r by ~le'"ting up specific ta1'gets for contribution,
supported by a machinery of implementation, or by setting up programmes in terms
of specifio objeotives to be achieved, which donors agree to undeTwrite.

295. Some of the disenchantment with a1d is due to the fact that it has been,
at the same time, too fragmented and toe glcbal: divided and aggregated along
the wrong lines. The fraQnentatioll is the result of the numerous bilateral
donors' aid programmes, each inspired by its own complex blend of motives,
objectives and crit~ria. In addition, there are the Specialized Agencies of
the United Nations, again pursuing their own objectives and guarding jealously
their spheres of competence. At the receiving end. sovereign ,~tional govern
ments are usually accepted as the ultimate authorities for aid requests, with
li~tle regard to regional and sub-regional co-ordination. There have been
signs of a'beginning of co-ordination between donors, between Specialized
Agencies and between recipients. Consortia and Consultative Groups are
examples of the former and the UN Regional Commies ions examples of the latter.
lfJarshall Aid and the Alliance :01' Progress were unilateral on the donor's side
but attemptetl regional co-ordination, co-operation and integration on the side
of the reoipients. The Regional Development Banks are another illustration of
a move towards limited supernational groupings of the right kind.
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Table 22

SOME AFRICAN LEAST DEVELOPED COUNTRIES ... ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL INDICATORS

t'r1mary
Annual and Energy Pror°rtion

Annual growth of secondary lnhabi- consump.tion o GOP
growth of real GOP school lantsper per head originating in

Poputauon GNP fterhead population 196D-6S Illiteracy enrollment doctor (Kg coal manufacturing
Country !million) US $) (per cent) (per cent) (percent) (percent) (thousand) equIValent) (percent)

Africa
Botswana 0.575 60 3.0 • 80 44 21 • •
Burundi 3.27 50 2.0 • • 18 59 12 •
Chad 3.36 70 1.5 • 95 20 73 15 4
Dahomey 2.41 80 2.9 5.0 95 20 20 30 8
Ethiopia 23.0 60 1.7 3.5 95 8 69 10 7
Gambia 0.336 90 2.0 4.7 90 18 22 39 •
Guinea 3.61 80 2.7 6.7 90 19 21 98
lesotho 0.865 60 2.9 • 65 76 18 • •
Malawi 4.04 50 2.4 1.0 94 31 50 42 5
Mali 4.65 60 2.2 5.0 95 14 40 21 1
Niger 3.43 80 3.2 4.1 99 6 66 13 3
Rwanda 3.20 40 3.1 • 90-95 44 97 15 7
Somalia 2.58 50 3.4 • 95 6 30 27 •
Tanzania 11.83 80 1.9 3.1 80-85 23 20 55 4
Upper Volta 4.96 50 2.5 5.0 90-95 8 64 10 1

.. = not known

Source: International Development. Review, Sep. 1969, Vol. XI,
No.3, p. 3.

Note: Many of the figures in the above table are either very
rough approximations or informed guesses.

•
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296. Africa, more than most regions in need of a regional~ planned and
executed programme. has enjoyed least the benefits of such a programme. The
aid effort has reinforced the historical, geographical and political fragment
ation of the continents and the fluctuations of aid over time, its unreli
ability and its volatility in response to political forces, have aggravated
the already difficult problems of co-ordination and forward planning.

297. The setting up of consortia and consult~tive groups by the World Bank
and the DAC is one move in the right direction. These new forces provide a
valuable means of combining desirable features of bilateral with those of
multilateral financial assistance. They are, however, "only concerned to a
very limited extent with technical assistance".y The recent preoccupation
of certain consultative groups (for Tunisia and East Africa) with euch areas
as education and agriculture may foreshadow a move on the part of the con
sortia and consultative groups to extend their field of action.

298. "The work in the oonsortia and oonsultative groups clearly demonstrates
the advantages of a co-ordinated approach under the sponsorship of an inter
national institution".£! However, this kind of operation is not without its
difficulties. Again, acoording to the OECD 1967 Review: "In particular, the
lack of any pledging or commitment by donors in the consultative groups put a
considerable strain on the active oo-operation of the beneficiary country",

299. Between 1964-1966 countries that are members of consorti~ and consultative
groups on the average received 37 per cent of net official disbursement of the
DAC countries. However, the setting up of consortia or consultative groups for
particular developing countries has not, as might have been supposed, so far
had the effect of notably biasing aid distribution in their favour and evening
out fluctuations. This can be seen from Table 230,.

300. The consortia arrangements seem to have been rather more successful than
the consultative groups. Of the four oonsortia oountries only Turkey shows a
reduced share and lower per capita receipts in 1966 as compared with the year
of inception. The only caseS in which there seems to have been a definite
tendency for their percentage of total official aid receipts to increase sub
sequent to the establishment of a co-ordinating orga:ni~.ation are those of
the two IBRD consortia countri~R. India and Pakistan (the fall in 1966 is
partly attributable to the border war between the two countries in late 1965),
and among the consultative group countries, Nigeria.

301. Eight of the fourteen consortia and consultative group countries (ac
oounting for mOre than half of the total population in this group) had aid
receipts per head in 1966 below the average for all LDCs. The rise in their
aid reoeipts per head ever the period merely reflects the fact that the
volume of total aid, as well as aid for these countries, has On average
risen faster than their populations. More recently the De; capita aid receipts

11 OECD 1968 Review.

£! DECD 1967 Re~.



Consortia & Consultative groups: •
Table 23a

Shares of Countries in Net Total Official A~d

Receipts, and Per Capita Aid Receipts 1960-1966.

Percentage of total official disbursement Per capita aid receipts 'If..
Date of 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966
inception

Consortia:

India 1958 zz,a 12.2 12.6 15.5 19.5 19.4 17.8 kL 1.5 1.6 2.1 2.5 2.6 2.5

Pakistan 1960 5.B 4.9 6.8 8.0 8.4 7.7 6.0 2.6 2.6 3.7 4.6 4.6 4.5 5.5

Turkey 1962 3.0 3.4 3.9 3.5 2.6 2.8 2.9 4.9 6.6 748 7.3 5.2 5.9 6.2

Greece 1962 1,0 1.3 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.6 5.4 B.3 4.1 4.3 5.1 5.7 4.8

Consultative groups:

Nigeria 1962 0.8 0.6 0.5 0.3 0.9 1.4 1.3 1.1 0.9 0.8 !hi 1,3 2.3 2.3

Colombia 1963 1.2 1,3 1.7 1.7 0.9 1.4 -0.4 4.1 4.5 6.3 5.9 3.4 5.5

Sudan 1963 0.7 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.,4 0.5 0.2 2.8 1.9 1.7 1,5 1.9 2.2 1.2

Tunisia 1963 1.1 1.7 1.2 1.4 1.2 1,4 1.0 13.3 23.5 17.1 20.2 ~ 20.9 16.0

Ecuador 1964 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 3.5 3.6 3.9 3.0 2.4 3.0 5.2

Thailand 1965 1.1 0.7 0.9 0.7 0.5 0.7 0.8 1.9 1.4 1,9 1.5 1.1 1,5 1.7

Malaysia 1965 0.'3 0.4 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.7 1.8 2.4 3.6 1,5 1.8 3.7 5.1

Ceylon 1965 0.'3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 ~ 1,4 1.4 1,7 1.4 1.1 1.4 2.7

Peru 1966 -0.2 -0.3 0.3 0.4 0.7 1.1 1.0 -1.0 -1.4 1.5 2.0 3.6 6.0 5.4

Korea (South) 1966 5.5 4.2 4.1 4.2 2.8 3.3 3.0 10.1 9.0 9.0 9.7 6.2 7.8 7.3

Average all l-Des 3.2 3.8 3.9 4.1 4.0 4.2 4.1

DECO 1968 Review, Page 144.
Note. In 1967 two further consultative groups were set up. Nor oc co

and East A.fri.ca (comprising Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania).
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Table 23b

•...... •
'.

Consortia and Consultative Groups: Total net of£icial aid receipts, per oapita. as a percentage of imports and of GOP

Total official aid (annual average 1966-68)
as a percentage of
1967 Imports of goods. 1966 GNP (%)
and services (%)

Annual average per capita receipts
$

Bilateral Mul tilateral Total

1964~65 1966-68 1964...65 1966-68 1964..65 1966-68

Consortia and 2.81 2.56 0.40 0,44 3.21 3.00Consultative
Gro,!£s

India 2.27 2.02 0.30 0.29 2.57 2.32
Pakistan 4.16 3.20 0.41 0.76 4.57 3.96
Turkey 5.34 5.11 0.21 1.14 5.55 6.25
Greece 4.27 2.07 1.17 1.38 5.43 3.46
Nigeria, 1.34 1.58 0.45 0.69 1.79 2.27
Colombia 2.11 4.61 2.50 1,97 4.61 6.58
Sudan 1.48 0.90 0.58 0.58 2.06 1.48
Tunisia 17.90 16.65 1.13 1.68 19.04 18:.33
Ecuador 3.52 4.07 0.34 0.84 3.87 4~91

Thailand 1.25 1.90 0.07 -0.01 1.32 1.89
t-taLay s i a 1.88 3.17 0.85 1,72 2.72 4.89
Ceylon 1.04 3.44 0.20 0.02 1.24 3.47
Peru 3.08 3.24 1.80 1.24 4.88 4~49
Korea (South) 6.92 3.42 0.09 0.06 7.02 8.48
NoroecG 7.76 5.68 0.51 0.72 8.27 6.40

Total Developing
Countries 3.57 3.68 0.52 0.55 4.09 4.23

20.72

43.82
35.90
25.63

2.32
11.75
19.38

7.29
32.05
11.51

5.76
3.99

11,32
5.44

23.74
14.58

(15.30)(1)

2.73

3.07
3.57
1.95
0.47
2.02
1,95
1.50
8.24
2.05
1.36
1.57
2,41
1,08
6.54
3.51

(2.69)(1)

(1) . .
Secretariat estimates, excluding a number of deve19ping countries which together account for 7 per cent of total
aid receipts.

Source: OECO 1969 Review. ;? ~~
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of consortia and consultative Group c01L~tries ~s a grau; :1ave been declining 
from the annual average of $3,21 over the period 1964-1965 to $3.00 over the

ears 1966-1968; whereas aid receipts per head of all developing countries
as a group show a rise (see table 23b). Seven of the fifteen countries saW
lower annual average per capita receipts in the later period.

302. The volume of net offici~l assist~lce to two of the three African con
sultative group countries has fluctuated considerably and the receipts of
Sudan ~ Tunisia were in fact lower in 1966 than in 1963 (the year of their
inception); they show a rise in 1967 but Sudan's receipts still remain
below the 1963 level as can be seen from table 24.

Table 24: Receipts of net offioial assistanoe 1/ of Sudan. Tunisi~
Nigeria

..

Souroes: OEC~ Geographical Distribution of Financial Flows
Countries, 1960-1964, 1965 ~ 1966-1967.

($ millions)

1964 1965

Nigeria
Tunisia
Sudan

1963

16.2
84.9
19.6

53.2
72.1
24.9

94.6
91.5
30.2

1966 1967

93.0 113.4
70.4 104.3
17.1 18.9

to Less Developed

11 Official bilateral f'I 0'<'8 (disbursements) from OECD/DAC countries and
multilateral flows, net of amort)zation.

303. The arrangements for Nigeria show much more satisfactory results - the
volume of aid having increased seven times over the period 1963-1967. In
1967, two further consultative groups were set up: Morocco ~ East Africa.
It is too early yet to make an evaluation of their work. It can, however, be
said that the World Bank arrangement for East Africa is of great significance
because it aims at sub-regional co-operation and is an attempt at financing
multinational I projects.

304. Thus the evidence on the effectiveness of these arrangements is equivocal.
It remains true that it would be useful to strengthen them, both directly ~
indirectly by increased cc.-ordination all round and a streamlining of the
aid-giving machinery. An improved aid-giving machinery is of particular imp
ortance for Africa as the region with special needs which has particularly
suffered from the trends outlined above.

305. One move in this direction, which could be of considerable benefit to
the African countries, would be greater st~ardization of the criteria for
project financing. Different donors use different standards and this increaGe~

the difficulties involved in project preparation, making the exercise morc
costly ~ further straining the limited expertise available to the African
countries.

,
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306. In fact, as we have seen, Africa needs above all help in the preparation,
execution and management of projects. Inability to prepare more and better
feasibility studies and to implement them has inhibited aid to Africa and led
to a systematic under-estimation of Africa's absorptive capacity.

307. Among the main directions of reform are the following:

1. Include Scviet donors in co-operating machinery; the joint
concern is develcpment and co-ordination within this over
riding aim shculd be pcssible;

2. Commit several years ahead and guarantee regularity;

3. Encourage regional and sUb-regional development, which transcends
national boundaries and follows economic and ecolcgioal lines and
provide aid to:

(a) promote oloser integration and

(b) compensate the losers from integration where such oompensation
is required or desirable;

4. Test all forms of financial and technical assistance by the orite
rion whether they oontribute to a fuller mobilization of indigenous
resources. Larger contribut10ns towards local costs, so as to avoid
biases towards capital-intensity and import-intensity, technical
assistance aiming at using indigenous facilities and training local
counterparts, enterprises that transfer ownership and management,
are illustrations of this principle.

308. To all these priority objectives a sofi-loan multilateral African
Development Fund could make a oruoial contribution.




